6.ÊDIATOPY OF COMPLEMENT-pu
In this chapter I catalogue the dialects of Greek in which the realis complementiser system deviates in some significant way from CSMG. There are two ways
this can occur: either pu spreads at the expense of oti/pos, particularly into the
linguistic and cognitive weak assertive domains, or oti/pos spreads at the expense of pu, particularly into the emotive predetermined domain. Both processes are attested for Modern Greek dialects.1
The strongest evidence for such a disruption is when weak assertives take pucomplements. Weak assertives are the least factive of realis predicates, and are
thus the unlikeliest to take pu-complements in CSMG. One can also consider the
use of pu after linguistic predicates, but this test is less reliable, since linguisticpu is at least a marginal feature of CSMG. The major regions in which complementation is significantly disrupted with respect to CSMG are given in MapÊ1.

Map 1. Regions of deviant complementation discussed

This is a survey of realis complementation throughout Modern Greek dialects,
of a kind not attempted hitherto; for a more global purview of complementation, and to place the spread of complementiser-pu in a diachronic context, I
therefore concentrate not only on the distribution of pu, but also on that of other
complementisersÑparticularly to in Anatolian Greek, a complementiser which
1Other

issues involving complementationÑnotably syntactic issues, such as which parts of
speech may take complements, and whether pu-complements may be preposedÑare addressed
in ¤7.3.
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like pu is of relativiser origin, but unlike pu is not a locative. The competition between pu and to is illuminating to the general account of pu, as it demonstrates
that locativity is not a necessary condition for a complementiser to attain a distribution similar to pu.2
In addition, the survey is of a quantitative nature where sufficiently extensive
corpora are available. This is necessary, as the gradiations in complementiser
usage between dialects are quite minute, and the fine judgements characteristic
of complementiser-pu in CSMG (¤4.3.2) are unavailable for the dialects.

6.1. Thracian
Of the Modern Greek dialects in which the distribution of realis complementisers deviates from the standard language, the best known is the dialect area referred to here as Thracian. The actual area includes Eastern Thrace, Constantinople, and Bithynia, and the islands of Samothrace and Lemnos,3 all areas
closer to Constantinople than any other major regional centre. It is best known
because it turns up in the language of influential literary figures who used ConstantinopolitanÑmost notably Jean Psichari and Constantine Cavafy. In this region, pu is no longer a marked complementiser: it is unmarked to the extent that
it appears routinely after weak assertive predicates:
(1)

(1931)
San n¿mize poy l¼go/ e¼xÕ apokoimhue¼, ªpeften Ãq all¿frvn/ sthq kl¼nhq moy to
Œkron.
san nomize pu liÄo/ ix apokimiTi, epeften os alofron/ stis klinis mu to akron.
And when heÕd think/ ∅ IÕd fallen asleep, heÕd collapse at the edge of my bed/
as though out of his mind. (Cav 300)

In many ways Constantinopolitan is more akin to CSMG than the surrounding
Thracian dialects.4 In particular, unlike Northern Greek, it does not have a reduced unstressed vowel system; so it is typically excluded from any dialectological investigation of the area (Andriotis 1942Ð3). Constantinopolitan, however, is
not identical to CSMG; and one of the three ways in which it differs from CSMG
is that it uses pu as an unmarked realis complementiserÑin common with the
area surrounding Thrace.5
The geographical extent of pu used after weak assertives and linguistic predicates in Thrace, Bithynia, and the North-East Aegean is shown in MapÊ2, and
representative examples are given below.

2Further discussion about the light to can shed on pu is given in ¤B.1, ¤B.2.
3It probably also includes the islands of Imbros (Imroz/Gšk•eada) and Tenedos

(Bozcaada), although I do not have data from those islands.
4 It is widely believed that Constantinople was the locus of an Early Modern koine (e.g. Browning
1983:82).
5The two other salient ways in which Constantinopolitan differs from CSMG are both characteristic of far northern Greek dialects (Macedonia, Thrace, Northern Aegean): it uses the accusative
rather than the genitive for clitic indirect objects (see Map 12), and its perfective stem of ÔseeÕ is
Djo instead of CSMG Do(Contossopoulos 1994:110).
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WEAK ASSERTIVES:
(2a)

BrvmŒei h ko´koq, nom¼zei poy brvmŒ h fvliŒ doy
vromai i kukos, nomizi pu vroma i folia du
The cuckoo stinks, he thinks that itÕs his nest that stinks (HDMS 1065:145;
Palladari, Bursa)

(2b)

Kal¿geroq uŒrrecena pÕ üdana diŒboloq kiÕ apÕ mªsa ªdvxnenna kiÕ ªlegena: ÇF´ge,
diŒbolo, f´geÈ.
kaloÄeros Tarepsena p idana Diavolos ki ap mesa eDoxnenna ki eleÄena: ÒfiÄe,
Diavolo, fiÄeÓ
The monk thought she was the devil and bade her leave from inside, saying
ÒBe gone, devil, be gone.Ó (Deligiannis 1940:341; Kouvouklia, Bursa)

(2c)

¿loyq k¿smoyq toyn pirgialo´san ki uarro´san poy e¼ni xaz¿q
olus kosmus tun pirÄialusan ki Tarusan pu ini xazos
Everybody made fun of him and thought that he was stupid (CPMS 7188:3;
Karaga•)

(2d)

SarŒndh, e SarŒndh, e Fvto´la. De jerÕq t¼pota; Me fa¼netai poy e¼mÕÑ
agastrvmªn^Õ.
sarandi, e sarandi, e fotula. De ksers tipota? me fenete pu imÑagastromeø.
ÑSarandis! Sarandis!ÑWhat, Fotoula?ÑYou know what? It seems to me that
IÕm pregnant. (HDMS 756:120; Marmara)

(2e)

Ts| ai uarÃ tar ph Õtan^i to ÿsyskrinª to sterÕ, ph Õta bga¼nta ta mesŒnyxta
tþe Taro tar pi taøi to Siskrine to ster, pi ta vÄenda ta mesanixta
And he thought that it was the morning star, which comes out at midnight
(HDMS 754:140; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(2f)

A! sy e¼sai poy trÃeiq ta faeitŒ kai gv nom¼zv poy ta trÃne oi do´leq!
a! si ise pu trois ta faita ke Äo nomizo pu ta trone i Dules!
Oh! ItÕs you that has been eating the food, and here I was thinking that the
maids were eating it! (Prodromou 1915:155; Sozopolis, Eastern Rumelia)

(2g)

I gŒoyq doyn ge¼di apÕ ge¼xi stoy st¿ma tÕ anoixt¿, ki uŒÝci apÕ gio´si
i Äaus dun ÄiDi ap Äixi stu stoma t anixto, ki Taipsi ap Äiusi
Der andere sah, da§ er seinen Mund offen hatte, und glaubte, da§ er lache
The other saw that he had his mouth open, and thought that he was laughing
(Heisenberg 67; Samothrace)

(2h)

Oy Ko´maroyq tÕ Œksin poy Õxin magaz¼, n¿mzin poy e¼xi migŒloy magaz¼ (xa xa)
u kumarus t aksin pu xin maÄazi, nomzin pu ixi miÄalu maÄazi (xa xa)
Koumaros heard that he had a shop, and he thought that he had a large shop
(LAUGHS). (Kontonatsiou 228; Karpasi, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

None of these examples would be acceptable in CSMG; indeed, in many instances the pu-complement is not only not presupposed, but actually false (2a,
2b, 2f, 2g, 2h); in (2f), it is even known to be false by the subject of the matrix.
Similarly, the linguistic examples are of interest because pu is used even when
the complement is false (3a, 3c, 3e, 3f); so pu cannot indicate the givenness of
the complement, as it does in CSMG.
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LINGUISTIC:
(3a)

ÇE! na ton b‘q Œll. forŒ, sa se gh´r‘È, to lªg. h mŒnna tÕ, Çpoy to st¿x.seq na me to
p‘q.È
Òe! na ton bis al fora, sa se ÄivriÓ, to leÄ i mana t, Òpu to stoxses na me to pis.Ó
ÒWell! Next time he finds you, tell himÓ, her mother told her, Òthat you forgot
to tell me.Ó (Psaltes 1905:213; Saranda Ekklisies (Kõrklareli))

(3b)

Ua se po´me poy e¼sai ªmorfoq
Ta se pume pu ise emorfos
We will tell you that you are beautiful (HDMS 699:83; Kios (Gemlik))

(3c)

Kai sªna Œntza se ph kanªnaq pÕ uane´rhq mªsa sÕ go´fa kanªna gyalik¿ ger¿, mh do
piste´geiq? go´la Œlaq kai ner¿ gªn^kana.
ke sena andza se pi kanenas p Tan evris mesa s gufa kanena Äialiko Äero, mi do
pistevÄis; Äula alas ke nero Äeøkana.
And if anyone tells you that youÕll find a glass unbroken in the chest, donÕt you
believe it; theyÕve all been smashed to smithereens. (Deligiannis 1940:347;
Kouvouklia, Bursa)

Map 2. Weak Assertive and Linguistic pu in Thrace, Bithynia, and the North-Eastern Aegean.
The shaded areas are the formerly Greek-speaking regions of Bithynia. The line in Eastern
Thrace represents the linguistic boundary between Northern and Semi-Northern Greek
(Andriotis 1942Ð3). Û marks towns where the phenomenon is not attested.
(3d)

Na mh leq poy üruiq.
na mi les pu irTis.
DonÕt say that youÕve arrived (HDMS 1083:48; Sinapli, Eastern Rumelia)

(3e)

Mise´v kalª mŒtia moy kai doq me thn eyxü soy/ kai peq, poy den mÕ egªnnhseq o´te mÕ
e¼xeq paid¼ soy
misevo kale matia mu ke Dos me tin efxi su/ ke pes, pu Den m eÄenises ute m ixes
peDi su
IÕm going away, dear one; give me your blessing, and say that you never gave
birth to me nor had me as your child (HDMS 1065:21; Palladari, Bursa)
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Ts| ai lªnte tŒni oi mitso¼: pªkate namÕ cªmata ph uela perŒmÕ to gialª me to p\¿e
tþe lende tani i mitsi: pekate nam psemata pi Tela peram to Äiale me to pHoe
And the little ones would say: You lied to us that we were going to cross the
sea on foot (HDMS 754:34; Havoutsi, Propontis Tsakonian)

(3g)

Pe t¿te lªne, poy, sÕ ¿poio sp¼ti pŒroyne ÕpÕ ¿jv pe dh zymÃtria zoymŒri kai to
r¼joyne mªsa, ke¼nÕ to sp¼ti de potŒzei cvm¼.
pe tote lene, pu, s opio spiti parune p okso pe di zimotria zumari ke to riksune
mesa, kin to spiti De potazi psomi.
From then on they say that, in whatever house they take dough out of the
kneading basin and throw it inside, that house will never gain any bread.
(Vafiadou 1979Ð81:399; Sozopolis, Eastern Rumelia)

(3h)

Alla mÕ üligi pÕ ua ta umo´mi ta uka t ta l¿gia.
ala m iliÄi p Ta ta Tmumi ta Tka t ta loÄia.
But he would tell me that I would remember his words. (Kontonatsiou 189;
Sardes, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)
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Although I have little data from Northern and Western Thrace available to me,
the evidence from HDMS 252 (1919) is that the Greek of Philippoupolis
(Plovdiv) had the same complementation system as CSMG.
(4)

EgÃ uŒrrisa pvq syllogi»ªsai pvq ua mi padrªchq ki sy gi»a p¿lemoy mi xoratªbeiq;
eÄo Tarisa pos siloÆese pos Ta mi padrepsis ki si Æa polemu mi xoratevis?
I thought that you were considering marrying me offÑand youÕre speaking to
me about war? (HDMS 252:20; Philippoupolis, Eastern Rumelia)6

The same seems to be the case for Western Thrace, though the material on the
region (mainly HDMS 714 and 971, from Soufli) is scarce.
Because of the paucity of data, it is difficult to determine the geographical factors constraining this expansion of pu. Almost all Eastern and Northern Thracian instances belong to Semi-Northern regionsÑwhere unstressed mid vowels
are not raised, unlike Northern Greek (which includes Philippoupolis, Adrianople, and Western Thrace.) The linguistic boundary between the two is welldefined, and has both physical and ethnographic geographical correlates (solid
Bulgarian- and Turkish-speaking zones, the Stranca mountains north of
Saranda Ekklisies) (Andriotis 1942Ð3:145Ð146). Thus, one would associate the
limits of Thracian complementation with this linguistic boundary.
But (2c) shows that Thracian complementation extended beyond this
boundary, to the major regional centre of AdrianopleÑalthough, it would seem,
not much further. It may be that the distribution of pu represents a radial
spread from Constantinople, and those areas dependent on other regional centresÑsay, Philippoupolis or SalonicaÑdid not follow suit. This would also explain the distribution of pu in Samothrace, and Bithynia; Costakis (pers. comm.)
explicitly associates Propontis Tsakonian complementation in Bithynia (¤6.2)
6 One

may be tempted to attribute the Philippoupolitan complementation system to the influence of standard Greek, since there was a high level of Greek schooling in the city (N. Contossopoulos, pers. comm.) The examples, however, seem to be genuine Thracian. For instance, this
example features not only Northern Greek vocalism, but also the Thracian use of xoratevo to
mean ÔspeakÕ instead of its usual meaning in Greek, ÔjokeÕ.
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with visiting Thracian shepherds, and one can invoke the same factor with Kios
and the Greek villages west of Bursa (Palladari, Kouvouklia). As for Lemnos,
there is a significant Thracian element in the local dialect, and the locals believe
Lemnos to have been colonised from Thrace and Thessaly (Contossopoulos
1985b:72). So a radial influence from Constantinople can account for the diffusion of the phenomenon throughout the region.7
The antiquity of Thracian complementation is difficult to deduce from the
dialectal picture. Thrace has had a continuous Greek presence since Roman
times. On the other hand, Bithynia was settled relatively recently: Kios has
Southern Greek vocalism, and the Pistikohoria villages west of Bursa (including
Palladari) are known to have been settled around 1500 from Greece (Contossopoulos 1994:115). Kios and the Bursa villages would have acquired Thracian
complementation after they were colonised, but before they became linguistically cut off from each otherÑif they were ever cut off. But this does not help us
date the phenomenon in Thracian itself.
Although pu is the main complementiser of Thracian, pos is still in place as a
competitor, as the ensuing complementation counts showÑdrawn from both
literary Constantinopolitan (Psichari, Cavafy) and folk texts. The picture that
emerges from those counts is one of heterogeny, and this is a significant result
to include in any account of pu.
6.1.1. Psichari
Literary Constantinopolitan texts are far more extensive than folk Thracian
texts; so any investigation of Thracian complementation needs to start from
these. In his Òfirst piece of RomaicÓ,8 as he described it, his talk Historical and
Linguistic Questions (1886), Psichari displays a much broader usage of complementiser-pu than in his subsequent work.
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
S UBJECT
CSMG-Unacceptable
PREDETERMINED O CCURENCE PHYSICAL
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE

7One

228
11
3/0 (100%)
8/0 (100%)
105
46/2 (96%)
53/2 (96%)
31/0 (100%)
22/2 (92%)
6/0 (100%)
112
2/0 (100%)
52/4 (93%)
21/1 (95%)
34/9 (79%)

might also look at the neighbouring Dardanelles (and the islands of Imbros and Tenedos),
on which we have insufficient information to tell whether they had Thracian complementation
or not.
8ÔRomaicÕ is the old name for Modern Greek.
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Figure 20a. Complementiser-pu in Historical & Linguistic Questions (1886): CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 20b. Complementiser-pu in Historical & Linguistic Questions (1886): All realis

The presence of pu is appreciable; it never drops below 79% in the realis complementiser grid. In PsichariÕs next major work, the proportion of pu retreats,
although it is still well outside the bounds of CSMG. There are 442 instances of
complementiser-pu in the first edition of My Voyage (1888), PsichariÕs travelogue-cum-demoticist manifesto. The text encompasses some 65,000 words;
there are 1387 instances of pu overall in the text, so that complementiser-pu has
a textual frequency of 6.8ä, and counts for 32% of all instances of pu. This contrasts drastically with the CSMG novel The Third Wedding (0.7ä and 7% respectively): pu is used as a complementiser ten times more often in Psichari
than in the CSMG novel. Instances of pu as against pos are distributed as follows:
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Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
CSMG-Unacceptable
PREDETERMINED O CCURENCE PHYSICAL
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION
U NDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION

Emotive
Reaction
Truth
100

Emotive
Appraisal
Truth
96-99

Perception
Truth

Cognitive
Static
Truth

Linguistic
Truth

447
46
28/0 (100%)
18/0 (100%)
162
1/0 (100%)
85/7 (92%)
76/5 (94%)
51/0 (100%)
25/5 (83%)
239
5/0 (100%)
0/4 (0%)
120/19 (86%)
24/5 (83%)
87/75 (53%)
1/0 (100%)
1/0 (100%)
1/0 (100%)

Cognitive
Knowledge
Acq. Truth

81-95

Figure 21a. Complementiser-pu in My Voyage (1888): CSMG pu-grid9

Even in this work, pu never drops below 53%, in classes where it is proscribed in
CSMG. It is worth comparing this picture with the second edition of My Voyage
(1905), by which time Psichari had consciously abjured his Thracian complementation system (Òthat insufferable puÓ)Ñalthough he exaggerates in saying he
had already abjured it by 1888:
As I have noted below, this study of mine [Historical and Linguistic Questions]
was written in August 1886; so it is the very first piece of Modern Greek I ever
wrote, not only before I wrote My Voyage, but even before I made the voyage itself, which gave my book its titleÉ I ask the reader not to forget that this is my first,
and that I myself do not think too highly about this essay; he will see several usages
in there which are no longer my custom. Back then I used to say pu, that insufferable pu, where subsequently, and in My Voyage itself, I used pos [É] There are a
few Constantinopolitanisms there too, like the accusative me lete (Ôyou tell meÕ)
etc., which I later made genitive as is the custom in Athens: mu lete etc. (Psichari
1975 [1901]:53Ð55)10

9 Consistent

with other instances of this diagram, predetermined and strong determined linguistic truth predicates are conflated, giving a count of 117/19 (86%).
10Mackridge (1988:42) says of PsichariÕs complementation that Òthese syntactic forms alternate
with their common Greek equivalents without a steady rule.Ó Yet the counts show that this is not
the case for his usage of pu; there are definite, semantically-motivated tendencies in place.
PsichariÕs Constantinopolitan complementation had certainly not gone unnoticed in Athens:
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Figure 21b. Complementiser-pu in My Voyage (1888): All realis

The text counts for the second edition are as follows:
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
CSMG-Unacceptable
PREDETERMINED O CCURENCE PHYSICAL
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION
U NDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE REACTION

79
47
29/0 (100%)
18/0 (100%)
19
0/1 (0%)
9/77 (10%)
10/70 (12%)
9/41 (18%)
1/29 (3%)
13
4/0 (100%)
0/4 (0%)
7/133 (5%)
2/24 (7%)
0/157 (0%)
0/1 (0%)
0/1 (0%)
0/1 (0%)

As for the language of Mr Psichari, everyone who has checked or satirised it agrees
that it is not Greek, since with the exception of Mr Psichari alone no Greek in any
region speaks it, and noone can spontaneously imitate it; rather, such a task would
need special preparation. In this respect, for example, no Greek makes Mr PsichariÕs mistakes, e.g. using pu instead of pos. (Dr Karl Foy, Ephemeris 1888Ð9Ð11;
cited in Psichari (1987 [1888]:258).)
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Figure 22. Complementiser-pu in My Voyage (1905): CSMG pu-grid

What has taken place in PsichariÕs text is a thorough-going purge.11 This leaves
just three clear instances of violation, which may be attributed to mere oversight.12
The conditioning factor for pos in Psichari is tied to the evaluation modality:
the stronger an assertion, the less likely pos will be used. We have what amounts
to an explicit statement of this in MeyerÕs13 grammatical observations, in his edition of PortiusÕ grammar (Portius 1889 [1638]). Meyer claims that (to use
modern terminology) pu is unmarked as a complementiser, and pos is marked
for doubt (namely, lower epistemic modality) or syntactic nesting:
pos and pu are the two conjunctions used to analyse the ancient infinitival clause.
This is the nuance distinguishing them: pos bears a notion of doubt and is preferred in subordinate clauses themselves dependent on a subordinate clause; pu
indicates simple affirmation. This is a completely psychological nuance, and consequently is often imperceptible. Compare, to take an example, the two expressions
les pos erxete (never pu in the interrogative) with the nuance Ôdo you think he may
come?Õ or to say simply Ôone would think that he will comeÕ) and les pu erxete Ôyou
say that he will comeÕ. (Portius 1889 [1638]:237)

11Even

amongst the remaining instances of pu in the text unacceptable in CSMG, the linguistic
instances are ambiguous with relativisations (Ärafo ÔwriteÕ) or emotives (paraponiume ÔcomplainÕ), and the three Physical instances with loÄos ÔreasonÕ are nominal and thus acceptable in
CSMG.
12There are instances where Psichari replaces pu in the first edition with ke in the second. This
indicates that PsichariÕs emendation of his complementation system was not always a mechanical replacement of pu by pos.
(5a)
Uarre¼q poy br¼skesai se ko´nia, poy t½gªri se glykonanoyr¼zei kai fys€.
Taris pu vriskese se kunia, pu t aÄeri se Älikonanurizi ke fisa.
You think ∅ youÕre in a cradle, in which the wind lulls you and blows (PsichV1
70)
(5b)
Uarre¼q kai br¼skesai se ko´nia, enÃ t½gªri se glykonanoyr¼zei kai fys€.
Taris ke vriskese se kunia, eno t aÄeri se Älikonanurizi ke fisa.
You think ∅ youÕre in a cradle, while the wind lulls you and blows (PsichV2 86)
In this instance, the motivation cannot have been the retention of factivity associated with both
pu and ke, since the predicate is weak assertive and the complement false. Rather, Psichari has
correctly identified that while normally-factive ke is allowed with weak assertives in CSMG, pu is
not.
13Meyer is better known as Meyer-LŸbke, a renowned romanist.
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The distinction between weak assertive cognitive leo and strong assertive linguistic leo Meyer cites is also present in CSMG;14 but in that variant, the complementisers used are pos and na, not pu and pos. The picture Meyer paints is
not that of CSMG; but it probably is that of PsichariÕs idiolect, given that Psichari was MeyerÕs Greek teacher, and wrote the foreword to the grammar.15
Indeed, whereas the proportion of pu to pos for linguistic leo in PsichV1 is 95:17,
the proportion for weak assertive cognitive leo is 3:7. This confirms that the
system Meyer describes is the one Psichari used: pu is likelier for strong assertives than weak assertives.
As the proportions cited illustrate, we are dealing here with tendencies, not
absolute conditioning factors. This points to a degree of Ôfree variationÕ, also indicated by MeyerÕs syntactic nesting condition: this sounds a lot like the desire
to avoid the repetition of pu, making the factor conditioning its distribution
more stylistic than grammatical. Whether PsichariÕs complementiser system accurately reflects that of other Constantinopolitans is hard to say; but as seen
below, folk Thracian texts also use pos, under similarly marked distribution.
The change between Historical & Linguistic Questions and the first edition of
My Voyage is difficult to explain. Between authoring the two, Psichari actually

14The

linguist George Hatzidakis made a peculiar statement in 1899 in a book review of Meyer:
[Meyer claims] that there is a difference in meaning between pos (=oti) and p u
(=oti), which he also attempts to define; whereas, for the most part, this is nothing
more than a dialectal difference, because most of us Greeks say vlepo, ksevro pos
Den kanis tipote (ÔI see, I know that youÕre not doing anythingÕ), and few, very few
say ksevro pu Den kanis (so that, to us in Athens, such usage seems repulsively alien
[½hdîq jenism¿q]), while the Greeks in southern Italy say ksero ti kani. (Hatzidakis
1990 [1907]:472)
This occurs in the context of a long listing of factual errors in MeyerÕs commentary. It is prefaced by an unsubtle dig at HatzidakisÕ nemesis, Psichari: ÒThat those occupied with the research
of Modern Greek, beyond their other education and methodology, need to be philologically wellequipped Hellenists to the fullest extent, i.e. to be familiar with the entirety, if possible, of Greek
writing through the centuries, from Homer until nowÑthis is a truth regrettably unknown in
Paris, where the author was taught GreekÓ (Hatzidakis 1990 [1907]:465).
Meyer in his commentary describes the Constantinopolitan rather than CSMG complementation system, although he was the first linguist to correctly identify that there is a factivity distinction at work in the Greek paradigm. In seeking to correct Meyer, Hatzidakis goes to the opposite extreme, and claims pu is never used with cognitive and perception complements. Hatzidakis was a thorough-going linguist, and his allusion to a Modern Greek koine (Ôus in AthensÕ)
shows that he is taking note of his synchronic linguistic environment. In fact, most of HatzidakisÕ other (extensive) criticisms of MeyerÕs commentary show a thorough knowledge of Greek
diatopy and diachrony, and would meet with little argument today. Still, HatzidakisÕ statement
is clearly false, and the only way to make any sense of it is that HatzidakisÕ understanding of dialectal syntax, as opposed to morpholexis, was superficial.
15 Corroborating evidence is given by MeyerÕs discussion of the other major feature in which
Constantinopolitan diverges from CSMG: the use of genitive vs. accusative for indirect objects
(Portius 1889 [1638]:235). Meyer agrees with the isogloss Portius sets up between the two, but
adds that Òthe common language, of course, knows both constructions and uses them.Ó This
does not seem to have been the case for Athenian koine, although there are indications the Constantinopolitanism made some headway in Athens last century (Triandafyllidis 1936); it is certainly not the case for CSMG, in which only the genitive is used. MeyerÕs understanding of
ÔcommonÕ Greek must reflect PsichariÕs at the time.
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went to Greece for the first time, and his usage may well have been affected. The
result was not for him to adopt CSMG complementation fully, however, but
merely to attenuate his usage of puÑreducing it from 93% to 86% for linguistic
determined predicates, from 95% to 83% for strong determined cognitive predicates, and from 79% to 53% for weak determined predicates. These changes are
cosmetic; the complementation system is still identifiably Thracian, and it is
only in the second edition of My Voyage that Psichari adopts a more standard
paradigmÑeven then, in parts, erroneously.
The first edition probably represents conscious linguistic eclecticism. Confronted in Greece with the fact that his complementation system (presumably
accurately depicted in Historical & Linguistic Questions) was not in common
use, Psichari recognised that it needed adjustment. But rather than resign his
native paradigm, he attenuated it, using pos slightly more often in those domains where Thracian would already use pos. This is consistent with PsichariÕs
intention of himself developing a standard language, whose elements he would
determine eclectically.
This is not to say that the distribution of pos in Historical & Linguistic
Questions followed any more well-defined a distribution. Of the 19 pos-complements in the text, 6 are true; and while a dubitative construal is possible for all
of them, in some instances it becomes rather tenuous:
(6)

«Enaq l¿gioq ü ªnaq grammatol¿goq na skal¼z‘ kai na maq lª‘ gia mia lªjh pvq e¼nai
jªnh, den ªxei na kŒm‘? o l¿gioq Œjafna maq lªei poy to s e n t o ´ k i e¼nai jªno, ki
vqt¿so e¼nai graikik¿.
enas loÄios i enas ÄramatoloÄos na skalizi ke na mas lei Äia mia leksi pos ine
kseni, Den exi na kami; o loÄios aksafna mas lei pu to seduki ine kseno, ki ostoso
ine Ärekiko.
A scholar or a philologist investigating and telling us about a word that it is
foreign has not achieved all that much; the scholar might suddenly tell us that
the word seduki Ôchest of drawersÕ is foreignÑand yet it is Greek. (PsichHLQ
133)

6.1.2. Cavafy
Constantine Cavafy was a well-known poet of Constantinopolitan descent,
roughly contemporary with Psichari, who was born and lived most of his life in
Alexandria, Egypt.
CavafyÕs Collected Poems display the following complementiser distribution:
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN

16pu/oti/pos.

80
18
15/0/016(100%)
3/0/0 (100%)
26
4/0/0 (100%)
19/1/3 (83%)
14/1/1 (88%)
5/0/2 (71%)
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S UBJECT
CSMG-Unacceptable
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC

Emotive
Reaction
Truth

Emotive
Appraisal
Truth

Perception
Truth

100

96-99

81-95

36-50

21-35

6-20

Cognitive
Static
Truth

66-80

3/0/0 (100%)
36
6/2/9 (35%)
6/0/1 (86%)
0/0/1 (0%)
1/0/0 (100%)
17/0/4 (81%)
2/0/2 (50%)
2/0/0 (100%)
2/0/0 (100%)

Linguistic
Truth

Cognitive
Knowledge
Acq. Truth

51-65

1-5

0

Figure 23a. Complementiser-pu in Cavafy: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 23b. Complementiser-pu in Cavafy: All realis

CavafyÕs complementation system is the same as early PsichariÕs, with one important difference: Cavafy shies away from pu after linguistic predicates. In fact,
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following the major linguistic predicate, leo ÔsayÕ, the three instances of pu all
occur in poems Cavafy did not include in his poetical canon.17
6.1.3. Folk texts
Non-literary dialect texts are not as extensive as the literary texts considered,
and do not allow as detailed an appreciation of the complementation system;
however, they confirm PsichariÕs system as authentically Thracian, and that pu
was the unmarked Thracian complementiser, with pos marked for low epistemic
modality.
In PsaltesÕ (1905) collection of texts from Saranda Ekklisies (Kirklareli), there
are 15 clausal realis complements, including two weak assertives and four linguistic predicates; the only instance of pos is after maTeno ÔlearnÕÑand is ambiguous with both Èpos ÔhowÕ and the Thracian use of pos as a causal connective:
(8a)

Kai mon. ¿de jeligou´m.se thq to ge¼pe poy ªn ayt¿q o Kvlopo´poyloq kai poy thq to
ªpaije ayt¿ to paixn¼d gi»a na mŒu. pvq bgŒz. to gŒue ªnanna kÕ ªna parŒgvma.
ke mon ode kseliÄoTimse tis to Äipe pu en aftos o kolopupulos ke pu tis to epekse
afto to pexniD Æa na maT pos vÄaz to gaTe enana k ena paragoma.
And only when she came to did he tell her that he was Arse-Feather and that he
played this trick on her to teach her that/how/because she made a nickname
for everyone. (Psaltes 1905:220)

Of these, the last interpretation (Ôteach her a lesson, becauseÉÕ) is likeliest in
context. So there are no certain instances in PsaltesÕ text of pos as a complementiser: pu is used exclusively.
In the texts collected by Deliyannis for Kouvouklia, there are 21 complements,
including two weak assertives and four linguistic predicates taking pu; the following is the only instance of pos:
(8b)

17Nakas

Seiq Œmyalq, an ªkoftena noyq saq t¼pota ua me to ªlegetena apÕ ta brostŒ. TÃra tÕ
gatapodnü tÕ mªra pÕ to lªtena, ua ph pvq ªnaq gªroq zei ak¿ma
sis amia´, an ekoftena nus sas tipota Ta me to eleÄetena ap ta brosta. tora t
gatapoDni t mera p to letena, Ta pi pos enas Äeros zi akoma
You fools, if your brains were keen at all, you would have answered my riddle at
the first. Since youÕre answering it in this late day, it means that one old man is
still alive (Deliyannis 1940:350)

(1985), who discusses some of the linguistic idiosyncracies of Cavafy, has pointed out

that
if someone wished to interpret certain idiomatic elements of CavafyÕs poetry as due
to the influence of a particular dialect used in Constantinople or Alexandria [É] or
I know not where else, it would be a mistake [É] CavafyÕs language, as we know it
from his poetry, is a product of synthesis, a result of conscious selection, on which,
as with the form of his poems, he could say that it is une forme toute mienne (a
form all of my own), to recall another famous phrase (Montaigne). (Nakas 1985:57)
It is true enough that literary idiolects are eclecticÑCavafyÕs particularly so, given his liking for
Puristic. Yet while CavafyÕs complementation system is not pure Thracian, its deviation from
CSMG does have a regional basis in Thracian. In the absence of extensive folk texts from the region, it remains a valuable witness.
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The truth of this pos-complement is inferred by the speaker rather than known
outright; but it is not clear that the sentence need be especially marked with a
dubitative.
In the texts available from Sozopolis (Petrou 1913; Prodromou 1915), there are
six realis complements, including two weak assertives. Four use pu; the two linguistic instances, however, use pos:
(9a)

Ma de düne e¼pe pvq sta e¼kosi ta xr¿nia ua to pŒr‘ to paid¼.
ma De dine ipe pos sta ikosi ta xronia Ta to pari to peDi.
But he didnÕt tell her that in twenty years he would take the boy away.
(Prodromou 1915:453)

(9b)

«Oloi moy len pvq de borv, ma sy sa ueq to kŒn‘q.
oli mu len pos De boro, ma si sa Tes to kanis.
They all tell me that I canÕt do it, but if you want to, you can do it. (Petrou
1913:705)

VafiadouÕs (1979Ð81) short Sozopolitan fairy tale has six complements, all of
which take pu, including leo ÔsayÕ (3g). The same holds for her extensive description of Sozopolitan customs, in Sozopolitan (Vafiadou 1974 [1960]): of the 77
realis complements, only three are pos, and all of them occur in songs (which
could easily have been imported from elsewhere.)18
To summarise so far:
Saranda Ekklisies
Kouvouklia
Sozopolis (old)
Sozopolis (Vafiadou 1)
Sozopolis (Vafiadou 2)

pu
14
20
4
6
74

pos
1?
1
2
0
3

The extensive transcribed text collection we have for the Marmara refugees resettled after 1922 in Chalcidica (HDMSÊ756; Stavros Manesis, 1959; 43,000
words) yields the following counts:
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
CSMG-Unacceptable
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
18It

30
10
9/0/3 (75%)
1/0/0 (100%)
15
6/0/1 (86%)
9/6/3 (50%)
9/4/2 (60%)
0/2/1 (0%)
0/1/0 (0%)
6
3/16/7 (12%)
2/1/1 (50%)
1/0/2 (33%)
0/1/0 (0%)

is worth noting that Vafiadou was not writing in situ, but forty years after the population exchanges, and may have hypercorrected her complementation paradigm.
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N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC
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Figure 24a. Complementiser-pu in Marmara: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 24b. Complementiser-pu in Marmara: All realis

The pattern here is clearly not CSMG (the overall proportions are 30:32:22);
moreover, the gradiation of modality, established in other Thracian texts, also
holds here.19 That the dubitative distinction between pos and pu was in force in
Marmara is established by the following example:

19One

oddity is that not all emotive predicates take pu. Of the emotive predicates taking oti/pos,
poliperifanevome Ôbe too proud, boast too muchÕ is ambiguous with a linguistic predicate, while
to xo ÔI have itÊ= (presumably) I have it in mind negatively that, it is my complaint thatÕ is a construction occurring twice in folk songs, with a given complement contrasting with a novel complement (although both are predetermined (10).)
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«Hda ªnaq xristi»an¿q kai lªei na po´te pvq poylüsate ro´xa, lªei, na mh bo´te poy
katebükatÕ apepŒnv. Loip¿ e¼pame ¿ti e¼xame meiq ro´xa kai poylüsame kai ürtame.
ida enas xristjanos ke lei, na pute pos pulisate ruxa, lei, na mi bute pu katevikat
apepano. lipo ipame oti ixame mis ruxa ke pulisame ke irtame.
There was a Christian there and he said, Òsay that you sold clothes [untrue],
donÕt say that you came over from up there [true].Ó So we said that we had
clothes which we sold to come over. (HDMS 756:281)

Notwithstanding, pu is very infrequent after linguistic predicates in the Marmara texts: (11) is only one of two instances in the entire collection after leo
ÔsayÕ. The complementiser overwhelmingly used with leo is otiÑ15 instances to 5
of pos. The use of oti immediately leads one to suspect Puristic influence. Still,
pu is very infrequent with linguistic predicates, while there are clear instances of
pu with non-predetermined cognitive predicates (ipopsia ÔsuspicionÕ, iDea ÔnotionÕ, istoria ÔstoryÕ); this makes it probable that there is a difference between the
way linguistic and cognitive complements behave in Marmara.
The other extensive folk text collection we have for Thracian is from Lemnos
(Kontonatsiou; 43,000 words). In this text, the following complementiser
counts obtain:
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE /PHYSICAL
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
CSMG-Unacceptable
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC21
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC
(10)

46
5
3/0/0 (100%)20
2/0/0 (100%)
26
10/0/0 (100%)
8/7/1 (50%)
4/5/1 (40%)
4/2/0 (67%)
15
12/13/3 (43%)
1/6/0 (14%)
2/1/4/1/3 (18%)
0/1/0 (0%)
0/1/0 (0%)

arrÃsthse, jarrÃsthse ki Œllh gyna¼ka pa¼rnei./ Den do Õxv pvq padre´etai ki
Œllh gyna¼ka pa¼rnei,/ ma to Õxv poy me kŒlese noynŒ, na stefanÃsv.
arostise, ksarostise ki ali Äineka perni./ Den do xo pos padrevete ki ali Äineka
perni,/ ma to xo pu me kalese nuna, na stefanoso.
he got sick, he got well, and heÕs taking another woman to wife. It is not my
complaint that he is getting married and taking another woman to wife, but
it is my complaint that he invited me to be his matron of honour (HDMS
756:109)
It may be that in this instance, discourse givenness is explicitly signalled by complementiser
choice after a true factiveÑsomething quite unusual for Greek, which generally performs such
marking only after semi-factives. But in this instance, the given complement is introduced by
pos, not pu.
If we accept that pos is generally dubitative in Thracian, then pos may here not be signalling that
the complement is in doubt, but rather that it is not pertinent (ÔitÕs not thatÉÕ) This could be an
analogical development: negative cognitive matrices would be dubitative more often than positive such matrices, and this property could have been transferred to other negative matrices.
20pu/oti/pos/∅/ke.
21Excluding quotatives.
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Figure 25a. Complementiser-pu in Lemnos: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 25b. Complementiser-pu in Lemnos: All realis

The overall proportion of complementisers is 46:36:9.
In some ways, Lemnian complementation is even more strongly oriented towards pu than Marmaran. Unlike Marmara, pu is used with cognitive acquired
predicatesÑeven predicates of learned origin, where pu is barred in CSMG:22
(12a)

22The

Oy sxoyrimªnoyq oy mpampŒzim püri poyd¿latoy, pügi tÕ anakŒlyci poy toy
kauer¼san toy goyro´n′ ike¼ ki toy püran. Tq ªkanin agoygü.
u sxurimenus u babazim piri puDolatu, piÄi t anakalipsi pu tu kaTerisan tu Äuruø
iki ki tu piran. ts ekanin aÄuÄi.
My late father took his bike, went, and discovered that they had killed his pig
there and taken it away. He sued them. (Kontonatsiou 272; Tsimantria,
Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

complement here is topicalised and given in the preceding discourse; these conditions are
favourable to the use of pu even in CSMG.
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Also, pu is used universally with perception predicatesÑincluding P ERFP complements, which in CSMG are associated with indirect perception:
(12b)

«Opoyq stªkntan oi g′na¼kiq poyllªq pªra dike¼ ki blªpan poy ürntan goi «Ellhn′.
opus stekdan i Ænekis pules pera Diki ki vlepan pu irdan (PERF P) Äi eliø.
As the many women stood down there looking and saw that the Greek army
had come. (Kontonatsiou 275; Katalakko, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

And pu is frequent with linguistic predicates. The data suggests a differentiation
between parts of Lemnos. In the first text of KontonatsiouÕs collection, from
Sardes, the complementiser proportions for leu ÔsayÕ are 10:0:1 for complementisers proper, and 0:4:0 for quotatives. For the piece from Katalakko, they are
0:6:0 and 0:0:0. For the rest of the texts, they are 2:4:2 and 0:12:9, respectively.
One would suspect a gradiation from Sardes to Katalakko as to the complementiser choice after leu. The problem is, Katalakko is a mere 3Êkm away from
Sardes. Given also the marked preference in Katalakko (and to a lesser extent
throughout Lemnos) for oti, the high register complementiser in CSMG, Katalakko probably reflects increased influence from CSMG, at least with regard to
linguistic complements.
The differentiation between Sardes and Katalakko, and the results from other
regions discussed, point to a split in Thracian. The texts investigated consistently have pos marked distributionally, where it is attested at all. The difference
lies in linguistic predicates. In Psichari (a Constantinopolitan brought up in
Odessa), Saranda Ekklisies, Kouvouklia, and Sardes, linguistic predicates prefer
pu, just like cognitive predicates. In Cavafy (a Constantinopolitan brought up in
Alexandria), Sozopolis, Marmara, and Katalakko, linguistic predicates avoid pu.
It is difficult to draw a conclusion here. First, the corpora are either much too
small (ten linguistic complements in sum for Saranda Ekklisies, Kouvouklia and
Sozopolis), or suspect (Psichari and Cavafy, as urban Greeks, did not speak pure
Thracian; the Marmara and Lemnos texts are late, and as the strong presence of
oti hints, may display Puristic influence on the speakers.) Second, Sozopolis and
Marmara, being at opposite ends of Thracian, do not make sense as a linguistic
unitÑparticularly since Kouvouklia, further south than Marmara, does use pu
with linguistic predicates. Yet Saranda Ekklisies and Kouvouklia make no more
sense as a unitÑespecially given that, according to Psaltes, the Greeks of
Saranda Ekklisies are not indigenous.
Several accounts suggest themselves, but require more linguistic, historical,
and sociolinguistic data than I have been able to gather. 23 Marmara and Sozopolis are both on the coast; this means that they may have had better access to
the Constantinopolitan standard than the Thracian or Bithynian hinterland. So
if pu retreated away from linguistic predicates in ConstantinopolitanÑpossibly
under external influence from other influential Greek dialectsÑthen those two
23Such

data can probably no longer be collected, with the gradual death of Greek dialects; but
there are presumably many more folk tales from the region recorded in Greece than I have had
access to.
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communities may have followed suit ahead of their land-locked compatriots. If
on the other hand Constantinopolitan patterned with PsichariÕs rather than
CavafyÕs usage, and did use pu with linguistic predicates, then Sozopolis might
be ruled out as peripheral to ThracianÑalthough it is not obvious that Marmara
could as well.
It is worth bearing in mind that Sozopolis, unlike the other, semi-NorthernÐ
speaking coastal towns of Northern Thrace, Anchialos (Ahtopol) and Mesembria (Nesebur), had southern Greek vocalismÑjust like Constantinople: extensive contact with Constantinople is not out of the question. This would suggest that Sozopolis shares a Constantinopolitan innovation in using pos with
linguistic predicates. In the absence of more information about the history of
Greek settlement in the area, not much more can be said on the subjectÑalthough the Lemnian split does testify a good deal of fluidity in the use of pos.
Samothrace has been left until last in this discussion. The case of Samothrace
is sui generis.24 A paucity of texts has meant that the expansion of complementiser-pu in Samothrace has not been remarked upon in HDIC data; there is only
one complementiser noted in that corpus for the islandÑan emotive pu. The evidence considered here are the Samothracian texts in Heisenberg.
There are only seven realis complements in the text, and four are unremarkable: two weak assertives with pos, one perception with ke, one perception with
pos. The surprises lie in the final text of the collection: one weak assertive pu
(2g), one direct perception pu with a stative complement (2g), and one cognitive
acquired pu (13).
(2g)

I gŒoyq doyn ge¼di apÕ ge¼xi stoy st¿ma tÕ anoixt¿, ki uŒÝci apÕ gio´si
i Äaus dun ÄiDi ap Äixi stu stoma t anixto, ki Taipsi ap Äiusi
Der andere sah, da§ er seinen Mund offen hatte, und glaubte, da§ er lache
The other saw that he had his mouth open, and thought that he was laughing
(Heisenberg 67; Samothrace)

(13)

San apŒntiji kanª dyo o´iq ki katŒabi ap Õ ge¼xi jipßx′üsÕ i ß´doyfoyq tÕ, pŒi ki» ayt¿q
dh staatoyigiŒ apÕ toy samŒÝ, d ªbani Õq tq pŒatiq tÕ kÕ ªfÕgi gi»a toy xoyi»¿.
san apandiksi kane Dio uis ki kataavi ap Äixi ksips&Cis i s&idufus t, pai c aftos di
staatuiÄia ap tu samai, d evani s ts paatis t k efÄi Æa tu xujo.
Als er etwa zwei Stunden gewartet und begriffen hatte, da§ sein GefŠhrte
gestorben war, nahm er seinerseits die Satteldecke vom Sattel, legte sie auf
seine Schultern und ging nach dem Dorfe zu weg.
When he had waited for about two hours and realised that his companion had
died, he too took the saddlecloth from his saddle, put it on his shoulders, and
left for the village. (Heisenberg 67; Samothrace)

Samothracian complementation is certainly not CSMG; the above examples are
not acceptable in CSMG. Yet they are not Eastern Thracian or Bithynian either;
pos is too firmly entrenched even in this small sample size. The relatively low
proportion of weak assertive pu is reminiscent of Marmara; yet unlike Marmara,
24Much

like the phonology of the dialect, whichÑunusually for a Northern Greek dialectÑis not
mutually intelligible with CSMG.
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pu is also used with cognitive predetermined acquired predicates. It may be that
the Thracian propensity towards pu is a relatively recent importation to the island, and has not yet displaced pos.
Such heterogeny in the distribution of complementiser-pu in overall Thracian
indicates that the diffusion of novel complementisers can occur piecemeal, and
spread to different parts of the paradigm in different regions. There is no other
explanation for the patchwork distribution of complementiser-pu, on even as
small a corpus as that considered above. This appears to be a result of the lexical
diffusion account of complementiser spread appealed to in ¤4; diffusion from
major class to major class of predicate has proceeded at different rates in different instances of Thracian.

6.2. Tsakonian
Tsakonian is the most deviant dialect of Modern Greek; by any linguistic rather
than cultural criteria, it is a distinct language. It is now accepted that Tsakonian
is a continuation of the ancient Doric dialect, and is thus not directly descended
from Hellenistic Koine, like all other modern dialects.25 Yet Tsakonian has been
in extensive contact with standard Greek for a long time, and the influence of
the standard language on the dialect is accelerating now that the dialect is moribund.26
One of the immediately obvious differences between Tsakonian and standard
Greek complementation is the role of the participle, which has a discernible,
though decreasing presence in Tsakonian. 27 Outside the supplementary partic25 Still,

yet to be convincingly addressed is HesselingÕs case for Tsakonian being an old creole
with the Turkic language of Avar invaders (Pernot 1914:168) (Hesseling was a pioneer creolist as
well as a neohellenist), a view Pernot was in sympathy with. This reluctance on the part of subsequent scholars to address the issue properly is understandable given GreeksÕ anxiety to retain
the antiquarian prestige of Tsakonian. Although Tsakonian morphology is indeed eccentric
enough to suggest a past linguistic catastrophe, no such testimony arises in the lexicon.
26Thus, the texts Costakis gave Pernot (1934) as a native language consultant in 1930 sound odd
when literally glossed into CSMG, as there are inconsistencies between the two in phraseology,
syntax and morphology. By contrast, the bilingual texts Houpis has produced in the Õ90s are
equivalent almost word-for-word.
27The participle is only relevant in this account as an ancient equivalent of the pu-complement;
its use in Tsakonian, however, deserves some comment. CSMG has only three productive participles, (adjectival perfect passive, adverbial present active, and arguably adjectival present passive) (RydŒ 1988). The adjectival participles are used as relativiser equivalents (attributive), and
the adverbial as sentential adjuncts (circumstantial), although much less than in Classical
Greek. Participles are not used as predicate complements (supplementary), with the exception
of perception complements, where the adjectival participles behave as adjectives (e.g. ton iDa
kurasmeno ÔI saw him tiredÕ); this is a straighforward reanalysis of adjectives to predicative
complements, and has no global implications for the status of participles.
In Tsakonian, by contrast, there are productive adjectival participles in both past and present
tense (Propontis Tsakonian also has a distinct perfect participle), in both active and passive.
Participles are prominent in Tsakonian texts, as auxiliary formations using participles have supplanted the Tsakonian indicative present and imperfective; in fact, the citation form for
Tsakonian verbs is the present active participle. These participles were used not only as attributives, but also as verb complements, in ways without equivalent in CSMG. For instance, Costakis
produced in 1930 texts using participial complements of the phasal verb arxiøizu ÔbeginÕ; the lit-
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iple, Tsakonian has two realis complementisers. The first is otsi, a reflex of oti;
the second is pHi. A reflex of pos is entirely absent.28
pHi is functionally equivalent in its other usages to CSMG pu, and probably
cognate to it (Nicholas 1998f). Indeed, Pernot (1934:370) explicitly accounts for
the semantics of pHi as a calque of pu. However, pHi is clearly more widely distributed as a complementiser than CSMG pu, as the following counts on my corpus show:29
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS

Peloponn.
51
6
5/0 (100%)

Propontis
53
6
5/0 (100%)

eral Standard Greek gloss provided for (14) would make sense only with ÄavÄizodas ÔbarkingÕ interpreted as a sentenial adjunct (Òstarted, barkingÓ), and does not correspond to what is going
on in the Tsakonian:
(14)
ekatsa`t'se thom bo`re ts' arc- in iq e6 khau`ndu san donù gue.
ekatsatþe tHom bore tþ arxiøie kHaundu san doN gue.
«Ekatse sthn p¿rta ki Œrxise gayg¼zontaq san to sk´llo.
ekatse stin porta ki arxise ÄavÄizodas san to skilo.
Il sÕassit pr•s de la porte et commen•a ˆ aboyer comme un chien.
He sat by the door and started barking like a dog. (Pernot 24.27)
Pernot (1934:238) reports abundant instances of participial complements in DeffnerÕs (1923)
dictionary, and clear instances also turn up in IkonomouÕs poems, published in 1870. The matrices Pernot reports for participial complements, other than arxiøiu, are perception predicates
(oru ÔseeÕ, erexu ÔfindÕ, øiu ÔhearÕ); in my Tsakonian corpus, there is also Toro ÔseeÕ for Propontis
Tsakonian (CostD ¤11c).
Costakis (1951:137) lists the verbs taking participial complements as akistenumene Ôbe tiredÕ,
andamukHu ÔmeetÕ, apoau Ôbe exhaustedÕ, arxiøindu ÔbeginÕ, erexu ÔfindÕ, kofumene Ôcut oneselfÊ=
expend great effort doing somethingÕ, kHrandu ÔburstÊ= do something strenuouslyÕ, øiu ÔhearÕ, oru
ÔseeÕ, and pZiNgumene Ôdrown, chokeÕ. Of these, akistenumene, apoau, kofumene, kHrandu, and presumably pZiNgumene are predicates of effort, which also took participial complements in
Classical Greek (cf. English try doing). The other verbs have already been discussed with regard
to Ancient Greek (¤5.3.4): all their ancient equivalents took participial complements, and there
is no need to dispute that Tsakonian along with Italiot continue the ancient usage, which has
dropped out from the other modern dialects.
The past active participle was already receding in Tsakonian in the early part of the century, as
both Lekos (1984 [1920]:58) and Pernot (1934:241) observed; and the perfect participle is restricted in Peloponnesian Tsakonian to two verbs (Costakis 1951:182). The retreat of the supplementary participle has continued since, under the influence of CSMG; it is infrequent in the
texts Costakis has collected (1940sÐ1980s), and seems to be entirely absent in HoupisÕ texts
(1990s).
28DeffnerÕs (1923) dictionary of Tsakonian gives a complementiser definition for pHu, Tsakonian
for Ôhow?Õ, and Deffner himself used pHu abundantly in the Tsakonian prose he authored as a
second-language speaker. Pernot, however, dismisses this usage as Òa standard Greek construction, which has entered the language rather recentlyÓ (Pernot 1934:370). DeffnerÕs dictionary
was compromised by its use of educated informants (A. Costakis, pers. comm.), and the similarity between pHi and pHu may have also been a factor. Indeed, the only instance of complementiser-pHu I have found outside Deffner is in a translation of a gospel excerpt by the Kastanitsa
parish priest (Houpis 1983:220Ð1); as becomes obvious in the text, the priest conflates pHi and
pHu as pu. So complementiser-pHu is not an indigenous feature of Tsakonian; it is not even a
calque that has taken root amongst rural Tsakonian-speakers.
29My primary corpus includes only folk texts elicited by linguists, rather than literary texts
written by Tsakonians (let alone non-Tsakonians like Deffner): namely, CostD, CostF, CostG,
CostO, CostS, Har, Pernot, Makris, and Scutt.
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PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
CSMG-Unacceptable
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE

Emotive
Reaction
Truth
100

Emotive
Appraisal
Truth
96-99

Perception
Truth

81-95

66-80
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1/0 (100%)
11
7/3 (70%)
4/5 (44%)
4/0 (100%)
0/5 (0%)
1
1/21 (5%)
0/1 (0%)
0/5 (0%)

Cognitive
Static
Truth

Linguistic
Truth

1/0 (100%)
31
20/1 (95%)
11/1 (92%)
6/1 (86%)
5/0 (100%)
12
6/2 (75%)
0/0
6/0 (100%)

Cognitive
Knowledge
Acq. Truth

51-65

Figure 26a. Propontis Tsakonian complementation: CSMG pu-grid

Emotive
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Truth
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Truth

Perception
Truth
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96-99

81-95

36-50

21-35

6-20

66-80
1-5

Cognitive
Static
Truth

Linguistic
Truth

Cognitive
Knowledge
Acq. Truth

51-65
0

Figure 26b. Peloponnesian Tsakonian complementation: CSMG pu-grid

The results for Propontis Tsakonian, in which pHi is easily the default complementiser (53 instances, against 4 of otsi), and is even used with weak assertives,
can be readily explained through its intense contact with Thracian. But there is
also deviation from CSMG complementation in Peloponnesian Tsakonian. This
deviation does not extend to weak assertives;30 yet there are several indications
of a real expansion of complementiser-pHi in the dialect:
1 pHi combines with taxa ÔsupposedlyÕ, an anti-factive particle, which in CSMG
would only combine wth pos. pHi also combines (at least according to DeffnerÕs dictionary) with piu Ôdo; pretendÕÑa calque of CSMG kano pos Ôdo thatÕ,
and an anti-factive predicate:31
(15a)

30When

«Antze ta goyna¼ka si ts
^ i n^Õ aposo´ts^ e se Œllioy mªri, tŒxa p\Õ ªki ap¿k\ale.
andze ta Äuneka si tþi ø aposutþe se a´u meri, taxa pH eki apokHale.

in 1995 I asked Thanasis Costakis (the native-language linguist who has worked most
on Tsakonian) about the acceptability of a sentence like eøi nomizu pHi ø oraka ÔI think ∅ I saw
itÕ, he first expressed surprise, and then assured me that the extension of pHi was a Thracianism
restricted to Propontis Tsakonian, and that Peloponnesian Tsakonian complementation was
identical to CSMG.
31Since DeffnerÕs Tsakonian tends to err in the direction of CSMG, this is a valuable witness.
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Püre th gyna¼ka toy kai thn püge se Œllo mªroq, tŒxa pvq ütan ªgkyoq.
pire ti Äineka tu ke tin piÄe se alo meros, taxa pos itan egios.
He took his wife and took her to another place, supposedly because she was
pregnant. (CostD ¤8a; Prastos, Southern Tsakonia)
(15b)

«Essi po¼oy p\Õ Ãssi noio´k
\ oy
esi piu pH osi øukHu
kŒneiq pvq den katalaba¼neiq
kanis pos Den katalavenis
YouÕre pretending not to understand (Deffner 1923:po¼oy)

2 The non-emotive predicates taking pHi do not follow the restrictions of their
pu-equivalents in CSMG. The perception predicates taking pHi include indirect
perception (16a); the static knowledge complements are not necessarily given
(16b); and the linguistic complements may in fact be false (16c):
(16a)

Ap¿ toy Pªtse, enoiŒka, epªri/ p‘ ua mi m¿l‘ ta ftvxŒ.
apo tu petse, eøaka, eperi/ pi Ta mi moli ta ftoxa.
Apo tiq Spªtseq Œkoysa xteq,/ pvq ua moy ªlu‘ thq ftvxüq.
apo tis spetses akusa xtes,/ pos Ta mu elTi tis ftoxis.
From Spetses I heard yesterday that he will come to me, poor woman that I
am. (Stratigis)

(16b)

ÑKia na m¿loy; Emplªa mÕ ªna koympŒre ts^Õ ªni opŒ ÿstŒnoy me ta xkhnŒ. AllŒ ¿ki
jªroy p\Õ ªki o diŒbole.
Òkia na molu? emblea m ena kumbare tþ eøi opa Stanu me ta xkina.Ó ala oki kseru
pH eki o Diavole.
Ñ Po´ na Õruv; «Empleja mÕ ªnan koympŒro kai e¼mai eke¼ pŒnv me ta g¼dia. AllŒ den
üjere pvq ütan o diŒboloq.
ÒÈpu na rTo? ebleksa m enan kubaro ke ime eki pano me ta ÄiDia.Ó ala Den iksere
pos itan o Diavolos.
ÒHow could I have gotten away? I got caught up in some business with an inlaw and I am staying up there with the goats.Ó But he did not know that he (his
in-law) was the devil. 32 (CostS ¤12; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

(16c)

KalŒ, ekio´ ªsa ao´a p\Õ ¿sa ªxa parŒde, kia sÕ erªts^ ere toy parŒde ts^i sÕ Œntzere
ªntaÝ ¿a;
kala, ekiu esa aua pH osa exa paraDe, kia s eretþere tu paraDe tþi s andzere endai
oa?
KalŒ, es´ ªlegeq pvq den ªxeiq xrümata, po´ ta brükeq ta xrümata kai ta püreq
aytŒ ¿la;
kala, esi eleÄes pos Den ixes xrimata, Èpu ta vrikes ta xrimata kai ta pires afta ola?
Now, you were saying that you didnÕt have any money; where did you find the
money to buy all this? (CostS ¤11; Melana, Southern Tsakonia)

3 As the CSMG glosses given already show, Tsakonians consistently gloss these
non-emotive instances of pHi as pos, rather than pu; this is the case for Costakis, Stratigis, and Houpis. This means that, to those Tsakonians, complementiser-pHi does not correspond to CSMG complementiser-pu.
4 Tsakonian dictionaries illustrate complementiser-pHi with linguistic predicates (something highly marked for CSMG pu), glossing it as pos:
32The

reader does know this fact; but as the gloss shows, CSMG would not use pu hereÑunless
the complement were topicalised.
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(17a)

eki»o´ mÕ epªtzere, p\Õ Ãn³i ts¼pta
ecu m epetþere, pH oni tsipta
es´ moy e¼peq, pvq den e¼ne t¼pote
esi mu ipes, pos Den ine tipote
You told me that it was nothing (Deffner 1923:p\h)

(17b)

ªki ao´ p\h uŒkia zŒei
eki au pHi Takia zai
ªlege pvq ua pŒei, ¿ti ua pügaine
eleÄe pos Ta pai, oti Ta piÄene
he said that he will go/that he was going to go (Melana, Southern Tsakonia)
(Costakis 1986:ph)
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In both these examples, the truth of the complement is cast in doubtÑin a context which would not welcome pu in CSMG. So even though the corpus examined displays minimal extension of pHi to linguistic predicates, the dictionary examples hint that such an extension had indeed taken place.33
The remaining question is whether this spread in the use of pHi could be attributed to a loan from another dialect, as Pernot (1934) hypothesised, alluding
to Constantinopolitan and Corfiot usage. The obvious candidate origin of such a
loan would be the Peloponnesian spoken in the areas surrounding Tsakonia.
While Peloponnesian has been investigated minimally by linguists, because of
its close relation to CSMG (see Contossopoulos (1976 [1975]) for discussion), I
have not become aware in my researches of anything peculiar about Peloponnesian complementation; so Peloponnesian is probably not responsible. It has
been speculated (e.g. Niehoff-Panagiotidis 1994:348) that modern Peloponnesian is a late mediaeval transplantation of Constantinopolitan into the region,
and that the indigenous dialect looked more like Maniot and Tsakonian. But I
am not aware of anything noteworthy in Maniot complementation eitherÑapart
from the fact that, like Tsakonian, it hangs on to the older complementiser oti
(in Maniot ti), instead of the newer pos.
Turning to non-Hellenic influences, one possibility is Arvanitika, spoken to
the north and east of Tsakonia, involving a generalisation of either of its two
complementisers •‘ or se.34 Contact between the two languages seems to have
been superficial;35 and Albanian has not been suggested in the literature as a
likely source of any of the peculiarities of Tsakonian. Before the Albanan settle33Tsakonian

uses otsi as a quotative introducing indirect questions, but there are no instances of
pHi in this function:
(17c)
ts^ Õ ügki ao´nte ¿tsi p\o´r onomŒste Brasiª.
tþ iNgi aunde otsi pHur onomaste vrasie.
And they were saying [that] how it got to be called Vrasies. (CostD ¤8a;
Prastos, Southern Tsakonia)
This seems to confirm what one would already suspect: that otsi is older in Tsakonian as a complementiser than pu. Quotative ho@ti in particular has long been a feature of Greek.
34It must be said that modern Arvanitika keeps fairly close to CSMG complementiser distribution, with the relativiser •‘ corresponding to pu, and se to pos (Nicholas 1998a). So Arvanitika
looks no more promising a source than Peloponnesian Greek.
35 As Costakis (pers. comm.) has put it to me, language contact stopped at the shepherdÕs hut
doorÑAlbanian terms turn up only in pastoralist semantic fields.
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ment of the Peloponnese, there had been Slavic incursions, which cut off Maniot
and Tsakonian from the rest of the peninsula; we know that Slavonic was
spoken to the north of Mani as late as xivÊAD. But the Old Church Slavonic realis
complementiser was jako, originally ÔasÕ, which if anything should have led to
Tsakonian taking up pos/pHur; the appearance in Slavonic languages like SerboCroat, Macedonian Slavonic, and Russian of a relativiser as a complementiser is
a late innovationÑno earlier than xvÊAD. One could turn to the Turkic Avar of
the viÊAD invasionsÑbut not enough would be known of the language, and this
seems an unnecessary long shot; at any rate, Turkic complementation is radically different to Indo-European patterns, as discussed in ¤6.3.
It seems, therefore, that the spread of pHi is a phenomenon either innovated
by Peloponnesian Tsakonian, or surviving from an earlier version of Greek. It
would be tempting to presume an archaism on the part of Tsakonian, given its
overall archaic character and its retention of supplementary participles. But the
picture drawn in this chapter is that, wherever else ho@pou has expanded in
Greek, it is as a late rather than early phenomenon. The development thus
seems to be an independent innovation, and one rather more tentative than that
in Corfiot or Constantinople, as it has largely been confined to semi-factives.

6.3. Cappadocian
The complementation system of Cappadocian has been greatly disrupted relative to mainstream Greek. To a large extent, this has been because of the extensive contact Cappadocian has undergone with Turkish; however, the use of a
relativiser other than pu as a complementiser in this dialect is of some interest.
There are six realis complementiser classes in Cappadocian:
¥ zero,
¥ the Turco-Persian complementiser ki,36
¥ the Turkish quotative de(Ä)iÊ< Turkish diye,
¥ ke ÔandÕ in Western Cappadocian,
¥ the relativisers tu (Pharasa) and to (Western Cappadocian) (Anastasiadis 1976:216),
¥ cognates of oti: otSi in Silli, and the lexicalised particle di in
Pharasa (Anastasiadis 1976:217).
There is no cognate of pos attested in Cappadocian, which confirms that it is a
recent innovation in Greek.
Although there may seem to be a wealth of complementisers in Cappadocian,
they are largely disused. Linguistic complements in particular appear overwhelmingly in direct rather than indirect speech, so that di and diÉ ki are almost always quotative. Of some 600 instances in DawkinsÕ Pharasiot texts of
complements of leo ÔsayÕ introduced by di and diÉ ki, only three involve indirect
36Anastasiadis

(1976:219) treats ki not as a complementiser, but as a (quotative?) ÔparticleÕ preceding null complementisers. Although ki does on occasion turn up preceding non-clausal
complements, there seems to be no good syntactic reasonÑcertainly none presented by AnastasiadisÑnot to call ki a complementiser.
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speech; in TheodoridouÕs Pharasiot texts, this proportion is 9 out of 297. The
same results obtain elsewhere: of the 43 instances of otSi in DawkinsÕ Silliot
texts, only one is not quotative (although 4 of 10 are not in ArhelaosÕ text
sample), and only 2 out of 173 instances of ki and deÄi in DawkinsÕ Western
Cappadocian texts. Although DawkinsÕ texts are narratives, this aversion to
indirect speech extends even to proverbs:
(18a)

ÿo´ Õda? ts
ÿo´ Õksa.
Ts
ÿ ai na deiq, pe Õti tz
ÿ ai na Õko´seiq pe Õ ti tz
tSe na Dis, pe ti dZu Da; tSe na kusis pe ti dZu ksa.
Even if you see, say ÔI didnÕt seeÕ; even if you hear, say ÔI didnÕt hearÕ.
(LoucLouc ¤102; Pharasa)

The quotative function of di is so pervasive in Pharasiot, that synactically it no
longer behaves as a complementiser, but has grammaticalised into a clitic to the
linguistic verb, allowing the Turco-Persian complementiser ki to act as the actual quotative:
(18b)

E¼pen dÕ o basil¿q
kryfŒ
ki,
ÒAdª to fs
ÿ ¿kko a in’ basil¿q,
ipen d o vasilos
krifa
ki,
Òade to fSoko a ini vasilos,
said di the king
secretly QUOT
toy genüuh to maxtso´mi.Ó
tu ÄeniTi to maxtsumi.Ó
The king said secretly, ÒThis little boy will become king, the baby who has been
born.Ó (Dawk 492)

If one excludes quotatives, there are 3 realis complements per thousand words
for both Pharasiot and Western Cappadocian for the corpus considered; this
contrasts with a count of 7.12ä for The Third Wedding.
Eliminating quotatives, one can proceed with an analysis of complementation
in the three variants of Cappadocian. In Silli, all 31 non-quotative realis complementisers in the corpus are otSi; as these include emotive complements (19),
it is clear that Silli has no counterpart to the CSMG pu/pos distinction.
(19)

Qoygi»oym¾àüq sebind€ pol′´, ¿c&i qazŒn¾àhsi pol′´ parŒ.
quÆumdZis sevinda po´i, otSi qazandZisi po´i para.
The goldsmith is very much pleased that he has gained much money. (Dawk
298)

This is a significant result, which can be interpreted in one of two ways: either
Silliot otSi expanded at the expense of pu, displacing it as an emotive complementiser; or more plausibly, Silli was cut off from the mainstream of Modern
Greek before pu started being used as a complementiser. This is an issue I return to below.
The picture is somewhat more complicated for the distribution in Western
Cappadocian and Pharasiot of to/tuÑan instance, like pu, of a relativiser turned
complementiser. The corpus yields the following counts for the sundry nonquotative realis complementisers in the two regions:
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E MOTIVE
PERCEPTION
COGNITIVE FACTIVE S TATIC
COGNITIVE FACTIVE ACQUIRED
LINGUISTIC
COGNITIVE S TRONG ASSERTIVE
COGNITIVE WEAK ASSERTIVE

to
1
3
4
12
3

ke
1
20
1
1
1

∅

ki

dei

44

1637

1

4

2
2

Èopu

na

1

4

2

3

2

Table 20a. Western Cappadocian complementisers

E MOTIVE
PERCEPTION
COGNITIVE FACTIVE S TATIC
COGNITIVE FACTIVE ACQUIRED
LINGUISTIC
COGNITIVE S TRONG ASSERTIVE
COGNITIVE WEAK ASSERTIVE

tu
2
2
4
3
2

∅
12
1
5
1

ki
2
29
2
2
1
1

di

diÉ ki

34

13

13

5

Table 20b. Pharasiot complementisers

The widespread distribution of to/tu after cognitive factive predicates, whether
they represent static or acquired knowledge, shows that to/tu is not marked after
such predicates, unlike CSMG pu.38 Furthermore, to/tu is not restricted to direct
perception (21a, 21b); so another characteristic of CSMG pu is absent for to/tu:
(21a)

TobraÞ ürte gardŒq&« tÕ, ¿tlaa xi»Ãrse do kor¼ts&Õ do de Õnai, ªklace.
tovrai irte gardaSµ t, otlaa Corse do koritS do de ne, eklapse.
To brŒdy ürue o aderf¿q thq, m¿liq e¼de ¿ti to kor¼tsi den e¼nai, ªklace.
to vraDi irTe o aDerfos tis, molis iDe oti to koritsi Den ine, eklapse.
At evening her brother came; when he saw that she was not there, he wept.
(Ulaga• 152)

(21b)

sümero fŒÕ thn taü soy, mo´gkrise, pªtta panoyf¿roy, ÕŒxth mo ta p¼soy soy ta
porŒda_, xtŒrakÕ mo ta Õmpro soy, fobªrikÕ mo ta dzªratŒ soy, maroydziªstoy, na se
id’ aftªnnÕ maq toy arrÃu‘q
simero fa tin tai su, mugrise, peta panuforu, axti mo ta pisu su ta poraDQ, xtarak
mo ta bro su, foverik mo ta dZerata su, marudZiestu, na se iDi aften mas tu aroTis
(The donkey says to the ox:) Today eat your food, bellow, leap up, kick with
your hind legs, dig with your front legs, threaten with your horns, chew, so the
master can see that you have become healthy again (TheodB 294; Pharasa)

On the other hand, to/tu does not turn up with non-factive predicates; all instances with linguistic predicates are factive.39 Although cognitive non-factive

37These

instances of perception-ki are restricted to the villages of Ulaga• and Malakopi. The language of Ulaga• was heavily Turkicised, although Malakopi (not adjacent to Ulaga•) is not one of
the villages in which Dawkins (1916:209) discerns appreciable Turkish influence.
38There is a complementiser in Cappadocian restricted to emotive predicates; it is the causal
connective as to (ap to) Ôfrom the fact thatÕ, and has nothing to do with CSMG pu:
(20)
XairŒzoymai pol´ aq to e¼ste es
ÿ e¼t kalŒ kai ako´mÕ aq to marain¼s
ÿ koyn kalŒ ta
fs
ÿ ªgia maq.
xerazume poli as to iste eSit kala ke akum as to mareniSkun kala ta fSeÄia mas.
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predicates are rather infrequent in the texts, in this regard Cappadocian to/tu
does pattern with CSMG pu: both are factive complementisers. This result need
not imply that there is any relation between the development of puCOMP and
to/tuCOMP. Indeed, the failure of to/tu to emulate the further constraints on the
distribution of pu strongly suggests there is no such relation. This can be explained as an independent development, with the retention of the factivity of the
relativiser a characteristic of grammaticalisation, rather than a genetic similarity.
A parallel with Turkish suggests a good independent motivation for the
spread of to/tu as a relativiser and complementiser at the expense of pu. Silli, as
seen, preserves an archaic state of affairs, in which otSi was the sole complementiser; there is a clear remnants of this complementiser in the Pharasiot clitic di,
used primarily as a quotative, but also present after predicates of perception.
The spread of the current complementisers, ki and to/tu, occurred at the expense
of otSi, and seems unrelated to the parallel development of pu, which is largely
absent in the dialect. Now, ki is a loan from Ottoman Turkish, and is ultimately
of Persian origin. The native Turkish complementation strategy is one of nominalisation: the complement clause is rendered as a participle with a possessive
ending (personal participle), the possessor being the subject. For instance,
Ôeveryone knows that I do the jobÕ is in Turkish i º i yaptõg
ù õmõ herkes bilir
Ôthe.job.ACC doing.my everybody knowsÕ.
Since the minor Turkish complementation strategy is borrowed into Cappadocian as ki, it would be surprising if the major complementation strategy, nominalisation, were not also present in the dialect. That to/tu is a counterpart of the
Turkish personal participle is indicated by the following:
¥ The Turkish personal participle is used for both relativisation and
complementation (e.g. gšrdŸù
gŸm oùglan, Ôthe boy that I sawÕ, literally Ôseeing.my boyÕ); to/tu is both a relativiser and a complementiser.
¥ to/tu is homonymous with the definite article, strongly associated
with noun phrases. The correspondence between determiners and
complementisers has already been remarked upon (¤3.9), and
would readily have suggested itself in this context.
¥ to/tu-clauses, whether relative or complement, follow Turkish SOV
word order, rather than Modern Greek SVO: the clause dependents precede the predicate, and the to/tu-clause typically precedes
its nominal or verbal matrix (Dawkins 1916:201). Anastasiadis
(1976:216) gives as an complementiser example o tata su sis kores
I am very glad that you are well and also that our children are learning well at
school. (AravanF 156)
39Mavrohalividis & Kesisoglou (1960:85) give as an example of complementiser-to the sentence
to na Äazandµso outSa pola den d omza ÔI did not hope it that I would win so muchÕ. The implication is nonetheless that this complement is still presupposed, an implication strengthened by
the retention of the topicalising clitic in the CSMG gloss, oti Ta kerDiza tosa pola Den to elpiza.
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tu tu a ipa katexo ta Ôthe father your to.the daughters his that FUT
he.goes I.know itÊ= I know that your father will go to his daughtersÕ. For relativiser examples, see the following:
(22a)

Kai to
ªpke
do
iftirŒ
lŒlsen
do
ke
to
epke
do
iftira
lalsen
do
and REL he.said the calumny
she.spoke it
And she told the calumny which he had uttered (Dawk 362; Ulaga•, Western
Cappadocia)

(22b)

Toyq ta katªs
ÿ ei
toy e¼de o basil¿q
ton ´pno;
tus ta kateSi
tu
iDe
o vasilos
ton ipno?
how does he know it REL saw the king
the dream
How does he know the dream which the king saw? (Dawk 542; Pharasa)

This also holds for the Silli relativiser, kjat: Ôthe boy that I sawÕ is
in Silli kjat ira peri ÔREL I.saw boyÕ, as opposed to CSMG to aÄori pu
iDa Ôthe boy REL I.sawÕ.
¥ Other Turkish expressions involving the personal participle are
calqued into Cappadocian with to-expressions. For example, instead of in Turkish is rendered three ways: by the future personal
participle, followed by yerde, the locative of yer ÔplaceÕ; the future
personal participle followed by the dative form yerine Ôto its
placeÕ; or the dative of the future personal participle itself. In
Cappadocian, instead of is rendered as a to-clause in the future
tense, followed by son topo Ôat.the placeÕ (23a) or to ndopo Ôthe
place (ACC )Õ (23b) (Dawkins 1916 ¤381) (the accusative can express
indirect objects in Cappadocian); in Pharasa, it is rendered as su
na Ôto.tu FUTÕ (23c). These forms are all direct equivalents to the
Turkish constructions:
(23a)

Kai ¿son kÕ e¼den to paid¼, to
ke oson k iDen to peDi,
to

na
na

NOM FUT

to fc&yq&
son
to ftSiS
son
spit on.her at.the

d¿po,
dopo,
place

xem dªken do kÕ ªfagen, xem f¼lsen ¾àhn
xem Deken do k efaÄen, xem filsen dZin
And as soon as the boy saw her, instead of spitting at her, he both gave her
food and she ate, and kissed her. (Dawk 324; Delmeso)
(23b)

« s&Õ.
kai to kamülÕ, to na perŒnÕ to nd¿po, Œrxece na bo_jdŸ
ke to kamil, to na peran to ndopo, arxepse na bOjdyS.
And the camel, instead of dying, started growing. (AravanFK 100)

(23c)

H ma soy, soy na ÕennŒnúke sªna, na Õenúnútse a uŒl³i ütoyn ga¿!
i ma su, su na enanke sena, na entse a Tali itun gao!
Instead of giving birth to you, it would have been better if you mother had
given birth to a rock! (LoucLouc ¤143; Pharasa)

Another such calque is ap to (Ôfrom the fact thatÊ= becauseÕ), a
calque of the Turkish ablative present personal participle, which
serves in that language as a causal expression. Compare poli qodZa
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ap to iton in (24a) with its Turkish equivalent, •ok koca ol-dug
ù -unden Ôvery old be.PRES-PART.3SG-POSS.ABLÕ.
(24a)

BabŒ t na to pi»aqÿ ton, na to bind¼qÿ, kai na pŒ‘ to spit,
vava t na to pjaS ton, na to bindiS, ke na pai to spit,

pol´ qo¾àŒ
poli qodZa
very old

ap
to
ap
to
from NOM

üton.
iton.
he.was
His father would have caught him, to mount him and to go to his house, because he was very old. (Dawk 366; Ulaga•)

This collocation even turns up in Silli (24b), where to is otherwise
restricted to free relatives; there, however, op ÔfromÕ functions as a
temporal rather than a causal, and the construction seems to have
been independently innovated in Silli. This suggests to was already
acting as a nominaliser in Cappadocian, before Turkish influence
had any effect on the dialect:
(24b)

Gv,Ñ
ªn′hki
rekatªssariq xr¿noyq op
tÕ
ürta
Äo,Ñ
eøiki
rekatesaris xronus
op
t
irta
I
it.has.become fourteen years
from NOM I.came
ko soy kondŒ.
ko su konda.
near yours
For me, it is fourteen years since I came to your house. (Dawk 292)

The evidence presented may not be compelling individually; collectively, however, it strongly suggests that the use of to/tu as a complementiser is a Turkism;
the similarity of the Turkish relativisation strategy to a possessive may also explain the Pharasiot choice of a genitive form in tu.40 Whether the apparent restriction of the complementiser to factive contexts is also inherited from
Turkish (which I believe not to be the case), or an independent persistence from
the relativiser to/tu, it is in any case unrelated to the development of pu.
A final issue is the presence of Èopu as a complementiser in two instances of
Cappadocian. The first are the texts Dawkins collected in 1916 from the village
40Favis

(1948:187) speculates that tu is an Ancient adverbial correlative of pu (Òthe genitive of
the relative pronoun ho@sÐhe@Ð to@, evolved into adverbial useÓ); in an addendum (Favis 1948:191),
however, he concedes that it is the genitive of the modern pronoun to, comparable to Pontic ndo.
A portmanteau of pu and to cannot be ruled out.
An alternative derivation would be from the genitive singular neuter definite article tou^, which
was in use in Middle Greek as a complementiser preceding the infinitive (e.g. etHe@loù tou^ eltHe"ßn
ÔI.want of.the to.comeÊ= I want to comeÕ) (Jannaris 1897 ¤2077). If tou^ is the basis of tu, then tou^
would have to have generalised from infinitive to finite contexts. In principle this is not impossible, as Middle Greek features the converseÑfinite complementisers, such as h"Ûna, generalising
to the infinitive (Mandilaras 1973:321). But such an account also requires that tu, used both as a
relativiser and as a complementiser, should have developed independently in Pharasa from the
rest of Anatolian Greek, which features the relativiser-turned-complementiser to (and a much
more plausible pathway for this development, as already argued.) Given the status of Pharasiot
(intermediate between the more archaic Western Cappadocian and Pontic), this is highly unlikely. For this reason, I am inclined to see in Pharasiot tu a reflex of General Anatolian to.
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of Silata. In those texts, Èopu is usedÑsurprisingly, from the viewpoint of
CSMGÑwith weak assertives, and with a complement known to be false (Snow
White was not killed by the Evil StepmotherÕs ruses):
(25a)

Aq to aÝnŒ mªsa uÃrinen to kor¼c&, kai den inŒndanen ¿poy to sk¿tvsan.
as to aina mesa Torinen to koritS, ke Den inandanen Èopu to skotosan.
In the looking-glass she saw the girl, and did not believe that they had killed
her. (Dawk 440)

This can be explained as a Constantinopolitanism: at Silata, Dawkins only had
the opportunity to elicit texts from schoolchildren, and a perusal of the texts
shows that there is significant influence from Standard GreekÑor rather, what
counted as Standard Greek in Asia Minor: Constantinopolitan.41 The absence of
Èopu as a complementiser in any other published Cappadocian texts would seem
to confirm this.42
In the texts recorded from refugees from Delmeso by Costakis in 1967, an instance is given of pu associated with an emotive predicate:
(25b)

Ko´pvnamÕ ta mŒtia, an ütan anoixtŒ, m¿liq pªuaine. Poy ap¿mÕnan anoixtŒ, kal¿ den
üton, kat¿pÕsa tÕ pegŒzÕ kanªna.
kuponam ta matia, an itan anixta, molis peTene. pu apomnan anixta, kalo Den iton,
katopsa t peÄaz kanena.
We closed his eyes, if they were open, as soon as he died. That/When they
stayed open, it was not good, he would later take someone else with him (to the
Underworld). (HDMS 887:190)

This is not a real problem for our account, for two reasons. First, the text is
clearly greatly influenced from Standard Greek: such CSMG words are used as
matia ÔeyesÕ rather than the Delmeso form matSja recorded by Dawkins, CSMG
itan ÔwereÕ instead of isan, and the CSMG word molis Ôas soon asÕ instead of a
form like mi to. So this use of pu could quite easily be contamination from
CSMG. Second, as the gloss shows, pu here is actually ambiguous with a temporal connectiveÑalthough temporal pu is not otherwise attested for Delmeso,
and is in fact quite rare in Cappadocian. A similar ambiguity obtains in the
other putative instance from the same manuscript:
(25c)

MŒnna mÕ syggenü üton, Œntra üton, kŒtsen so p\ªntzere apŒnv th n´xta, kai poy
Œnoijen oyran¿q, e¼den to.
mana m sigeni iton, adra iton, katsen so pHendzere apano ti nixta, ke pu aniksen
uranos, iDen to.
It was a relative of my motherÕs, a man; he was sitting at the roof window at
night, and when/that the heavens opened up, he saw it. (HDMS 887:210)

41Perhaps

the most amusing instance of this is when a Silata narrator misconstrues the Puristic
word politelia ÔluxuryÕ, rendering it as pola telja and telja pola Ômany wiresÕ (Dawkins 1916:450).
42The archaic stress in Èopu is a problem, since it does not correspond to Modern opu/pu when
used as a complementiser. I suggest the Constantinopolitan complementiser was conflated with
the relativiser ÈopuÑattested for Silata (¤B.1).
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One can derive the following conclusions from the Cappadocian data. pu has
made no inroads into Cappadocian as a complementiser; indeed, as discussed in
¤B.1, it is barely present in Cappadocian at all. Cappadocian displays an archaic
complementation system, one in which neither pu nor pos are present. There are
two stages of the complementiser paradigm in place. In the first, attested in Silli
(and arguably, as discussed below, Mariupolitan), a reflex of ho@ti is the only
realis complementiser. In the second, characteristic of Western Cappadocia and
Pharasa, the ho@ti reflex is displaced by ki, a direct loan from Ottoman Turkish,
and to/tu.
to/tu displays interesting parallels with the development of pu, being a relativiser in origin; ultimately, however, its is more useful to look at it as a calque
of the Turkish personal participle. The distribution of to/tu displays only faint
parallels with CSMG pu, such as may be expected of a complementiser which is
a factive relativiser in originÑbut nothing so close as to be compelling.

6.4. Pontic
The account of Pontic complementation is given in the light of the results obtained for Cappadocian. Two complementation strategies prominent from
Cappadocian reappear in this neighbouring dialect: the relativiser to/ndo, and
zero complementation. The third strategy is absent from Cappadocian, and
shows that Pontic was cut off from mainstream Greek later than Cappadocian:
this is the use of pos. These three complementisers account for 835 out of the
883 realis complementisers in the Pontic corpus (94.6%). The overall counts for
Pontic are given below:
E MOTIVE REACTION
E MOTIVE APPRAISAL
PERCEPTION
COGNITIVE FACTIVE S TATIC
COGNITIVE FACTIVE ACQUIRED
S UBJECT/NOMINALISATION
DETERMINED LINGUISTIC TRUTH
COGNITIVE S TRONG ASSERTIVE
COGNITIVE WEAK ASSERTIVE
N ON-ASS. TRUTH COGNITIVE
DETERMINED LING. FUT. TRUTH
PREDETERMINED ACTION PHYSICAL
N ON-ASS. ACTION LINGUISTIC
DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
U NDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE

ndo
27
19
16
42
52
4
12
4
6
3
6
1
1
0
0

pos
20
2
49
18
37
0
41
4
19
2
6
0
1
1
1

∅
0
0
207
5
18
0
29
13
142
0
1
0
0
15
1

pu
9
1
1
1
1

ke/ki (pos) oti

1

1

1

1
1
10

2
1
1

1

na

10

1
1

1
2

Table 21. Pontic complementisers

One of the most striking differences between Pontic and Cappadocian complementation is the scarcity of ki as a complementiser: ke ÔandÕ and ki combined are
44 of the 128 realis complementisers (34%) in the Western Cappadocian corpus,
and ki and diÉ ki are 55 of the 129 realis complementisers (43%) in the
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Pharasiot corpus, but ke/ki give only 23 out of 883 (2.6%) in Pontic.43 Compared
with Cappadocian, then, Pontic has not been affected by this particular
Turkism.44
There is variation in complementiser usage between the various semantic
predicate classes, and between regions of the Pontus. There are only a few overriding tendencies. Zero-complementation is preferred for perception and weak
assertives, but is not used at all with true factives. This does not mean that zerocomplementation is a non-factive strategy: direct perception and cognitive factive predicates both feature it. But it does show that the distribution of zerocomplementation comes close to being the inverse of the distribution of CSMGpu: absent in true factives, marked with semi-factives, near-obligatory with
weak assertives (although its use with direct perception follows CSMG-pu,
rather than being its inverse.)
The problem is, there is no figure in Pontic to complement the ground of zerocomplementation: there is no complementiser with the semantic restrictions of
CSMG-pu. Just as for Cappadocian, ndo is not restricted to factive contexts, despite its relativiser originsÑalthough it is infrequent with non-factives (60% of
all emotives (26a) against 3% of all weak assertives (26b, 26c)):45
(26a)

O Kyrlob¼tÕq pa am¿n ntÕ epüen h garü atÕ na calaf€ to lanŒrÕ epoys
ÿ imŒnecen nto
ªsteilen aten.
o kirlovits pa amon nd epien i Äari at na psalafa to lanar epuSimanepsen ndo estilen
aten.
When his wife went to find the wool card, Kyrlovitis regretted sending her.
(FostA 201; Imera)

(26b)

jŒâi ÕkÕ inŒ-necen nto uÕ apouŒnÕ, euŒresen ∅ pa¼zÕ a-t¿n.
ksaj k inQnepsen ndo T apoTan, eTaresen ∅ pez Qton.
He didnÕt believe that she would die at all; he thought that she was fooling
him (FostC 135; Imera)

43It

is difficult to distinguish between ke/ki ÔandÕ and ki ÔTurco-Persian complementiserÕ; but
both perception and weak assertive complements are expressed with paratactic strategies in
mainstream Greek, so ÔandÕ is probably involved here.
44The data from Nikopolis is of interest. Minimal work has been done on the regionÕs dialect;
almost all we know about it from Dawkins and Papadopoulos, the major linguists to have
worked on Pontic, is that it was intermediate between Pontic and Cappadocian. Our complementation counts are consistent with this: the four realis complementisers in Hatziliadis (1954),
recorded from refugees from Galatsougou, are all ki, and account for over a fifth of all instances
of ke/ki-complementisers in my Pontic corpus, although the text constitutes a fiftieth of the entire corpus. This indicates that at least in the village of Galatsougou of Nikopolis the Turkish
pattern had made a significant incursion, as it had in Cappadocian, which the Pontus proper resisted. (However, as is obvious in the other major text collection from the region, Nikop, complementation in the other Nikopolitan villages does not seem to have deviated markedly from
the general pattern of Pontic.)
45 There are complications for five of the six instances of Pontic weak assertive ndo: three have
negative matrices and introduce true complements (so they may be presupposed); one may be a
perception complement (Ôbe seenÕ as opposed to ÔseemÕ); and the gloss of the final (parerxete) is
not certain. The only unproblematic instance, where the complement turns out to be false and
thus cannot be presupposed, is (26c).
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PollŒ ÕkÕ edªben ükÕsa katÕ amo´n gogg´smata. «Artoyk ep¼steca xortlŒxÕq tÕ ªton.
pola k eDeven iksa kat amun ÄoNgismata. artuk epistepsa xortlaxs t eton.
After a short while I heard something like moaning. So I believed that it was a
ghost. (Nikop; Balcana, Nikopolis)

Just as Pontic ndo does not follow the same restrictions as CSMG pu, Pontic pos
does not follow the same restrictions as CMSG pos. In particular, pos is widely
used in Pontic with emotive reactions (though not with appraisals). 46 Also in
contrast to Cappadocian, pu is present as a complementiser in Pontic. But its
presence is vestigial: there are only 16 instances amongst 865 complementisers,
and the majority of them look like incidental reanalyses of relativisations, rather
than autonomous complementisers. Thus, although (28a) is undoubtedly a pucomplement of an emotive, a more typical instance of complementiser-pu in
Pontic is (28b), in which pu is ambiguous with the relativiser.47 Furthermore, in
Pontic it is not unknown for pu to introduce non-factive complements (28c).
And even in the domain where pu is most used, emotive reactions, it is still outnumbered by instances of pos (20:9).
(28a)

46There

ÇKai pas&ke¼nto estŒuen ol¼gon Õq shn jenite¼an;È ªleen kÕ h n´fe, ÇkalŒ poy
enuymŒtÕ a-ta ki at¿son!È
Òke paSkindo estaTen oliÄon s sin ksenitian?Ó eleen k i nife, Òkala pu enTimat Qta
ki atoson!Ó
ÒItÕs not like he has spent just a little time in exile,Ó the wife said to herself; ÒitÕs
just as well that he remembers this much!Ó (Papad 179; Stavrin)

is a complication in that, as in CSMG, pos (or rather Èpos) is also the manner adverb
ÔhowÕ, and furthermore there are indications that Èpos is also used as a causal connective (27a).
This allows pos to be ambiguous between complementiser and adjunct usages more than in
CSMG.
(27a)
Fobüue basilªaq aq to paid¼ toy pÃq ekÃlysªn tone.
foviTe vasileas as to peDi tu Èpos ekolisen tone.
The king grew fearsome of his son, because he (the king) had driven him
away. (Valavanis 1928:189; Upper Amisos)
Thus in (27b), pos clearly introduces a manner adjunct, rather than a complement (the king is
not worried that he (the king) will take the ladÕs money; he is wondering how to do so). In (27c),
on the other hand, there is little question that pos introduces an emotive complement.
(27b)
O basilªaq efoyrk¼en aq shn stenoxvr¼an atÕ pÃq ua epor’ na pa¼rÕ kai tÕ ekeino´
thn parŒn
o vasileas efurkien as sin stenoxorian at Èpos Ta epori na per ke t ekinu tin paran
The king choked on his worry, how he would be able to take his money too
(KandilF 114; Chaldia)
(27c)
Eke¼na ta hmªraq h mŒissa ua egyna¼kizen to Mela-z¼rÕ kai etyra-nn¼oytoyn pÃq ÕkÕ
ep¿resen ak¿man na xŒnÕ th do´lan.
ekina ta imeras i maisa Ta eÄinekizen to melQzir ke etirQniutun Èpos k eporesen
akoman na xan ti Dulan.
At that time the witch was going to marry Melaziris off, and she was troubled
that she had not yet been able to kill her slave. (Parh 108; Trebizond)
47 The same kind of ambiguity with a pu-complement can be seen with (28d), which Drettas
analyses as more akin to a temporal adjunct:
(28d)
aÈtora Èliete i-kaÈrDias p-eÈleps tin-TaÄaÈteras | Èlej | Èstek atuÈkjan
Maintainent, dit-il, ton coueur languit de voir que ta fille est lˆ
Now, he says, your heart breaks to see that your daughter is there (Drettas
1997:349)
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(28b)

ArÕ exŒren
o plo´sion,
poy uÕ epo¼nÕnen
a‚kon gampr¿n,
ar
exaren
o plusion,
pu
T epinen
aikon Äambron,
so
rejoiced
the rich.man that would make
such a son-in-law
kÕ edªken to kor¼tzÕn atÕ
k eDeken to koridzn at
So the rich man rejoiced that he would make such a son-in-law/ So the rich
man, who would make such a son-in-law, rejoiced, and gave him his daughter
(KandilF 112; Chaldia)

(28c)

O ma´ron, am¿n tÕ epo¼nÕnen eke¼noq, aq tÕ ªrxoyntoyn o s´nteknoq atÕ, euŒ-rnen at¿q pÕ
aªtsÕ ua ÕftŒâ‘, me ta eftŒ kard¼aq uÕ ano¼Õ thn p¿rtan kai pa¼rÕ a-ton apªsÕ. «Ei kÕ
ekompÃuen!
o mavron, amon t epinnen ekinos, as t erxundun o sindeknos at, eTQrnen atos p
aets Ta ftaj, me ta efta karDias T ani tin portan ke per Qton apes. ei k ekomboTen!
(A hospitable man comes visiting his compadre, who has previously left his wife
instructions not to receive him.) The poor man, just the way he acted, when his
compadre came visiting, so he thought that he (his compadre) would doÑhe
would open his door with seven hearts (=Êwith good-will) and let him in. Oh
how he was deceived! (Tsaousis 1946:210; Hopsha)

The fact that clear factivity restrictions are not in place for pu seems to confirm
it has been incidentally reanalysedÑa contingent rather than entrenched complementiser in the system. This does not explain (28c), which shows pu to be
unambiguously a weak assertive complementiser; then again, (28c) is a one-off
in my Pontic corpus, and may simply represent a nonce reanalysis of pu as
equivalent to ndo, which is attested (albeit infrequently) as a weak assertive
complementiser. If that is so, then pu here is ultimately (at a remove of two
transfers) a Turkish calque.
The following conclusions arise from the data:
¥ As in Cappadocian, the relativiser ndo developed as a complementiser independently of CSMG-pu: it is not restricted to factive contexts, and is neither predominant with emotive complements, nor
particularly widespread with perception complements.
¥ Pontic pos has a significant presence amongst emotive complements. Since pos has largely supplanted oti in Pontic (201:7), and
since archaic Anatolian complementation as preserved in Silli employed oti with emotive complements, it appears that pos as a
realis complementiser predates pu as a marked realis complementiser. This agrees with the conclusion I have arrived at independently on the basis of diachronic data (Nicholas 1996): complementiser-pos dates from around viÊAD , at which time ho@ p ou had
just become a generic relativiser, and long before pu became a
complementiser.48

48oti

has become quite widespread in contemporary Pontic, and Drettas (1997:370) has no
doubt that this is due to CSMG influence. Drettas (1997:375) believes the same to be the case for
complementiser-pos, but pos is used rather too frequently in the corpus to be a recent loan, and
it turns up in contextsÑsuch as emotivesÑwhich owe nothing to CSMG.
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¥ That conclusion is further supported by the status of complementiser-pu in Pontic: it is very infrequent, restricted regionally (only
one of the 14 instances is not Chaldiot, although only two thirds of
the corpus are in that variant) and stylistically (4 of the 8 emotive
instances are in FotadisÕ plays, which constitute a quarter of the
Chaldiot corpus), and it does not behave in a way consistent with
its CSMG counterpart.
The picture for complementation in both Cappadocian and Pontic is layered. As
argued for Cappadocian, a Turkish-calqued to/tu-layer replaced an earlier otilayer, preserved in Silli; to this layer was added a further Turkish element, ki.
Pontic did without ki, and though it (largely) lacks oti, it supplants it with pos,
just like CSMG.49 With the vestigial presence of complementiser-pu, that makes
three diachronically distinct layers of complementation strategy. 50
Positing these diachronic layers illuminates the synchronic distribution of the
complementisers. In both CSMG and Pontic, pu is the latest addition to the
complementiser paradigm; but unlike CSMG, pu in Pontic has not taken root,
and can be conceived of as a much thinner layer. The reason why, following
Drettas (1997:354), appears to be that ndo in Pontic tends to have clausal referents much more than pu, which has primarily animate reference; this is a consequence of the EMG division of labour between pu and to as relativisers (¤7.2.1).
So pu has not been able to block pos taking hold in the emotive domain in
49There

is evidence to suggest that, just as in Cappadocian, Pontic complementiser-to/ndo is a
TurkismÑalthough the evidence is less abundant than in Cappadocian, consistent with the
lesser extent of Turkicisation in Pontic:
(i)Êlike the Turkish personal participle, to/ndo is both a relativiser and a complementiser;
(ii)Êto is homonymous with the definite articleÑalthough ndo is instead homonyous with Èndo
Ôwhat?Õ, with which it has undergone merger;
(iii)Êndo-relative clauses follow Turkish syntax on occasion in preceding their referentÑalthough
not as frequently as in Cappadocian (64 out of 458 instances (14%) in Pontic, against 32:94 for
Western Cappadocian (34%), and 47:186 for Pharasiot (25%) in their respective corpora);
(iv)Êthere are some constructions which seem to calque the Turkish personal participle with
ndoÑmost notably as ndo Ôfrom the fact thatÕ, used as both a causal and temporal (the ablative
Turkish personal participle is causal, although it is the locative personal participle that is temporal); ndo Ta Ôinstead ofÕ, using the nominaliser and the future tense to calque the personal future participle (cf. Cappadocian to na) (Ikonomidis 1958 [1940]:246); and amon ndo Ôas the fact
thatÕ, used as both the connective ÔlikeÕ and as a temporal (the Turkish postposition Ÿzere ÔonÕ is
both spatial and temporal, and following a personal participle, it means ÔasÕ; but cf. CSMG san
ÔlikeÕ, also used as a temporal);
(v)Êndo-complements frequently follow Turkish word-order, which led Papadopoulos (1955b:
173) to characterise ndo-complementation explicitly as a Turkism, pointing out the syntagmatic
equivalence of such sentences as aikon Dulian to Ta epinen k eksera Ôsuch work that FUT
he.would.do NEG I.knewÕ with boyle isü yapacag
ù õnõ bilmiordum Ôsuch work doing.FUT.3SG
I.knew.NEGÕ ÔI did not know he would do such a thingÕ, and i Dulia ndo k en kalon eÄriksen Ôthe
work that NEG is good he.realisedÕ with isü eyi olmadõ g
ù õnõ anladõ Ôwork good being.NEG .
PRES.3SG he.realisedÕ Ôhe realised that the work was not goodÕ. (Cf. PapadopoulosÕ CSMG
glosses, Den iksera pos Ta ekamne tetia Dulia ÔNEG I.knew that FUT he.would.do such workÕ, and
katalave pos i Dulia Den pai kala Ôhe.realised that the work NEG goes wellÕ.)
50The extremely frequent use of zero-complementation compared to CSMG has been compared
to the more frequent use of zero-complementation in EMG (Andriotis 1948:51), and so may represent a fourth diachronic layer.
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Pontic, as well as the cognitive and linguistic; and it does not have a well-defined semantic domain of its own.
Pontic plays a complementary part to dialects like Thracian in sketching the
diatopic bifurcation of complementiser-pu. As Thracian, Tsakonian, and (below)
Livisiot and Corfiot show, it was possible for the role of pu in the complementiser paradigm to spread further than it did in CSMG. As Pontic shows, it was
also possible for pu to spread less in the paradigm than it did in CSMG; and this
cannot be attributed to the prehistory of Pontic pu, which is derived from ho@pou
just as CSMG pu, and is a relativiser in the dialect just as in CSMG. Once more,
the distribution of CSMG-pu is seen to be historically contingent, rather than inevitable.

6.5. Livisi
We have seen that three Greek dialects indigenous to present-day TurkeyÑ
Thracian/Bithynian, Cappadocian, and PonticÑall display features in their
complementation paradigms distinct from CSMG. Although it has not been remarked on in the literature, the same holds for the fourth Greek dialect indigenous to the regionÑthat of Livisi, in South-Western Turkey. The following
complementiser counts, from Mouseou-BouyoukouÕs folk tale collection
(MousT), leave no doubt that Livisi complementation deviates from that of
CSMG:
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
CSMG-Unacceptable
PREDETERMINED O CCURRENCE PHYSICAL
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
N ON-ASSERTIVE DETERMINED ACTION LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE

121
28
28/0/0 (100%)
69
1/0/1 (50%)
38/3/4 (84%)
29/10/4 (67%)
17/0/1 (94%)
13/10/3 (50%)
24
3/0/0 (100%)
14/16/29 (24%)
1/0/1 (50%)
3/2/7/6 (25%)
2/2/1 (40%)
0/0/2 (0%)
1/1/0 (50%)

The deviation from CSMG is not as noticeable as in Thracian; but it is there.
Also, the semantic distinctions between pu and oti/pos valid for CSMG do not
hold in Livisi. Thus, perception pu-complements need not be stative (29a) or direct (29b); linguistic pu-complements need not even be true (29c); and whereas
CSMG distinguishes between presupposed and determined complements of
predicates of fearing (fovame pu: be afraid as a reaction toÉ; fovame oti: fear
thatÉ), Livisiot uses pu to introduce a determined complement of fuame ÔfearÕ
(29d):
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Figure 27a. Livisi complementation: CSMG pu-grid
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Figure 27b. Livisi complementation: All realis
(29a)

KŒts
ÿ i, kŒts
ÿ i arau´mhsin, epüÝn na pi»Œsei j´la na bŒl³ei sthf foyti»Œn gi e¼din na
stªkiti ªnaq Œurvpoyq. Gi»anŒsthsin ki e¼din boy Õtan j´loyn bl³ikhmªnoyn
katSi, katSi araTimisin, epiin na pjasi ksila na vali stif futjan gi iDin na stekiti enas
aTropus. Æanastisin ki iDin bu tan ksilun blikimenun
KŒuoy, kŒuoy, barªuhke, püge na piŒsei j´la na bŒlei sth fvtiŒ kai e¼de na
stªketai ªnaq Œnurvpoq. Plhs¼ase kai e¼de pvq ütan j´lo pelekhmªno
kaTu, kaTu, vareTike, piÄe na piasi ksila na vali sti fotia ke iDe na stekete enas
anTropos. plisiase ke iDe pos itan ksilo pelekimeno
Sitting, sitting, he got bored; he went to fetch wood to place onto the fire, and
he saw a person standing there. He approached and saw that it was carved
wood (MousT 156)

(29b)

«Ekoysam boy xoir¿sbajan, ki ipüras so´bl³iq ki ªtrejan.
ekusam bu xirosvaksan, ki ipiras suvlis ki etreksan.
They heard that theyÕd slaughtered pigs, and they took spits and ran (MousP
¤1125)
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(29c)

E¼pan, lªÕ, thn gŒrgan, po{n³in h karkadi»Œ gi»atrik¿g gi»a ta mmŒti»a, ki ike¼n³h, t¿moyq
tÏkoysin, ipüain³n³in eiq toy pªlaoyq ki thn ªfhn³n³in.
ipan, le, tin garÄan, pu nin i karkaDja Æatrikoø Æa ta mùatja, ki ikini, tomus to kusin,
ipienùin is tu pelaus ki tin efinùin.
They say they told the jackdaw that her droppings were an eye-cure, and as
soon as she heard it, she went and dropped it in the sea (out of spite). (MousP
¤592)

(29d)

ki toy koyr¼n Õen martyrŒ t¼pota gi»at¼ foyŒti poy ua thn i-skoytÃsei
ki tu kurin en martira tipota Æati fuati pu Ta tin iskutosi
And the girl does not tell, because she is afraid that she will kill her (MousT 78)

Now Livisi is a semi-northern dialect: it raises its unstressed mid vowels. In
addition, the dialect places its indirect objects in the accusative rather than the
genitive, just like far northern Greek (including Thracian). Because of this, earlier Greek linguists like Hatzidakis were convinced that Livisi was a northern
Greek colony (Andriotis 1961:11). In light of that, it would be tempting to attribute the character of Livisi complementation to a transplantation from
Thracian.
The problem is, that in all other features, Livisi patterns either with SouthEastern Greek (Cypriot, Dodecanesian), or with Pontic and Cappadocian.51 Even
the two northernisms of Livisi are not necessarily proof of migration. Silli and
the Cappadocian villages of Malakopi, Misti, Axos and Aravani feature seminorthern vocalism;52 indeed, while Pharasa itself has southern vowels, the
surrounding Pharasiot colonies of Afshar-kšy, ‚iska and ‚uhuri are seminorthern. This indicates that unstressed mid vowels can be raised in Modern
Greek without a necessary historical connection to Northern Greek, as indeed
Dawkins (1916:193) concluded about Cappadocian. As for the accusative indirect objects, they are as much a feature of Pontic and Cappadocian as they are of
Thracian; they are thus a general Anatolian Greek feature.
It seems then that Livisi is an indigenous dialect. Dawkins (1916:204Ð5)
groups it with Silli, in that both are much closer to standard Greek than the
other Asia Minor dialects, incorporating the Modern innovations of the possessive pronoun Dikos and the PERFP Passive ending -ka, absent in the others.53
51 For

example, Livisi has gemination (both etymologically motivated and innovatively in the
context /n#C/), which occurs only in South-Eastern Greek and Pontic. It preserves and extends
ancient word-final nÑagain, a characteristic of South-Eastern Greek. It fails to palatalise alveolar liquids before iÑlike Pontic and Cappadocian. It has aspirated consonantsÑagain, like
Pontic and Cappadocian. And (although this is a common archaism rather than innovation)
Livisi, along with Pontic, Cappadocian, and Cypriot, preserves the Ancient word for ÔlouseÕ (a
Swadesh-100 word), pHtHe"Ûr, as its regular reflex ftira, whereas the rest of Greek changes it to
psira by analogy with psilos ÔfleaÕ. (For a more complete listing of phenomena Livisi has in
common with South-Eastern Greek and with Pontic and Cappadocian, see Androtis (1961:12Ð
13).) One final way Livisi patterns with South-Eastern Greek, of relevance to pu, is in its use of a
quÕest-ce queÐcollocation with ti and pu (Nicholas in prep.)
52 The villages form a contiguous zone in the middle of Western Cappadocia.
53 Andriotis (1961) finds that Dawkins does not emphasise strongly enough the connection to
Dodecanesian in his claim that it Òhas no resemblance to that of the neighbouring islandsÓ
(Dawkins 1916:38). For all that, Dawkins (1921) did identify affinities between Livisi, Cypriot,
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If Livisi complementation is an importation, we would have to postulate a
Thracian migrationÑwhose effect on Livisi vocalism has been cast in doubt, and
whose morphosyntactic effect has been negligibleÑor Cappadocian influence.
The latter would mean that Cappadocian to was calqued into Livisiot pu (even
though Cappadocian has a extant Èopu-relativiser (¤B.1), and Livisi has a to-relativiser surviving at least in proverbs (¤7.2.1.).) Since Cappadocian complementiser-to seems to have ultimately been a Turkism, this would have happened
reasonably lateÑafter Livisi would have already been cut off from Cappadocian.
So Cappadocian may be ruled out as a source. Once western Asia Minor became
Turkish-speaking, the only dialectal influence Livisi was subject to was through
the seaÑi.e. South-Eastern Greek. Yet there is nothing in South-Eastern Greek
that looks like the Livisi complementation paradigm, apart from a slight extension in the use of pu with perception predicates (¤6.10.4). The necessary conclusion is that the Livisi use of pu as a complementiser is an indepenent local innovation.

6.6. Mariupolitan
Mariupolitan was formerly spoken in the Crimea, and has been spoken in the
southern Ukraine, around the town of Mariupol (formerly Zhdanov) since 1778.
The dialect had coexisted for a long time in the Crimea with Tatar, a Turkic languageÑindeed, a sizeable proportion of the Crimean Greeks relocated to the
Ukraine, the Urums, spoke (and speak) Tatar instead of Greek.
Greek linguists have taken little interest in this dialect of Greek. As a result,
there is a minimal amount of text available to me; although Mariupolitan was
used as a literary language in the 1930s, I have not been able to obtain any of
the texts published under those circumstances, and the most extensive text I do
have access to, AbrM, is a folk poem of 108 verses, with 11 realis complementisers. This sample is enough, however, to demonstrate a significant fact about
Mariupolitan: it does not use pu as a complementiser, even after emotive predicates. Of the 11 instances (with textual variation amongst the poem versions included), nine use ot < oti, including an emotive reaction (30a) and an emotive
appraisal (30b):54

and Cappadocian (the quÕest-ce queÐcollocation (Nicholas in prep.) is one such affinity); he further notes (Dawkins 1921:Addenda) that Òmuch might be added as to the links between this
Greek of Asia Minor and Cyprus and the dialects of the Southern Sporades [=ÊDodecanese], of
Lower Italy and els[e]where and their common medieval characterÓ, and speculates that these
affinities point back to an Eastern variant of Koine Greek (Dawkins 1916:214).
54 Other fragments of Mariupolitan available to me confirm this finding about Mariupolitan
emotive complements:
(31a)
Siq ªqqit mªga baxt, ot Õ ¼qetq giŒqq at¿ra,/ Den kqªrete eq¼q to emprizn¿ giaqql¼x!
sis eSit meÄa vaxt, ot isets ÄiaS atora,/ Den kserete esis to ebrizno ÄiaSlix!
You have a great vaxt (?), that you are of the current age; you do not know of
the erstwhile age! (KostLH 163)
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(30a)

Limbizmen ot’ perasan n’ dunja ligus pidija.
limbizmen ot perasan n dunja liÄus piDija.
Regretting that they had traversed life without children. (AbrM 4)

(30b)

Tußnimen imas ot erasam, ki den exum pidija.
tuSnimen imas ot erasam, ki den exum piDija.
It worries us that we have grown old, and we do not have children. (AbrMSa 19)

The remaining two realis complementisers are tu, corresponding to the relativiser to (tu after vowel raising) already seen at work in Cappadocia and the
Pontus. In one instance (32a), tu occurs as a textual variant of ot in (30a); in the
other (32b), tu acts as a nominaliser, converting the verb kles Ôyou cryÕ into the
event tu kles ÔcryingÕÑsomething more apparent in the textual variant (32c):
(32a)

Ke limbizmen tu perasan pes tu pula m’ plußija.
ke limbizmen tu perasan pes tu pula m pluSija.
Regretting that they had traversed in plenty with riches. (AbrMS 4)

(32b)

Sara, ksapela-tu tu kles, tun Isak si ortun.
sara, ksapela tu tu kles, tun isak si ortun.
Sarah, stop crying (Ôstop iti thati you cryÕ) and awaken Isaac. (AbrM 69)

(32c)

Ksapela Sara, son’ tu kles, ortun Isak, ’s gnefisi.
ksapela sara, son tu kles, ortun isak, s Änefisi.
Stop, Sarah, enough of your crying (Ôthat you.cry is.enoughÕ), wake Isaac up,
let him awake. (AbrMSar 69)

In Cappadocian and Pontic, I have dismissed complementiser-to as a Turkism,
and not an echo of complementiser-pu in any way. There is no reason to challenge this conclusion for Mariupolitan, given its long coexistence with Turkic
Tatar. That tu is limited in our sample to two factive contexts is not proof of any
connection with pu.
The interpretation of this data depends on how we relate Mariupolitan to the
other Greek dialects. On the basis of phonological investigationÑincluding the
fact that Mariupolitan has Northern Greek vocalismÑPappou-Zhuravliova
(1995:50) stresses the connection of Mariupolitan to Northern Greek. Not
having seen an extensive presentation of ZhuravliovaÕs position, I cannot evaluate her arguments; but the texts make clear that, in both lexicon and morphology, Mariupolitan cannot have much to do with Northern Greek; Mariupolitan
is much too archaic and idiosyncratic to be related to a dialect which is essentially mainstream Greek with minor phonological differences.55

(31b)

Kala ;kama ot tegrapsa za[vleni[ na metalaksu t d¾uly[-m.
kala ekama ot t eÄrapsa zajavlenija na metalaksu t Dulöja m.
I did well to write him a statement for me to change my job. (Kiryakov
1989:253)
55A more plausible picture of what mainstream Greek might look like after being cut off for five
centuries from Greece is given by BithynianÑagreed to have been transplanted from Greece at
around 1500.
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The obvious dialect to relate Mariupolitan to is Pontic.56 There are good reasons to do so. First, the Greek Pontus is geographically the likeliest region to
have colonised Crimea (if we accept that Mariupolitan is the result of mediaeval
colonisation, subsequent to the formation of Modern Greek dialects, and not a
direct descendant of the Greek spoken there in antiquity). In the Late Middle
Ages, the Southern Crimea, known as Perateia (ÔLand BeyondÕ) was administered by the Pontic Empire of Trebizond, whose emperors styled themselves Òof
all Anatolia, Iberia [Georgia], and PerateiaÓ (Dawkins 1937:17).
Furthermore, there are definite linguistic affinities with Pontic. Dawkins
(1937:22) names as a Òcurious resemblanceÓ the fact that Turkic verbs in Pontic
and Mariupolitan end in -evu/evo, rather than -dizo/do, as in Cappadocian and
Standard Greek. To this, one can add the form of ÔfromÕ (Mariupolitan ax and
(Karakuba sub-dialect) as, Pontic and Pharasa as, Cappadocian ap(o), Silli op,
CSMG apo; the Pontic form appears to be a reflex of Ancient eks, rather than
apo@) ; 57 the use of pa ÔalsoÕÊ< palin ÔagainÕ as an enclitic discourse connective
(otherwise attested only in Pontic and Pharasa); and several lexical parallels,
which have not been systematically studied yet. Pointing out elements of Pontic
ÿ erwhich are Òattested sometimes obviously, and sometimes less clearly,Ó C
nys&ova (cited in Karpozilos 1985:110), one of the Ukrainian linguists who has
worked extensively on Mariupolitan, concludes that Greeks may have come to
the Crimea from western Asia Minor and the Pontus after the fall of Trebizond,
in 1461.
Weighing against a Pontic affiliation of Mariupolitan is the judgement of
Dawkins, the linguist who surveyed Silliot and Cappadocian in situ, and also
worked extensively on Pontic. In his survey article on Pontic, Dawkins (1937:21)
states that Òthis Mariupol Greek hardly concerns the present paper, for the first
and most notable point about it is that it is not a Pontic dialect.Ó There are several characteristic archaisms and innovations of Pontic which Mariupolitan
does not share.58
56 Indeed,

Contossopoulos (1994:11) calls Mariupolitan ÒPontic of CrimeaÐMariupolÓ without
further discussion.
57Papadopoulos (1961) gives the following derivations: eksÊ> aksÊ> as (Kapsomenos); ap to@>
Ê af
toÊ> aT toÊ> as to (Ikonomidis 1958 [1940]); analogy of is ton Ôto theÕ against ap ton Ôfrom theÕ
(Pernot). Of these hypotheses, IkonomidisÕ fÊ> TÊis rare, and his one precedent for TÊ> s is highly
speculative; so his derivation is implausible. Whether asÊ< apo@ by analogy with is, or asÊ< eks, at
any rate, Mariupolitan clearly groups with Pontic rather than Cappadocian.
58The particularities of Pontic Dawkins points out which are absent from Mariupolitan include
both archaismsÑthe -on imperative, the archaic possessive pronouns, the obligatory postposition of clitic objects, and eùÊ> eÑand innovationsÑthe second declension MASC .GEN.SG ending
-onos, the plural -andi ending, the 2.P L pronoun esit, and the absence of a PERFS form.
Furthermore, while Pontic does not have the Modern realis negator Den, but retains archaic kiÊ<
ouk"Û, Mariupolitan has both Den and tJiÊ< ki.
While both Mariupolitan and Pontic partially displace the Greek gender system in favour of an
animacy-based system (a typological shift with no motivation from Turkish), they do so differently: in Mariupolitan inanimate nouns are neuter, while in Pontic animacy affects only determiners and adjectives, and Mariupolitan merges the feminine gender with the neuter, while
Pontic merges it with the masculine. As Dawkins (1937:22Ð23) comments,
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The question is, if Mariupolitan is not most closely related to Pontic, what is it
related to? The answer, Dawkins feels, is SilliotÑalthough the list of features
they have in common is not impressive,59 particularly as all but the Turkic numerals are also characteristic of Western Cappadocian. Identifying Silli against
Western Cappadocia, however, is not as important as DawkinsÕ (1937:23) speculation that Òwe seem to be faced with a kind of Greek intermediate between the
language of Pontos and that of the western part of the Greek world.Ó In other
words, Mariupolitan and Silliot are remnants of an Old Western/Central
Anatolian Greek, reflecting an erstwhile linguistic reality disrupted by Turkish
invasions, but distinct from Old Northern Anatolian GreekÑi.e. Pontic.
DawkinsÕ surmise on Silli matches very well a fact emerging from this diatopic
study: Mariupolitan and Silliot are the only two dialects of Modern Greek in
which oti is used regularly with emotive predicates. This would indicate that the
two dialects preserve an archaic state of affairsÑmatching that of Middle Greek,
where oti was the only realis complementiser (possibly together with the supplementary participle), and before pu spread to emotive complements. That
Cappadocian does not pattern with Mariupolitan and Silliot is not a problem, if
we accept that complementiser-to is a Turkism, which in league with ki displaced any traces of older complementation strategies. The same holds for
Pharasa, in which oti survives only as a verbal clitic.
As to the use of tu as a complementiser, this is already familiar from Pontic
and Cappadocian, and there is no reason to doubt that it arose by the same
calquing of a Turkic personal participle. The use of tu in (32b) as an explicit
nominaliser reinforces this derivation, and underlines the derivation of tu
Ôclausal determinerÕ from tu Ônominal determinerÕ.

6.7. Italiot
The developments investigated up to this point all occurred in dialects on the
Eastern periphery of Greek (but for Tsakonian), and all involved an expansion
of pu down the Evaluation modality axis. On the opposite side of the Greek periphery, the developments in Italiot involve a much lesser presence of pu (reminiscent of Pontic); but unlike the foregoing dialects, the expansion has also
taken place along the Information modality axis, and is independent of anything
taking place elsewhere in Greek.
The dominant complementiser in both Apulian and Calabrian Italiot is ti
(Rohlfs 1950:225), for which I accept here the derivation from ho@ti (¤B.3). This
In these breakings down of the old system of gender and declension the Pontic and
Mariupol dialects have clearly something in common, but the lines along which the
development has gone are so very different that any relation between the two dialects must be regarded as extremely remote.
59 The list includes disuse of nominative masculine and feminine articles, possesseeÐpossessor
ordering, Turkic numbers borrowed for ÔeightyÕ and ÔninetyÕ, and clitic postposition in all affirmative matrix clauses, but not in negative or subordinate clauses. As to number borrowing,
Ulaga• texts use a Turkish word for Ôone hundredÕ (Dawkins 1916:117), and Mariupolitan also
borrows a Turkic form for ÔseventyÕ.
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complementiser is used throughout the realis complement paradigm, including
emotives:
(33a)

Eg˜ ringrazi•o ton Christ˜, ti ascÕett•na den •faga.
eÄo ringratsieo ton xristo, ti aS etùuna den efaga.
Io ringrazio il Signore, che di queste cose non ho mangiato.
I thank God that I did not eat any of those things. (DGC 30; Chorio di Rochudi,
Calabria)

(33b)

ıat“, © i pu xer•amo/ Õti sÕixa sto grattˆi,/ far“amo Õti mu f•nato/ Õti, nˆ, tosso
mmu paiÕ.
jati, tSi pu xereamo/ ti s ixa sto gratùai,/ fariamo ti mu fenato/ ti, Èna, tosùo mùu pai.
perch•, nel mentre godevo/ che ti avevo nel lettuccio,/ temevo, perch• mi
sembrava/ che tu, ecco, dÕun tratto mi sfuggissi.
for just as I was glad that I had you in my little bed, I was fearful, because it
seemed to me that, lo!, just like that you could leave me. (Palumbo 56;
Calimera, Apulia)

The presence of other complementisers in the paradigmÑka, tSe, and posÑis
vestigial.60
60Apulian

Italiot has imported ka, the usual realis complementiser throughout Southern Italian
(Rohlfs 1949Ð1954:III 76). Just like ti, ka is used throughout the realis complement paradigm,
including emotives:
(34)
ime kuntento ka irte
ich freue mich, da§ du gekommen bist
IÕm happy that you came (Rohlfs 1950:225; Apulia)
Rohlfs (1964:Îti Ôda§Õ) believes ka is well on the way to displacing ti in Apulia. This is reflected in
my admittedly small corpus, where the proportion of ti to ka outside Palumbo is 9:9. (In Palumbo, the proportion is 147:1; but one should recall that PalumboÕs text is old (turn of the century), and that, as someone using the dialect for literary purposes and familiar with Standard
Modern Greek, Palumbo may have been puristic in his approach to complementation, deliberately avoiding the Italian form.) Similarly, Italiot uses tSe ÔandÕ (Rohlfs 1977:209) as a complementiser, following other Greek dialects in paratactic complementation; unlike other dialects,
however, this is not a salient feature of Italiot.
The extent to which pos is present in Italiot is enigmatic. Throughout his career, Rohlfs (1950;
1964) was adamant that pos was not in use in Italiot as a complementiser. Latterly, he revised
this judgement (Rohlfs 1977:205), in the light of (35a). As it turns out, there are only two instances of complementiser-pos in my Apulian corpusÑone from Palumbo (35a) and one from a
song recorded by Lampikis (35b); for Calabrian, there is only (35c).
(35a)
‹ e leo pos “sela nÕin apant“so,/ lio mmanex“Ñtti na tis mil“so
tSe leo pos isela n in apantiso,/ lio mùanexiÑtùi na tis miliso
E dico che vorrei incontrarla,/ un poÕ sola sola per parlare
And I say that I would like to meet her, a little while on her own, so I could
speak to her (Palumbo 16; Calimera, Apulia)
(35b)
«Ontoi gia se moy lªoyn/ pvq e¼sai mia tyatªra/ Ãrha ma tsai kakiŒ.
oêi Äia se mu leun/ pos ise mia tiatera/ oria ma tse kakia.
They all tell me about you that you are a beautiful but cruel maiden. (Lampikis
47; Sternatia, Apulia)
ÿ eiâÃn-nei o´l-loi o k¿zmo/ gia et-to´ndoi
(35c)
Œrte xvre¼te/ pv kam-mŒn hmªra/ tel
kŒboyroi sthmªnoi.
arte xorite/ po kamùan imera/ te´jonùi ulùi o kozmo/ Äia etùundi kavuri stimeni.
tÃra ua idüte/ ¿ti kammiŒn hmªra/ teleiÃnei ¿loq o k¿smoq/ ej ait¼aq aytÃn tvn
chmmªnvn kaboyriÃn.
tora Ta iDite/ oti kamian imera/ telioni olos o kosmos/ eks etias afton ton psimenon
kavurion.
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Somewhat less infrequent in Italiot is pu. There are 16 instances of its use in
my Apulian corpus (0.62ä of all words; cf. 0.61ä for The Third Wedding),
and at least 25 instances in my Calabrian corpus (0.24ä); to these should be
added three Apulian instances recorded in HDMS 828 and 836. Its scarcity as a
complementiser is attested by the fact that as thorough-going a field linguist as
Rohlfs (1950:120) found no instances of its use as either a complementiser or a
relativiser in Calabria.61 Nor is the complementiser listed as a function of pu in
KaranastasisÕ (1991) dictionary of Italiot.
Of these 44 instances of complementiser-pu, nine involve perception predicates, and 14 involve emotive predicates. The perception complements are all
direct; six of them even include a distinct nominal object of perception. These
instances are thus unremarkable from a CSMG viewpointÑalthough a stative
complement as in (36a) would not be acceptable in CSMG (cf. English *when
she saw them being so nice and white.)
(36a)

Pos tes ’vre i prin©ip’ssa pu ’ssa t—sso m‡n&ese ‡sprese, Žvale m’a sto st—ma ©e
a66ivŽntegwe gad‡ra.
pos tes ivre i printSipisùa pu isùa tosùo maøese asprese, evale mia sto stoma tSe
aêùiventegwe gaDara.
Quando le vide la principessa che erano tanto belle bianche, ne mise una nella
bocca e diventava asina.
When the princess saw that they were so nice and white, she put one in her
mouth and turned into a donkey. (TNC 251.36; Roccaforte, Calabria)62

For a further five instances, pu occurs with cognitive predetermined truth predicates. This much is unsurprising from a CSMG point of view; but pu appears in

Now you will see that one day the whole world will end because of these
roasted crabs (=astronauts). (HDMS 924:70; Gallician˜, Calabria)
(While pu does have an allomorph po in Italiot (as elsewhere in Greek: ¤B.4.1), one may rule it
out in (35c): po is conditioned by /u#e/Ê> /o/, and kamùa ÔsomeÕ does not have a variant *ekamùa
attested. Although normally pos going to po forces the following consonant to geminate in compensation (po kùamùa), as becomes clear in TNC, the simplest explanation here is that this is an
instance of complementiser-pos, with /s/ irregularly dropping off.)
To say that pos has a vestigial presence in Italiot is thus an understatement; this is all the more
noteworthy, since Mediaeval Italiot arguably used pos as a complementiser:
(35d)
(1042)
kai pŒlin o Œgioq rhj eperÃthsen ton ep¼skopon kai h ekklhs¼a ªxei sig¼llion e¼te
s´stasin etªran ek thn diakrŒthsin aytüq; o de ep¼skopoq e¼pen ªxei h ekklhs¼a kai
syg¼llion kai s¼stasi to pvq epikrate¼
ke palin o aÄios riks eperotisen ton episkopon ke i eklisia exi siÄilion ite sistasin
eteran ek tin Diakratisin aftis? o De episkopos ipen exi i eklisia ke siÄilion ke sistasi
to pos epikrati
And once more the holy king asked the bishop: ÒAnd does the church have either another seal or another letter on its dominion?Ó And the bishop said: ÒThe
church has both a seal and a letter [indicating] that (how? to what extent?) it
has dominionÓ (Cusa: Diplomi della chiesa di Monreale vii)
61Taibbi & Caracausi, who worked on older printed Calabrian Italiot texts, describe it as
Ònonetheless less frequent [than ti]Ó (Taibbi & Caracausi 1959:lxxxiii).
62My thanks to Dr John Hajek for checking my translations from the Italian in this and the following chapters.
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apposition with the noun fatùo ÔfactÕ (36b), something which never occurs in
CSMG (*to ÄeÄonos pu).
(36b)

Ma, san ’rte kulattsy—ni, tu esin’rte to f‡tto pu tos ’to miry‡onda to krŽa e©in˜
tos tessŽro animalu©©’o
ma, san irte kulatùsjoni, tu esinirte to fatùo pu tos ito mirjaonda to krea etSino tos
tesùero animalutùSio
Ma, quando venne lÕora del pranzo, si ricord˜ del fatto che aveva diviso la
carne a quei quattro animalucci
But when lunchtime came, he recalled the fact that he had shared the meat out
to the four little animals (TNC 145.18; Roccaforte, Calabria)

In a further two instances, the expansion of pu has followed a path familiar from
other dialects: it has been generalised to weak assertive (36c) and linguistic
(36d) contexts:
(36c)

San du ef‡ni e© inœ pu ’vre mian gali varvak‡ni ‡s&e liu‡rya, ey’rie tÕ ap‡nu
apuk‡tu ©e angrŽmmie tim b—vero alapœda.
san du efani etSinu pu ivre mian gali varvakani aSe liTarja, ejirie t apanu apukatu
tSe aNgremùie tim bovero alapuDa.
Quando parve a lui di vedere un bel ponticello di pietre, gir˜ il sopra sotto e
fece precipitare la povera volpe.
When it seemed to him that he found a lovely little bridge, he turned upside
down and make the poor fox fall over. (TNC 28.3; Roccaforte, Calabria)

(36d)

E ti supe? Pu en Žrchete ja macada, ka ste ce travud’.
e ti su pe? pu en erxete dZa makada, ka ste tSe travudi.
ÇKai ti so{peÈ;ÑÇ «Oti den to koynŒei ap¿ th uªsh toy, m¿nÕ kŒuetai kai tragoydŒÈ.
Òke ti su pe?Ó Òoti Den to kunai apo ti Tesi tu, mon kaTete ke traÄuDa.Ó
ÒAnd what did he tell you?Ó ÒThat he will not move; he just sits and keeps
singing.Ó (Dizikirikis 1968:16; Apulia)

But in the remaining 14 instances, Italiot innovates in an unprecedented
manner: rather than expand down the Evaluation Modality axis, to include nonpredetermined predicates, pu expands along the Information Modality axis, to
include Predetermined complements involving Occurrence and Action rather
than Truth. This is a major deviation from other Greek dialects: whereas pu
normally competes with pos, Occurrence and Action are squarely the domain of
na in mainstream Greek (but for perception complements). Thus, pu is used,
particularly in Calabrian Italiot, to introduce the complements of Ôit happened
thatÕ-predicates.
(37a)

Evr•si pu j‡vike m’a ale‡ta
evresi pu javike mia aleata
Pass˜ per caso una vacca
it was found (= it happened) that a cow passed by (Rohlfs 1950:231; Zollino,
Apulia)
(CSMG: etixe na Diaveni mia aÄelaDa)

(37b)

êrte pu Žstec
= e pe uŽnonda ©e o ©œrise, ©e tœtose o ©œrise ’xÿe d’o © ’puse ©e Žna
p—di ‡s&e app’dya.
irte pu estece peTenonda tSe o tSurise, tSe tutose o tSurise iCe Dio tSipuse tSe ena
poDi aSe apùiDja.
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Avvenne che stava morendo anche il padre, e questo padre aveva due orti ed
un albero di pere.
It happened (Ôit cameÕ) that the father was also dying, and this father had two
orchards and a pear tree. (TNC 23.1; Roccaforte, Calabria)

There are also a couple of instances in PalumboÕs poetry where pu follows a
Predetermined Action predicate. Whereas with Occurrence predicates English
allows that, this is not possible for Action predicates (*I managed it that I
brought together GodÕs grace); so this is an appreciable deviation from the
norm.
(37c)

oles ttes tenne kkˆnnonta,/ larga aÕtti Kkalim•ra,/ •ftasa pu Õin essiˆnosa/ ti
xx ari ttu Te•.
oles tùes tenùe kùanùonta,/ larga a tùi kùalimera,/ eftasa pu in esùianosa/ ti xùari tùu teu.
facendo tutti i mestieri/ lontano da Calimera,/ perveni a mettere insieme/ la
grazia di Dio.
Doing all sorts of jobs, far from Calimera, I managed to bring together GodÕs
grace. (Palumbo 169; Calimera, Apulia)63

While there is no precedent for such a development within the complementiser
paradigm, the fact that pu occurs in complements presenting events (Ôit happened thatÕ) is reminiscent of its analysis as an [+event] complementiser in
CSMG by Ginzburg & Kolliakou (1997 [1995]) (¤4.4.2), and its association with
events as a temporal connective. So there is autonomous justification for the expansion.
There is one last complement construction where pu appears unexpectedly.
Apulian includes amongst its auxiliary formations the construction steo tSe VERB
Ôstand and VERBÕ as a progressive (Rohlfs 1950:222); for example, steo tSe
armazome ÔI stand and marryÊ= I am getting marriedÕ. Although Pontic uses a
very similar construction, there is no reason to dispute RohlfsÕ (1977:222) interpretation of this as a calque of the Italian dialectal construction sta VERBFINITE ÔI
stand VERBFINITEÕ, with the same meaning (e.g. sta ssŽntu ÔI.stand I.feelÊ= I am
feelingÕ).
After describing this phenomenon, with steo, pao ÔgoÊ= continueÕ, and pianùo
ÔtakeÊ= startÕ, Morosi (1870:156) describes the uses of pu in the same context:
Sometimes in this case we find not tSe but pu with the indicative in place of na with
the subjunctive; e.g. steo pu klonùo ÔI am going to sleepÕ. But this always indicates,
as should be clear, an action being carried out in the present or understood in the
present.

Morosi clearly indicates that pu substitutes na and tSe, in introducing an action
complement; the proviso of Òan action being carried out in the presentÓ prob63The

following example from Psichari involves a physical occurrence verb, but is better analysed as an instance of nominalisation in apposition:
(37d)
«Ena m¿no kat¿ruvse, poy ¿loq o k¿smoq ton ªkline? Çton TelamÃn, toy TelamÃnÈ.
ena mono katorTose, pu olos o kosmos ton ekline: Òton telamon, tu telamon.Ó
He only accomplished one thing, that everybody declined his name as
ÔTelamon (ACC), Telamon (GEN).Õ (PsichV 1 84)
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ably indicates that pu retains its Predetermined status in such casesÑi.e. that
the complement is still true.
The following example seems to prove such an exchange of pu and tSe:
(37e)

ilªane, poy stªoyne, poy gla¼oyne ta paid¼a, ªxoyne mªa bes¿nö-nöo atsª n-ner¿
ileane, pu steune, pu gleune ta pedia, exune mea besoøùo atse nùero
lªgoyn (poy) ¿ti kla¼ne ta paidiŒ, ªxoyn megŒlh anŒgkh ap¿ ner¿
leÄun (pu) oti klene ta peDia, exun meÄali anaNgi apo nero
they said, when children are crying, they have great need of water (HDMS
836:171; Corigliano, Apulia)64

A hint at the origin of this construction is provided by its Calabrian counterpart:
steko VERBPART ÔI.stand VERB-ingÕ (Rohlfs 1950:221), which corresponds exactly
to the Standard Italian construction sto VERBPART; e.g. steko legonda ÔI.stand
talkingÊ= I am talkingÕ, corresponding to Standard Italian sto dicendo. The participle is in much greater use in Calabrian than in Apulian; it is still extant in
supplementary use (e.g. Rohlfs (1924:156) gives Ôstarted leavingÕ as embe‡y
fŽgonda in Calabrian, but entsi–‡sane na f’une in Apulian), and is involved in
other aspectual constructions (inchoative with embenùo ÔenterÕ, desiderative with
iTela ÔwantÕ.)
In a manner reminiscent of the borrowing of the Albanian Absolutive into
Greek (me to puÊ< me t‘Ê+ PARTICIPLE) (Nicholas 1998b), the Apulian Italiots
must have calqued the Italian (or early Italiot) participle in the steo-construction with a finite clause once the participle had died out, and found that pu was
one way to match the semantics of the participle.65 The Italian dialectal finite
form sta VERB would no doubt have contributed to this; and there is fertile
ground in Italiot for using pu-complements of phasal verbs; steo ÔstandÊ= continueÕ is just as much a Predetermined Action predicate as eftasa ÔmanagedÕ in
(37c). eftasa pu and steo pu may in fact be regarded as manifestations of the
same phenomenon.
Italiot complementation is much like Anatolian complementation, in that it
juxtaposes older and newer layers onto the paradigm. The unmarked complementiser is ti, and it preserves an archaic state of affairs just as otSi does in Silli.
The survival of the supplementary participle in Calabrian has a similar role, and
echoes what happens in Tsakonian. Other layersÑka in Apulian, pos and tSeÑare
imposed on top of the basic pattern, just like in Pontic and Cappadocian.
pu is present in the Italiot complementation paradigm, but its development is
autonomous from what has gone on in Balkan Greek: not only has it expanded
to weak assertives (to some degree), but it also takes up Occurrence and Action
functions proscribed to it in CSMG; and it forms auxiliary verb formations in
64KaranastasisÕ

gloss of this sentence is Ôthey say that the children are crying, they have great
need of waterÕ. But this does not explain the second pu; and the presence of two clauses following Ôthey saidÕ makes it likelier that the first pu is a temporal connective, and steune pu gleune
Ôthey stand that they cryÕ is an instance of the progressive construction Morosi described.
65 The resulting construction is also reminiscent of the Lesbian exo puÐconstruction (¤7.3.2), although its derivation is quite different.
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the steo pu formation. These developments highlight once again that the development of pu as a complementiser is contingent on its linguistic environment,
and not predetermined by its etymology.

6.8. Corfiot
Outside peripheral dialects of Greek, the extension of pu as a complementiser
has also taken place in the mainstream dialect of Corfu. Unlike Thracian, this
fact has not attracted scholarly attention. The only mention I have found is an
aside in PernotÕs grammar of Tsakonian:
M.D. (Michael Deffner) cites amongst his examples ekio´ mÕ epªtzere pÕ Ã n.i ts¼pta
(ecu m epetþere p oni tsipta), and translates it as es´ moy e¼peq pvq den e¼nai t¼pota
(esi mu ipes pos Den ine tipota) Ôyou told me that it was nothingÕ. We are probably
in the presence of es´ me e¼peq poy den e¼nai t¼pota (esi me ipes pu Den ine tipota)
(Constantinople; and Corfiot as far as pu is concerned.) (Pernot 1934:370) (My emphases)

That is to say, Tsakonian resembles Constantinopolitan in using an accusative
pronoun as an indirect object, and in using a pu-cognate to introduce linguistic
complements; it also resembles Corfiot, in the latter aspect. 66
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Map 3. Corfu and adjacent islands

66This

is the sole scholarly mention of the phenomenon I know of. The one linguistic work I am
aware of specifically on Corfiot, HitirisÕ (1987) vocabulary, which contains a grammatical appendix, makes no mention of it; nor does the much briefer 1916 description of Argyrades dialect
by G. Salvanos, which I have inspected at the National Library of Athens.
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The picture of complementation apparent from HDMS data varies regionally.
There are six manuscripts held in the centre from the Diapontii Islands (HDMS
793, 805, 805A, 817, 841, 842; 1961Ð1964). I have gathered 75 instances of
realis complements from these texts, including 17 weak assertives and 35 linguistic predicates. Only 11 complements are not introduced by pu: all are linguistic complements but for one weak assertive (38d). Of these, five complements are false (38a), two modal (38c, 38eÑoti na), and one quotative (38b).
Furthermore, all the non-pu complements are introduced by oti or ti<Êoti but for
two instances of pos (38f, 38g):
(38a)

Es´, Obra¼o, gi»at¼ e¼peq toy adr¿q thq ¿ti e¼nai kaki»Œ, ¿ti e¼nai dhm¿si»a na po´meÉ;
esi, ovreo, Æati ipes tu adros tis oti ine kaca, oti ine Dimosja na pumeÉ?
You, Jew, why did you tell her husband that she was a bad woman, that she
was a wanton, as it were? (HDMS 805A:56; Othoni)

(38b)

Kai toy e¼pe to kamater¿ ¿ti ¿poi»o zvdan¿ de¼jv egÃ, eke¼no ua bŒlhq me mªna na
doylªcvme.
ke tu ipe to kamatero oti opjo zodano Dikso eÄo, ekino Ta valis me mena na
Dulepsome.
And the ox told him that Ôwhichever animal I point out to you, that animal you
will put to work with me.Õ (HDMS 805A:74; Othoni)

(38c)

Lªei se mi»a grigi»Œ ayt¿q ¿ti na planªsh th gyna¼ka toy. H grigi»Œ lªei: ÇPana‚a,
boüuaÈ lªei. Aytü opo´ ªfyge o Œdraq thq kÕ ekoynŒrise to paid¼ thq kai to
spo´daje. Na pŒei na tsh ph, tsh lªei, ¿ti ürue grŒmma tÕ adr¿q thq.
lei se mja ÄriÆa aftos oti na planesi ti Äineka tu. i ÄriÆa lei: Òpanaia voiTaÓ lei. afti
opu efiÄe o adras tis k ekunarise to peDi tis ke to spuDakse. na pai na tsi pi, tsi lei,
oti irTe Ärama t adros tis.
He says to an old woman that he was to trick his wife (modal). The old woman
says: ÔOur Lady help us!Õ, says she. When her husband left and she both brought
her child up and put it through school. She should go and tell her, says he, that
a letter from her husband has come (false). (HDMS 805A:83; Othoni)

(38d)

O L¼zaq toy NŒpa ap¿ toy Lo´tsh eg´rize me ªna magiatikŒki sto xªri kai toy
Õkaz¿tane ¿ti ebŒstoyne alŒkero drŒkonta ap¿ th xarŒ toy.
o lizas tu napa apo tu lutsi eÄirize me ena maÄiatikaki sto xeri ke tu kazotane oti
evastune alakero Drakoda apo ti xara tu.
NapasÕ son Lizas was coming back from LutsisÕ place with a tunny fish in his
hand, and he was so happy youÕd think that he was holding an entire dragon.
(HDMS 841:76; Erikoussa)

(38e)

«Epeita o aderf¿q thq tsÕ e¼pe ¿ti na pŒh na idü ti kŒnh ayt¿ to kor¼tsi.
epita o aDerfos tis ts ipe oti na pai na iDi ti kani afto to koritsi.
Then her brother told her to go and see what that girl was up to. (HDMS
841:242; Erikoussa)

(38f)

PÃq es´ üjereq pvq to paid¼ e¼nai xvr¼q mŒti»a mªsa Õq thn mŒnna toy.
Èpos esi ikseres pos to peDi ine xoris matja mesa s tin mana tu.
How did you know that the child had no eyes in his motherÕs womb? (HDMS
842:262; Othoni)

(38g)

EgÃ ürua na soy pv pvq e¼mai eke¼noq poy eperifrono´sanÉ
eÄo irTa na su po pos ime ekinos pu eperifronusanÉ
IÕve come to tell you that I am the one they looked down uponÉ (HDMS
842:265; Othoni)
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The complementiser distribution for the Diapontii Islands is thus: 100% pu for
obligatory-pu and optional-pu categories, 94% for cognitive weak assertives,
71% for determined linguistic predicates. For the linguistic instances, there are
conditioning factors at work in preventing the use of p uÑe.g. anti-factivity
(falsehood) or quotativity; but they do not apply consistently.
The spread of pu in the Diapontii Islands is so extensive, it is even used to introduce Determined Occurrence complements, where CSMG would use na:
(39)

Akartªroysa ¿poy ua moy mhn´shq na Õruv.
akarterusa Èopu Ta mu minisis na rTo.
I was waiting for you to send me word to come. (HDMS 842:249; Erikoussa)
(CSMG: perimena na mu minisis na rTo)

A similar development has already been remarked upon for Italiot, although it
does not seem to have become as entrenched here. The result has the same implications here as it does in Italiot for the general development of complementiser-pu.67
On Corfu itself, the picture is less clear-cut. There are weak assertive-pu
complements attested throughout the islandÑin Kassiopia, Agios Mattheos, and
Hlomos. There are also linguistic-pu complements attested for Agios Mattheos,
Hlomos, and Agros; two instances of pu from Agros and Agios Mattheos (1292:
II 110) introduce false complements. And Sinarades has a knowledge acquisition
predicate (Dixno ÔshowÕ) take a pu-complement. But there are also oti- and poscomplements attested for Corfu: a weak assertive oti in Hlomos, a weak assertive pos in Agios Mattheos, and a linguistic pos in Sinarades.68 This means
that pos had by no means been eliminated from the complementiser paradigm;
as seems to have been the case with Thracian, pos was probably marked as a
dubitative.
The extension of pu seems to also characterise Paxi, south of Corfu. In HDMS
830 (1963), there are two linguistic-pu complements (pp.Ê252, 302), although
there are no cognitive weak assertives. 69 This seems to be the furthest geographical extent of Corfiot-pu: there is no evidence I know of such spread in Epirus, to
the east of Corfu, or Lefkada, to the south of Paxi.70
Note that the little fieldwork carried out by the Historical Dictionary on Corfu
was rather late: HDMS 807 dates from 1962, HDMS 956 from 1970, and HDMS
67 This

instance could also be a temporal pu; if so, it has the meaning ÔuntilÕ for pu, rather than
the more usual ÔwhenÕ. Then again, the meaning ÔsinceÕ for pu is attested in Othoni (¤7.4.6); so
arguably this is a manifestation of a semantic generalisation of temporal pu in the Diapontii islands.
68Weak assertive-pu: Kassiopia (HDMS 807:115), Agios Mattheos (1292:II 24), Hlomos (1292:I
13, I 24). Linguistic-pu: Agios Mattheos (1292:II 110, 120, 121), Hlomos (1292:I 114), Agros
(1292:II 174). Weak assertive oti in Hlomos (1292:I 13); weak assertive pos in Agios Mattheos
(1292:II 74); linguistic pos in Sinarades (956:26); knowledge acquisition pu in Sinarades
(807:290).
69There is a semi-factive knowledge acquisition pu-complement after katalaveno ÔrealiseÕ (p.Ê58).
70Nikolaos Moutzouris (pers. comm.) at the Historical Dictionary Centre of the Academy of
Athens believes there is similar usage in Zante; but I have found no textual evidence of this.
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1292 from 1986. So the Corfiot complementation system may well have started
breaking down by the time the texts were recorded; its preservation in the
Diapontii Islands is consistent with their relative isolation.
The one early piece of linguistic fieldwork available to me is SalvanosÕ (1929
[1917]) collection of folkloric material from Argyrades, where Salvanos was the
local schoolteacher. The evidence for complementiser-pu is tenuous: for linguistic determined predicates, the proportion of pu to pos is 1:20, while for weak
assertives, it is 1:2. The text shows that the Argyrades villagers are aware of
SalvanosÕ standing as a learned man, and speak to him deferentially; nevertheless, their speech is consistently Corfiot in all other ways, and there is a wide
range of speakers consulted, so there is no reason to suppose the complementation data is ÔcorrectedÕ in the direction of Standard Greek. So compared to the
Diapontii Islands, pu is severely restricted in Argyrades, at least for linguistic
predicates. We do not have enough data to tell whether this was a uniform
north-south gradient, incorporating Paxi.
The best literary evidence of Corfiot complementation lies in the prose of
Konstantinos Theotokis, a native of the village of Karousades, who wrote in
early xxÊAD. Even in Theotokis, the evidence is not overwhelming, and is contingent on whether the narratorÕs voice or the charactersÕ is used: although his narratives are written with dialectal lexis, dialectal morphology and syntax only become apparent in dialogue. So in his novella Honour and Money, the narrator
uses pu as a complementiser 5 times, and pos 50 times, whereas dialogue uses
pu 31 times and pos 12 times. In particular, the counts for leÄo ÔsayÕ are 0:7 for
the narrator, but 9:3 for dialogue. Similarly, while in narration the non-assertive linguistic action predicate kano ÔpretendÕ occurs twice, with pos, in dialogue it occurs once, with pu:
(40a)

Den ako´q, e! «H kŒneiq poy den ako´q. J´pna, lªv, j´pna.
Den akus, e! i kanis pu Den akus. ksipna, leo, ksipna.
You canÕt hear me, can you! Or youÕre pretending not to hear me. Wake up, I
tell you, wake up! (TheotM 10)

There are no instances of weak assertive cognitive pu-complements in Honour
and Money, but there is at least one instance in his short stories (which are
overall, however, less Corfiot in their complementation than Honour and
Money):
(40b)

Thq fŒnhke poy egÃ thn antibŒdiaza sta kªfia thq. Kai ti me mªlei poioq kai poioq
tüne mallŒzei;
tis fanike pu eÄo tin antivaDiaza sta kefia tis. ke ti me meli pios ke pios tine
malazi?
It seemed to her that I was going against her fun. But what do I care about who
feels her up? (TheotC 69)
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In the text of TheotokisÕ translation of Hamlet, the complementation counts are
as follows: 71
Complement
CSMG-Obligatory
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH REACTIONS
PREDETERMINED EMOTIVE TRUTH APPRAISALS
CSMG-Optional
PREDETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE/PHYSICAL
S TATIC
KNOWLEDGE ACQÕN
S UBJECT
CSMG-Unacceptable
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED TRUTH COGNITIVE
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED FUTURE TRUTH LINGUISTIC
N ON-ASSERTIVE ACTION LINGUISTIC
S TRONG DETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE
U NDETERMINED TRUTH EMOTIVE

43
17
16/1 (94%)
1/0 (100%)
17
1/0 (100%)
5/10 (33%)
8/13 (38%)
6/9 (40%)
2/4 (33%)
3/0 (100%)
9
1/14 (7%)
5/20 (20%)
2/36 (5%)
0/3 (0%)
0/2 (0%)
1/1 (50%)
0/3 (0%)

The breakdown in the pos/pu distinction in this text is discernible, but slight. Of
the five weak assertive instances of pu, four complements are true, while in the
fifth, the complement is questioned, but still presumed true by the speaker:
(41a)

Piste´eiq poy o Alªjantroq ua Õxe tªtoian eidü mªsa sth gh;
pistevis pu o aleksadros Ta xe tetian iDi mesa sti Äi?
Dost thou think ∅ Alexander looked oÕthis fashion iÕthÕearth? (TheotH 228)

This would suggest that pu is still associated with presupposition of some sort.
On the other hand, the direct/indirect perception distinction has completely
broken down:
(41b)

Œfhsª ton/ gia ªna zeygŒri kŒkosma filiŒ,/ gia mia xtypiŒ gia mªtvro sto sbªrko,/
na ide¼ poy oysiastikŒ trel¿q den e¼mai/ ma ap¿ ponüria.
afise ton/ Äia ena zevÄari kakosma filia,/ Äia mia xtipia Äia metoro sto sverko,/ na
iDi pu usiastika trelos Den ime/ ma apo poniria.
and let him, for a pair of reechy kisses,/ or paddling in your neck with his
damned fingers,/ make you to ravel all this matter out, (here: let himÉ see)/
that I essentially am not in madness,/ but mad in craft. (TheotH 173)

The evidence overall points to this expansion in pu being a strictly local phenomenon: linguistically and historically, Corfu patterns with the other Heptanesian islands in speaking a southern Greek dialect close to Peloponnesian, and
not a northern Greek idiom. Furthermore, the northern Greek territory it neighbours, Epirus, is not an area where pu has spread in functionality. While the island was resettled a few times after being depopulated in recent history
(Katsaros 1981), none of the places known to be sources of colonists suggest a

71There

are no instances of oti as a complementiser in the text.
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likely Thracian influence. And even though Albania is quite close to Corfu, and
Albanians did take part in the major resettlement of Corfu in 1587 (Katsaros
1981:110), there is no evidence of Albanian linguistic influence on Corfiot. The
overwhelming influence here, as with the other Heptanesa, has been Italian; but
there is no evidence of Italian encroaching on anything but lexis in Corfiot.
There is only slight evidence of an extension of complementiser-pu elsewhere
in the Heptanesa. In MinotouÕs extensive collection of texts from Zante (around
50,000 words), there are only a couple of instances of pu spreading to contexts
unusual for CSMG:
(42a)

TsÕ hmªreq poy kontol¿gae na gennüs‘, emhn´sane toy basiliŒ poy an den pŒ‘, xŒnei
thn kal´terü toy xÃra.
ts imeres pu kodoloÄae na Äenisi, eminisane tu vasilia pu an Den pai, xani tin
kaliteri tu xora.
The days she was close to giving birth, they sent word to the king that if he did
not go, he would lose his best territory. (MinA 383; Katastari, ZanteÑlinguistic)

(42b)

Ua id’q poy ua Õxei kŒti fr´dia vq ta p¿dia tsh.
Ta iDis pu Ta xi kati friDia os ta poDia tsi.
You will see that she will have eyebrows reaching down to her feet. (MinA 436;
Vasilikos, ZanteÑstatic perception)

This also makes it likeliest that Corfiot pu is a local innovation, rather than a
relic from a previous stage of Greek.

6.9. Macedonian
The remaining Greek dialect in which a significant perturbation may be noted in
the distribution of complementiser-pu is Macedonian. As the geographical distribution of this perturbation shows, external influence may be invoked as a
factor here: language contact with Macedonian Slavonic, in which the locativederived complementiser deka < kade ÔwhereÕ is non-factive, and acts as the counterpart of CSMG oti/pos rather than pu (Nicholas 1998a).72
There are two instances in my corpus of Macedonian of pu used with weak assertivesÑthe shibboleth of expansion of complementiser-pu. One of them was
recorded in Kastoria, on the erstwhile linguistic border between Greek and Macedonian Slavonic:
(43a)

n¿misa poy di»en üsoyn/ Œkoysa poy ªfygeq
nomisa pu Djen isun/ akusa pu efiÄes (PERFS)
I thought that you werenÕt/ I heard that you left (HDMS 537:42; collected by
N. Andriotis, 1933)

This example shows not only a spread of pu to weak assertives, but also to indirect perception; in CSMG, verbs of direct perception usually require the presence of a nominal object and an imperfective complement. So the Kastoria
usage is innovative relative to other mainstream dialects. The fact that it was
72This

influence went both ways, since Macedonian Slavonic employs the Greek loanword oti
synonymously with deka.
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spoken in an area coextensive with Macedonian Slavonic is no accident; we
know that the Greek of Kastoria underwent extensive language contact with
Macedonian Slavonic, at both a lexical and syntactic level (Triandafyllidis 1981
[1938]:249).
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preparation of any map of ethnicities or language in the Greek province of Macedonia is
inevitably controversial, and the reader may excuse the following clarifications. It goes without
saying that the borders on the map represent only the pre-modern linguistic affiliation of the
populations, and no characterisation of concomitant ethnic or national identity is intended.
Towns in Greece have been given Greek names (Florina, Kastoria, Ptolemais, Naousa, Veria,
Edessa, Yannitsa, Salonica, Kilkis) rather than Macedonian Slavonic names (Lerin, Kostur,
Kajljar, Negus&, Ber, Voden, Pazar, Solun, Kukus&); likewise, Bitola has been given its Macedonian
Slavonic, rather than Greek name (Monastiri).
The thin black line represents the furthest southern extent of Macedonian Slavonic, after
Koneski (1983:151). The thick black line represents the furthest northern extent of Western
Macedonian Greek, after Sandfeld (1930:16); in broad terms, SandfeldÕs description accords
with descriptions from several sources, both Greek and non-Greek. It appears from HDMS data
that Greek was natively spoken further north in Imathia prefecture than the map implies (as far
as Naousa); but there is no evidence of indigenous Greek-speakers for Pella (Edessa) or Florina
prefectures.
In this map, no claim is made as to the language of the towns of the region; Greeks being active
as merchants, it is known that towns like Kastoria had significant Greek-speaking populations,
while the surrounding countryside spoke Slavonic. Even in the countryside, bilingualism in
Greek seems to have extended far north of the linguistic dividing line; but it is clear Greek there
was a second, trade language, as women did not learn it.
Likewise, no claim is made as to the furthest northern extent of Eastern Macedonian Greek.
(Detailed linguistic maps of the region are available in HDMS manuscripts prepared by N.
Contossopoulos; that data is not available to me at this time.) Although Sandfeld delimits Greek
as beginning south-east of Salonica, for example, the Greek-speaking village of Melissohori
(formerly Baltzia) lies some 20Êkm north of Salonica. And while the prefecture of Kilkis is
known to have been almost entirely nonÐGreek-speaking, the same claim is not warranted for
the prefectures of Serres and Drama, and there is likely to have been a bilingual zone there as
for Western Macedonia. On the other hand, the prefectures of Chalcidica, Kavala, Pieria, and
Grevena (beginning just south of Siatista) seem to have been entirely Greek-speaking.
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The other example was recorded in Epanomi, a town 22Êkm south of Salonica:
(43b)

Vq tilifta¼a xr¿nia, vq toyn b¿limoy ki ´stira. Mian apoyli»Œna [h kŒmpoyq] ütan.
Ti uarre¼q poy ütan; O´loy kabŒkia, boytªq, kalŒmi»a.
os tiliftea xronia, os tun bolimu ki istira. mian apu´ana [i kabus] itan. ti Taris pu
itan? ulu kavakia, vutes, kalamja.
Mªxri ta teleyta¼a xr¿nia, mªxri l¼go metŒ ton p¿lemo, ªna xªrso xvrŒfi üto. Ti
nom¼zeiq pvq ütan; «Olo le´keq, itiªq, kalŒmia.
mexri ta teleftea xronia, mexri liÄo meta ton polemo, ena xerso xorafi ito. ti
nomizis pos itan? olo lefkes, ities, kalamia.
Until recent years, until after the war, it was a barren field. What do you think
∅ it was? Full of poplars, willows, and reeds. (HDMS 952:73)

Notionally, Epanomi is located outside the Slavonic-speaking area. However,
the text collector E. Giakoumaki notes that Epanomi is almost the only indigenously Greek-speaking settlement in the Greater Salonica area, so also in this
instance influence from Macedonian Slavonic is more probable than not.
Counts from more extensive texts confirm that there is a disruption in
Macedonian complementation relative to CSMG, although nowhere else is there
evidence of pu used with weak assertives. In the texts from Papanaoum, collected in Siatista 35Êkm south-east of Kastoria, there are 18 realis complements:
fifteen are introduced by pu, and the remainderÑthe weak assertives of the
textÑby null complementisers. As it turns out, all fifteen pu-complements are
factives; yet the total absence of pos is suspect, particularly when pu is used to
introduce indirect perception and novel knowledge:
(44a)

«Aksa po{sti maloymªniq, ma den jªroy iats¼.
aksa pu sti malumenis, ma Den kseru iatsi.
I heard that you were not on speaking terms, but I donÕt know why.
(Papanaoum 51)

(44b)

Mar ise¼q jªrtsi pÕ ast¿hsami toyn AnastŒsh tsÕ TsiŒgoyq;
mar isis ksertsi p astoisami tun anastasi ts tsiaÄus?
Hey, do you know that weÕve forgotten TsiagoÕs son Anastasis? (Papanaoum
63)

(44c)

Oy Arg´rq maua¼nei po{ruin oy MpalampŒntq
u arÄirs maTeni pu rTin u balabants
Argyris found out that Balabanis had arrived (Papanaoum 57)

As the map in Koneski (1983:151) shows, Siatista is at the very edge of the
Slavonic-speaking area, so Macedonian Slavonic influence on the dialect of
Siatista is possible.
Similar results obtain from the texts in Adamopoulos (1988), taken from
Melissohori, a village 20Êkm north of Salonica, and thus in Slavonic linguistic
territory. The following text counts obtain:

Not indicated in this map is the complex mosaic of other ethnicities and languagesÑTurkish,
Albanian, Romany, Djudezmo, Aroumin, Megleno-RomanianÑthat made Macedonia so complex.
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E MOTIVE
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED C OGNITIVE STATIC
PREDETERMINED C OGNITIVE ACQUIRED
LINGUISTIC
WEAK DETERMINED COGNITIVE

6/0/074
4/1/0
2/1/1
2/2/1
2/2/1
0/2/9

Although pos is hardly absent, pu obtains in the corpus in proportions far
greater than typical of CSMG, particularly for Linguistic and Predetermined
Cognitive Acquired predicatesÑnotwithstanding the small overall number of
complementisers involved. However, the distinguishing characteristic of expansion of pu, its use after weak assertives, is absent here just as in Siatista. Again,
the normal complementiser used after weak assertives is zero; this is something
already encountered in Cappadocian. Whether this is a development internal to
Greek (such sentences are not unacceptable in CSMG), or a product of contact
with Macedonian Slavonic, I am not currently in a position to judge.
So in Kastoria, Siatista, and Melissohori, there is a definite expansion in the
functionality of complementiser-pu relative to CSMG. This contrasts with the
texts in Karayannis (1986), taken from Portaria in Chalcidica, a solidly Greekspeaking prefecture:
E MOTIVE
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED C OGNITIVE STATIC
PREDETERMINED C OGNITIVE ACQUIRED
APPOSITION
S TRONG DET. LINGUISTIC TRUTH
S TRONG DETERMINED COGNITIVE
WEAK DETERMINED COGNITIVE
N ON-ASSERTIVE LINGUISTIC TRUTH
S TRONG DET. LINGUISTIC FUT . TRUTH

7/0/0/0 75
8/3/8/2
0/1/2/1
0/1/5/0
1/0/0/0
0/4/21/2
0/1/10/0
0/1/8/0
0/0/5/0
0/3/2/0

The distribution of pu here matches that in CSMG very well; pu is absent from
not only Acquired Cognitive and Linguistic predicates, but Static Cognitive
predicates as well, while pos is entrenched as a relativiser with Weak Assertives.76 There are only two aspects of complementation in Portaria worth noting.
First, the text uses pu to introduce a clause in apposition with a nominal, where
CSMG would prefer oti. I suspect this to be a characteristic of vernacular versus
74 pu/pos/ ∅.
75pu/oti/pos/∅.
76 One may retort

as to the nature of the texts: while Papanaoum and AdamopoulosÕ collections
are folkloristic reminiscences of bygone customs and events, which would have prompted linguistic conservatism, Karayannis is quite modernising as a storyteller, including such paraphenalia of modern life as newspapers and gendarmes; his vocabulary likewise does not hesitate
to incorporate CSMG words of Puristic or English origin such as apon ÔabsentÕ, iDupio ÔinformÕ,
and sok ÔshockÕ, alien to the dialect. Nonetheless, the texts are roughly contemporary (Adamopoulos appeared two years later than Karayannis), and it is unlikely that the syntax of Portaria
could have been that thoroughly transformed, while that of Melissohori or Siatista stayed intact.
KarayannisÕ complementation patterns are at any rate confirmed by HDMS data from Chalcidica.
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written Greek, as opposed to a specific Macedonism, and (45a) is certainly not
unacceptable in CSMG:
(45a)

«Htan ki ayt¿ pragmatikŒ mia migŒlÕ arko´da, mi tÕ diafoyrŒ poy ªtrixi ¿ruioy,
¿poyq h Œnuroypoyq.
itan ki afto praÄmatika mia miÄal arkuDa, mi t Diafura pu etrixi orTiu, opus i
anTrupus.
He was truly a big bear, with the difference that he ran upright, like a human.
(Karayannis 1986:94)

The other distinction between KarayannisÕ complementation and CSMG arises
with Perception predicates; pu is very frequent here (38%), and turns up in contexts where the perception is decidedly indirect:
(45b)

H kyrŒ MargarÃ, m¿liq Œkoysi poy ürtan ta pidiŒ-tÕq, amªsoyq ªkani tÕn ŒroystÕ.
«Eftasan stoy sp¼tÕ ta pidiŒ, rÃtÕsan Çis´, mŒna, ti kŒnÕqÈ;
i kira marÄaro, molis akusi pu irtan ta piDia ts, amesus ekani tn arust. eftasan stu
spit ta piDia, rotsan Òisi, mana, ti kans?Ó
As soon as Goody Margaret heard that her children had returned, she immediately pretended to be sick. The children arrived home and asked ÒMother, how
are you?Ó (Karayannis 1986:52)

(45c)

Oi Œlnoi dyo, afo´ e¼dan poy de g´rÕsi h migŒloyq, lªei h de´tiroyq, Çua pŒoy ki
ÕgvÈ ki jik¼nÕsi ki ayt¿q.
i alni Dio, afu iDan pu De Äirsi i miÄalus, lei i Deftirus, ÒTa pau ki ÄoÓ ki ksikinsi ki
aftos.
When the other two saw that the eldest had not come back, the second said ÒI
will also go,Ó and set off. (Karayannis 1986:104)

Data from other parts of the region is not plentiful. In the strongly dialectal
prose texts in LoucM (1917), taken from Grevena, the counts are as follows:
E MOTIVE
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED C OGNITIVE ACQUIRED
LINGUISTIC

1/077
1/0
1/1
0/1

This data by itself does not show much; it does show, however, that pos was
alive and well just south of Siatista.
The texts in Kapsalis (1917) are almost all from Veria, another town on the
edge of Slavonic linguistic territory. The counts here are more cogent, and basically agree with those for CMSG:
E MOTIVE
PERCEPTION
PREDETERMINED C OGNITIVE ACQUIRED
LINGUISTIC
WEAK DETERMINED COGNITIVE

77pu/pos.
78pu/oti/pos.

2/0/078
1/0/1
1/0/4
0/2/2
0/0/1
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The one oddity arises with Predetermined Acquired Knowledge predicates,
where the following examples indicate pos and pu were in free variation:
(46a)

(First son to Hajji:)
«Emaua poy bŒneiq sto¼xÕma mi ta cªmata.
emaTa pu vanis stixma mi ta psemata.
I have learnt that you place bets on lies. (Kapsalis 1917:514)

(46b)

(Same story; third son to Hajji)
«Emaua pvq bŒizq sto¼xÕma mi cªmata.
emaTa pos vaizs stixma mi psemata.
I have learnt that you place bets on lies. (Kapsalis 1917:515)

Here, one might again argue for Slavonic Macedonian influence. Outside this
predicate class, though, there is nothing like the disruption that seems to have
taken place in Siatista, although both Veria and Siatista are on the linguistic
border.
A survey of HDMS data broadly corroborates the above data. There are 46 instances of Macedonian complementiser-pu in my HDMS database. Of these, the
two weak assertive instances have already been discussed; a further 15 instances
are emotive, and do not present any difficulty relative to CSMG. Fourteen instances involve perception; of these, 7 are direct, and another two are evidential
(ÔdonÕt you see thatÉÕ), and are thus acceptable in CSMG. Four involve indirect
perception, and in light of what has been discussed, their provenance is not surprising: Siatista (967:115), Salonica (730:254), Kastoria (43a), and Arnea,
Chalcidica (650:283). In one further instance, there is direct perception, but the
constraints of CSMG are still violated, as the event perceived is stative:
(47a)

Alb¼sÕka na fŒoy tz¿rtziloy, mitŒ e¼da poy Õtani skoyl9Õki»ŒrÕkoy ki askŒuÕka.
albiska na fau dzordzilu, mita iDa pu tani sku´carku ki askaTka.
I wanted to eat an apricot; then I saw that it was worm-ridden and I was too
disgusted to. (HDMS 1168:289; Agia Paraskevi, Serres)

Although I do not have any extensive texts from Serres prefecture, the region
around Agia Paraskevi does appear to have been bilingualÑor at least, the villages where HDMSÊ1168 was collected (Agia Paraskevi, Terpni, and Sisamia) adjoined Slavonic-speaking villages. So Slavonic influence is likely here.
These villages are relevant in another context: there are 4 instances of linguistic pu-complements, including 2 from Terpni, 1 from Sisamia, and one from
Salonica. All these locales are within the range of Slavonic in Greece. The instances are all the more noteworthy, in that they include future truth pu-complementsÑsomething that does not occur under any circumstances in CSMG:
(47b)

IgÃ sÕ e¼pa korÕ mŒnam, toyn agapÃ toy Xrüstoy mi»a ki kalü. MÕ ªtaji poy ua mi pŒrÕ
mi stifŒnÕ.
iÄo s ipa kor manam, tun aÄapo tu xristu mja ki kali. m etaksi pu Ta mi par mi
stifan.
I told you, mother, I love Chris and thatÕs that. He has pledged to me that he
will wed me. (HDMS 730:272; Salonica)
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Even in the non-future truth predicates, the complement can still be situated in
the futureÑwhich means it cannot be considered given, so that the linguistic pucomplement cannot be considered factive:
(47c)

Fano´da e¼ni gastroymªn^ ki bŒryni poyl´, mÕ e¼pi pÕ ua ginnüs
ÿ Õ Õftªq tÕq mªriq.
fanuDa ini gastrumeø ki varini puli, m ipi p Ta Äinis& ftes ts meris.
Fanny is pregnant and has gotten heavy; she told me that she was going to give
birth any day now. (HDMS 1168:149; Terpni, Serres)

Of the remaining 11 pu-complements in the HDMS corpus, two static and two
acquired predetermined cognitive predicate instances are from the broader region of Arnea; these include a complement of Dixni ÔshowÕ:
(47d)

H katso´nga de¼xn^Õ apo´ ürti toy proyxe¼mÕ.
i katsunga Dixø apu irti tu pruxim.
The katsunga (?) shows that autumn has arrived. (HDMS 1200:194; Stanos,
Chalcidica)

One static and one acquired instance are recorded from Drymos, 3Êkm from
Melissohori; the acquired complement is topicalised, and so probably does not
violate CSMG norms:
(47e)

Den toy püri xabŒrÕ po Õpis&i h pi»Œstra mªsa stoy fa‚.
Den tu pir xabar po pis&i i pjastra mesa stu fai.
She didnÕt realise it that the hairpin had fallen into the food. (HDMS 1164:202;
Drymos, Salonica)

One static instance is recorded for Siatista, and one acquired instance for
Grevena. Finally, a static and an acquired instance are attested for Roumlouki, a
region just north of the Aliakmon river in Imathia, and thus barely within the
Slavonic-speaking region. The acquired complement in this instance is not topicalised:
(47f)

igÃ katŒlaba poy üligin gia tÕ isªna.
iÄo katalava pu iliÄin Äia t isena.
I realised that she was talking about you. (HDMS 955:53; Roumlouki, Imathia)

The foregoing exposition is diffuse, and hampered by a lack of extensive data.
The following is a summary, by prefecture, of the status of complementiser-pu,
so far as the data allows it; the prefectures are ordered by the extent of Slavonic
presence. I also count instances of pos versus oti.
Florina, Pella, Kilkis, Drama. All these prefectures were fully Slavonicspeaking (with the possible exception of Drama); I have no data from any of
them.
Kastoria. pu used with weak assertives and (apparently) with indirect perception. Extrapolating from other regions, pu has probably taken over the complementiser paradigm from pos. Neither oti nor pos are attested in my HDMS
corpus for Kastoria; then again, its coverage of Kastoria is slight.
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Kozani. For Siatista, the complementiser grid seems to be split between pu
(factive) and zero (non-factive).79 In other parts of the prefecture, both oti
and pos are attested.80 The case of Vlasti, which uses pos and oti, is interesting, in that it is pretty much on the linguistic border north of which Greek
is not spoken. If Siatista, on the southern extremity of Macedonian Slavonic,
has a non-standard complementation paradigm, but Vlasti, on the northern
extremity of Greek, has a standard paradigm, the only obvious explanation
would be that Vlasti was relatively isolated from Slavonic-speakers, but
Siatista, as a regional centre, was not.
Imathia. System seems to be essentially CSMG, but pos and pu are in free
variation for cognitive acquired predicates (Veria, Roumlouki). The realis
complementiser seems to be pos rather than oti.
Salonica. In Epanomi, pu is used with a weak assertive. This does not occur
anywhere else in the data. However, pu is expanded relative to CSMG in indirect perception (Salonica), linguistic truth (Melissohori), linguistic future
truth (Salonica), and cognitive acquired predicates (Melissohori). pos is well
attested in Salonica (HDMSÊ730), including indirect perception and linguistic; only one instance of oti.81
Serres. Expansion of pu into stative direct perception (Agia Paraskevi) and linguistic predicates (Terpni, Sisamia). oti is well attested in the region in semifactive and non-factive functions, including linguistic, where it seems to be
more frequent than pu (12 instances in HDMS 1168); pos occurs only once, in
a carol (1168:96), and is probably foreign to the region. Zero-complementiser
only occurs once (1168:277).82
Pieria. The only complementisers attested for Pieria in the database (1144:
129ÑVria; 1161:13ÑMoschopotamos; 1161:376ÑLofos) are pos. Pieria being a
solidly Greek-speaking region, one would expect it to conform to CSMG
norms.
Chalcidica. The system appears to be underlyingly that of CSMG; there is
some expansion of pu into indirect perception (Portaria, Arnea) and cognitive
acquired (Stanos). pos well attested for Arnea (HDMS 650); only one instance of oti. In Portaria (Karayannis), the proportion of pos to oti is 14:61. In
Varvara, on the other hand, the proportion of pos to oti is 0:4.

79 But zero is used with factive maTenu ÔlearnÕ (HDMS 967:119).
80 oti: 1066:51ÑGalatini, 8Êkm north of Siatista; 1081:130ÑVlasti,

21Êkm north of Siatista; 604:3,
10, 10, 16ÑAno Komi, 9Êkm south of Kozani; 1243:3ÑMetaxas, 29Êkm SE of Kozani; pos:
1081:86, 148, 149ÑVlasti.
81 Other proportions (oti/pos) Halastra (18Êkm west of Salonica): 1:2 (HDMS 966, 1079);
Melissohori (Adamopoulos): 0:8; Pentalofos (17Êkm NNE of Salonica): 2:0 (HDMS 1155).
82Similar results obtain elsewhere in the prefectureÑDasohori (25Êkm WNW of Serres): one instance of oti (1135:222), one null (1135:306); Mikro Souli (57Êkm SE of Serres): one instance of
oti (1107:212). pos is only attested three times in the prefecture: Mesolakkia (1107:79; 62Êkm SE
of Serres, 9Êkm from the coast); Neo Souli (964:5; 7Êkm east of Serres), and once in a folksongÑ
Pentapolis (965:21; 12Êkm ESE of Serres).
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Grevena. No reason arises from the data to doubt that the system here is that
of CSMG. There is too little data to decide the preponderance of oti over pos.
Kavala. Although this prefecture seems to have been entirely Greek-speaking,
I have no data available from the region; but just as with Grevena, there is no
reason to doubt that it would have the same complementation system as
CSMG.
So there is major disruption of the complementiser paradigm in western regions
in direct contact with Slavonic (Kastoria, Siatista, some villages in Salonica),
lesser disruption in the east (Serres), Imathia, and ChalcidicaÑthe latter apparently not in direct contact with Slavonic; and no perceptible disruption in the
other prefectures not in contact with SlavonicÑalthough the lack of data forces
one not to speculate too far. The locus for use of otiÑwhich Greek passed on to
Macedonian SlavonicÑappears to be Serres, and to a lesser extent Kozani.
A final question is whether the Macedonian expansion of pu forms a uniform
zone with Thrace. The data from Eastern Macedonia suggests not: complementation in Serres is not much different from CSMG, and certainly does not resemble the expansion in either Kastoria and Siatista, to its west, or Eastern
Thrace and Bithynia, to its east. The connecting territory between Eastern
Macedonia and Eastern Thrace is Western ThraceÑor at least, its littoral, the
hinterland apparently not Greek-speaking. We have very little information on
the dialect of the region, but there is no available evidence of any expansion of
pu there. Likewise the data collected in HDMS 252 from Philippoupolis (140Êkm
NE of Serres) shows no trace of any such expansion. While Samothrace does
display such expansion, it is too distant from Macedonia to provide a real link.
It seems therefore that Macedonia and Thrace do not form a unitary linguistic
zone with regard to complementation.
Whether the common contact of Greek with Macedo-Bulgarian in Thracian
and Macedonian Greek caused the apparent similarity in the dialectsÕ complementation paradigms is a question I cannot currently address, without much
more information on southern Macedo-Bulgarian dialects; I suspect, however,
that Aegean Macedonian Slavonic may be invoked as a contact influence much
more profitably than Southern Bulgarian.

6.10. Other
There remain scattered instances of deviant complementation amongst the
mainstream dialects of Greek. These instances do not form coherent overall
trends; they need to be mentioned, however, for completeness.
6.10.1. Emotive pos
In several dialects of Greek, emotive predicates do not always take pu as a complementiserÑunlike CSMG; they frequently take pos instead, although overall
pu is still the most frequent complementiser. Since evidence indicates that pos
became a complementiser before pu, this suggests an archaism in emotive pos; it
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is certainly reminiscent of the archaic use in Silliot, Mariupolitan, and Italiot of
reflexes of ho@ti with emotivesÑpos replacing ho@ti uniformly.
A closer parallel than Silliot and Italiot, however, is offered by Pontic, in
which ndo and pos share nearly equal footing as emotive complementisersÑas
opposed to the more archaic dialects, in which pos has no substantial presence.
This suggests that the discrepancy may not be so much in pos spreading at the
expense of pu, but pu not spreading at the expense of posÑi.e. not penetrating
the complementiser paradigm to the extent it has polarised it in CSMG.
Emotive-posÑwhich looks like an archaismÑis for the most part attested in
the more archaic Eastern GreekÑincluding Crete (Pangalos 1955:382), the
Cyclades, Cythera, South-Eastern Greek, and Old Athenian:
(48a)

KÂnta fta¼v gv, paid¼ moy, pvq den ªpairneq apat¿q soy ta grŒmmata;
k ida fteo Äo, peDi mu, pos Den epernes apatos su ta Äramata?
And what fault is it of mine, son, that you would not learn to read on your
own? (GrigA 15; Hania, Crete)

(48b)

ma ¿loq o k¿smoq ekeino´ toy basile¼oy hlyphuükene pvq hxŒsane to basili»Œn toy,
den üuelene na toyq kyriªc‘ ªnaq gªroq kai mi»a gr‘Œ.
ma olos o kosmos ekinu tu vasiliu ilipiTikene pos ixasane to basi´an tu, Den
iTelene na tus kiriepsi enas Äeros ke mja Äria.
But all the people of that kingdom were sad that they had lost their king; they
did not want an old man and an old woman to rule them. (Analects 62; Naxos,
Cyclades)

(48c)

tse¼n soyromadeâiªtai, pvq tÕq po´sane eytŒ ta l¿gia!
tsin suromaDjete, pos ts pusane efta ta loÄia!
She was livid that they said those words to her! (HDMS 685:103; Mykonos,
Cyclades)

(48d)

De lypÃmai, fvq moy, pvq peua¼nv,/ m¿n³o to GiŒnnh to paid¼ moy poy tÕ afünv!
De lipome, fos mu, pos peTeno,/ mono to Äiani to peDi mu pu t afino!
I do not regret that I am dying, darling, but that I am leaving my child John
behind! (HDMS 685:103; Cythera)

(48e)

Ma h k¿rh ton egŒphse n-tzai ¿son eperno´san oi mªreq elypŒtom pvq üuen na Õrtoyn
oi serŒnda mªreq na to sfŒjh o basiltsŒq.
ma i kori ton eÄapise ndze oson epernusan i meres elipatom pos iTen na rtun i
seranda meres na to sfaksi o vasiltsas.
But his daughter loved him and as the days passed she was sad that the forty
days would pass and the king would kill him. (HDMS 690A:226; Astypalaea,
Dodecanese)

(48f)

Tzai ts&e¼neq oi ftvs&ªq exarko´ntan pvq eg gia kal¿n toyq.
dZe tSines i ftoSes exarkundan pos eN Äia kalon tus.
And those poor women were happy that it was for their own good. (HDMS
673A:8; Mesara, Cyprus)

(48g)

(1655)
kai ¿pvq elypüuhq dia l¿goy moy pvq den ªginen eke¼no opo´ agapŒq
ke opos elipiTis Dia loÄu mu pos Den eÄinen ekino opu aÄapas
And as you were sorry on my account that what you desired did not happen
(Kambouroglou I:178; Athens)
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One of the factors that may be at work here is the use of pos as a causal connective in Cretan and other Greek dialects, as illustrated in (49a, 49b)Ñrecalling
that emotive complements are causal in nature:
(49a)

Katªxeiq e¼da uarÃ; pvq soy bgŒnei ta mŒuia soy keionŒ to kvpªlli pvq diabŒzei!
katexis ida Taro? pos su vÄani ta maTia su kiona to kopeli pos Diavazi!
Do you know what I think? That boy makes you green with envy because he
can read! (HDIC; from G. Marantis, To Mixeli¿ (Athens 1921) p.Ê21; Crete)

(49b)

pentampelŒ da ton ebŒftisene pvq e¼xene pªnte r¼zeq tÕ ampªlin toy
pedabela Da ton evaftisene pos ixene pede rizes t abelin tu
she called him Five-Vine because his vineyard had five vines (Analects 66;
Naxos, Cyclades)

Emotive-pos extends to other parts of Greece. It is attested in the Heptanesa, including both Corfu (50a, 50b, 50c) and Zante (51a, 51b, 51c):
(50a)

ÇDe ftŒnei,È ªlege mªsa toy, Çpvq to sp¼ti ejªpese t¿so;È
ÒDe ftani,Ó eleÄe mesa tu, Òpos to spiti eksepese toso?Ó
ÒIsnÕt it bad enough,Ó he thought, Òthat our house has fallen so low?Ó (TheotM
18)

(50b)

Ki o KÃstaq t¿teq efobüuhke op¼sv mhn ton ekatŒdine, kÕ emetŒnoivse pvq den ton
e¼xe apoteleiÃsei sto gial¿.
ki o kostas totes efoviTike opiso min ton ekataDine, k emetaniose pos Den ton ixe
apoteliosi sto Äialo.
And then Kostas feared he might turn him in, and regretted that he hadnÕt finished him off at the beach. (TheotC 45)

(50c)

(1543)
Den lypo´mai pvq apoua¼nv, di¿ti blªpv eke¼non opo´ ªnai ait¼a na apouŒnv pvq
kai ayt¿q san emªna apounüskei.
Den lipume pos apoTeno, Dioti vlepo ekinon opu ene etia na apoTano pos ke aftos
san emena apoTniski.
I am not sad that I am dying, for I see that he who was the cause for me dying
is also dying like me. (Nouk 124)

(51a)

D¿ja soi o Ue¿q, pvq eporopiŒsate to sp¼ti saq.
Doksa si o Teos, pos eporopiasate to spiti sas.
Thank God that you have settled your household. (MinA 444; Volimes, Zante)

(51b)

H mŒna toy to xŒrhke pvq trÃei pol´ o gyi¿q tsh kai toy pügaine kŒue brŒdy ta dyo
piŒta to fa‚.
i mana tu to xarike pos troi poli o Äios tsi ke tu piÄene kaTe vraDi ta Dio piata to
fai.
His mother was happy that her son ate a lot, and took him his two plates of
food every night. (MinB 421; Lykoudi, Zante)

(51c)

pŒei pŒle sth l¼mnh xaro´menoq pvq ta cŒria ua ütoyna megŒla kai ua
uarapey¿toyna.
pai pale sti limni xarumenos pos ta psaria Ta ituna meÄala ke Ta Tarapevotuna.
he went to the lake again, happy that the fish would have grown up and he
would sate his hunger. (MinB 496; Lagopodo, Zante)

Barring influence from Puristic (certainly present in NoukiosÕ usage of oti, but
unlikely to have extended to its vernacular synonym pos), Corfiot seems to have
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been effacing its pu/pos distinction; pos was turning up as a marked variant of pu
throughout the Corfiot realis complementation grid. This is the only way of
dealing with the Corfiot paradox: pu expands at the expense of pos throughout
the paradigm (¤6.8), but retreats before pos in the one area it is supposed to be
strongest, emotives. Such an account would not, however, explain Zante, where
the complementation paradigm is not otherwise markedly different from CSMG.
The phenomenon also turns up in folksongs in the Peloponnese, in the region
of Pylia near the ports of Coron and Modon (52a)Ñalthough here too emotivepu is by no means absent (52b):
(52a)

Den kla¼ne gia ton p¿lemo, den klain pvq polemŒne,/ kla¼ne pvq sÃsan to cvm¼, den
ªxoyn ti na fŒne.
Den klene Äia ton polemo, Den klen pos polemane,/ klene pos sosan to psomi, Den
exun ti na fane.
They do not lament the war, they do not lament that they are fighting; they
lament that the bread has run out, and they do not have anything to eat.
(Tarsoulis 18)

(52b)

O ªnaq kla¼ei poy mªuyse, kai pÃq ua jemeu´sei,/ o Œlloq kla¼ei poy xürece kai po´
ua brei gyna¼ka?
o enas klei pu meTise, ke Èpos Ta ksemeTisi,/ o alos klei pu xirepse ke Èpu Ta vri
Äineka;
One laments that he is drunk, and how will he sober up; the other laments
that he is a widower, and where will he find a wife; (Tarsoulis 28)

Coron and Modon were long-time possessions of Venice, just like the Heptanesa
and Crete; as also argued for the spread of the form apu (¤B.4.2), there is a possibility of linguistic transmission from Crete or the Heptanesa to Pylia via the
Venetians.
Folksong, it must be said, travels, and is thus not a reliable index of local
grammatical patterns. For example, the following song excerpt from Chalcidica
is almost a verbatim parallel to a song already cited from Marmara (10); it thus
does not count as independent local evidence.
(52c)

Den to Õxoy pvq pantre´iti ki pa¼rnei ton ixtr¿-moy/ m¿nÕ to Õxoy pvq mi kŒlisan, na
pŒoy na stifanÃsoy.
Den to xu pos padreviti ki perni ton ixtro mu/ mon to xu pos mi kalisan, na pau na
stifanosu.
I am not upset that she is getting married and is marrying my enemy; rather, I
am upset that they invited me to go and be the best man. (Vaglis 1986:68;
Portaria, Chalcidica, Macedonia)

The following example, also from Macedonia, is likewise too close for comfort to
(52a), and cannot be taken as reliable evidence:
(52d)

«Enaq kla¼ei pvq gªrasi, kiÕ Œlloq pvq de mporo´si,/ kiÕ alloq poy xŒsi ta pidgiŒ
enas klei pos Äerasi, ki alos pos De borusi,/ ki alos pu xasi ta piDÄia
One laments that he is old, and another that he is no longer strong, and another that he has lost his children (LoucM 153; Hasia, Greneva, Macedonia)
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The only example remaining outside Eastern Greek which does not occur in a
folksong is (52e):
(52e)

i kupe@ ³les a@ma ton "ÛDan ßama@ksan pos bo@re³se³ a@nßrupus zundano@s k′ e³ kate@³fk′i k′i kat
k ′e³ De@³n don e@³faje³ to ßir"Ûu–
Oi koypªlleq Œma ton e¼dan uŒmajan pvq mp¿rese Œnuroypoyq zoyntan¿q kai
katªfki kei kat kai den ton ªfage to uhr¼oy.
i kupe£le£s ama ton iDan Tamaksan pos bore£se£ anTrupus zundanos ce kate£fci ci kat
ce£ De£n don e£faje£ to Tiriu.
Wie die MŠdchen ihn sahen, wunderten sie sich, da§ ein Mensch lebend dort
hŠtte hinuntersteigen kšnnen ohne da§ ihn das Tier gefressen hŠtte.
When the maidens saw him they marvelled that/how a living human being
was able to descend down there without being eaten by the beast. (Heisenberg
16; Zagora, Magnesia, Thessaly)

Depsite the phonologically precise transcription indicating no stress on pos,
however, it is difficult not to credit that in this instance pos really does correspond to ÔhowÕ (Èpos).
The only good evidence for emotive-pos, then, comes from the more conservative Eastern Greek and the Heptanesa, with Venetian rule a plausible vehicle between the twoÑthe more so as emotive-pos is known to be extant in works of the
Cretan Renaissance:
(52e)

(~1610)
Vq boylhuÃ toy k´rh moy to d¼kio na milüsv,/ o «Ervtaq man¼zei moy pvq ue na ton
afüsv
os vuliTo tu kiri mu to Dikio na miliso,/ o erotas manizi mu pos Te na ton afiso
Just when I decide to tell my father what is right, Love is angered at me that I
would leave him (Erotok I 1061)

A calque from Venetian, which like other Romance languages has a single realis
complementiser for both emotives and other predicate classes, cannot be ruled
out, but seems unlikely in view of how slight Venetian influence has been on
Greek morphosyntax. The best way to explain the phenomenon is as a regionally
diffused archaism.83
6.10.2. Cognitive Predetermined pu
It is not unusual for cognitive acquired knowledge predicates to take pu-complements, even in CSMG. Usually, the complement in question is either given
(53a, 53b) or topicalised (53c, 53d, 53e, 53f):
(53a)

E¼xan mŒuÕ poy e¼xe ªruÕ sto sp¼ti eke¼noq o Bord¼tÕq kai n¿mÕsan pvq ton ªstÕlan oi
klªfteq
ixan maT pu ixe erT sto spiti ekinos o vorDits ke nomsan pos ton estlan i kleftes

83ChristidisÕ

(1981:171) claim that, while some speakers he consulted had emotive oti-complements, they only had it with imperfective complements, is belied by the data (48b, 48c, 48g,
50a, 51a, 52d). This means that the rationale he attempted to set up for non-pu emotive complements (that reactions to stative events are more permanent, and thus more intellectualised,
than reactions to perfective events) cannot hold for this range of data, and cannot have determined the expansion of pos to such complements.
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They had learnt that that fellow Vorditis had come to the house, and they
thought the robbers had sent him (HDMS 1075:21; Elliniko, Ioannina, Epirus)

(53b)

KiÕ oy lag¿q katŒlabi apo´ ªx′ skoyp¿n tªtgoioyn?
ki u laÄos katalavi apu eC skupon tetÄiun;
And the hare realised that she (the fox) had such an intent. (LoucM 104; Venzi,
Grevena (?), Macedonia)

(53c)

Kai eke¼noq to katŒlabe poy ue nan ton xalŒsoyn
ke ekinos to katalave pu Te nan ton xalasun.
And he realised it that they would kill him. (Tarsoulis 57; Pylia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(53d)

monÕ uªlv na me uŒcete mÕ aytŒ ta matvmªna,/ gia na to mŒuÕ h geitoniŒ, gia na to
mŒuÕ h xÃra,/ pÕ ad¼kvq me skotÃsate gia Õna zeygŒri r¿da.
mon Telo na me Tapsete m afta ta matomena,/ Äia na to maT i Äitonia, Äia na to
maT i xora,/ p aDikos me skotosate Äia na zevÄari roDa.
But I want you to bury me in these bloody clothes, so that the neighbourhood
may learn it, and the town may learn it, that you killed me unjustly for a pair
of roses. (Tarsoulis 94; Pylia, Messenia, Peloponnese)

(53e)

SŒstise, byu¼sthke kai Õen to katŒlabem poy pªrase nh Ãra kai marmŒrvsen pŒli
to Tªmploq.
sastise, viTistike ke en to katalavem pu perase ni ora ke marmarosen pali to
temblos.
He was astonished, he was lost in thought, and he did not even realise it that
the time passed, and the icon stand turned to stone again. (HDMS 993:27; Pyli,
Kos, Dodecanese)

(53f)

«Ama t¿ mauan all′ f¼l′ k′noy p uŒ pirni tg kako´rgia, to´ pan na mhn tm par, giat¼
ua pŒ‘ xamªnoyq.
ama to maTan a´ fi´ cnu p Ta pirni tN kakurÄia, tu pan na min tm par, Äiati Ta pai
xamenus.
When other friends of his found it out that he was to marry the villain, they
told him not to marry her, for he would be destroyed. (LoucA 16; Lambiri,
Aetolia, Roumeli)

Cases in which the complement is neither given nor topical are quite infrequent:
(53g)

KŒbosiq boylªq toy x&Õn¿poyroy sÕkÃnoyn ta poydŒri»a tÕq ta b¿di»a kai fe´goyn.
ÿ Õ broyxü
Katalaba¼nÕn apÕ ua na Õx&Õ migŒl
kabusis vules tu Cnopuru skonun ta puDarja ts ta voDja ke fevÄun. katalavenn ap Ta
na C miÄa´ vruxi
Sometimes in autumn oxen lift their legs and leave. They realise that there will
be heavy rain (HDMS 657:161; Katarraktis, Arta, Epirus)

So overall, mainstream Greek dialects preserve the CSMG restrictions on pu
with cognitive acquisition: pu is marked for presupposition or (concomitantly)
topicalisation.
The same holds for cognitive static knowledge predicates; in the following, for
example, the complement is topicalised:
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na toy Õjera poy Õnai mismªrÕ!
na tu ksera pu ne mismer!
If IÕd only known (it) that itÕs midday! (HDMS 361:198; ÔPer.Õ (?) 84, Tinos,
Cyclades)

A special case amongst cognitive static predicates is constituted by Timame
ÔrememberÕ. Consistent with CSMG, mainstream dialects use pu after Timame
only with imperfective complements, and only in introducing the recollection of
a situation, rather than the propositional rememberance of specific facts:
(54a)

Uymio´mai poy Õlean ¿tÕ Œma phdüjÕ pid¼ (toy oyrŒnio t¿jo) gªnoydan ts&o´pra
Timiume pu lean ot ama piDiks piDi (tu uranio tokso) Äenudan ts&upra
I remember that they used to say that if a child jumped (at the rainbow), it
would be born a girl (HDMS 1203:175; Artopoula, Ioannina, Epirus)

(54b)

UymŒs&i poy blas&tümagiq& oy l´koyq na mi fŒh;
Timas&i pu vlas&timaÄis& u likus na mi fai?
Do you remember how you used to curse that the wolf should eat me? (HDMS
1032:234; Krini, Larisa, Thessaly)

(54c)

UÕmo´mi po Õlii h peuerŒ mÕ
Tmumi po lii i peTera m
I remember that my mother-in-law used to sayÉ (HDMS 923:322;
Paleokastro, Samos, Central Aegean)

(54d)

UymŒmai pªrisy poy Õmoyna litroybiŒrhq sthn ¼dia mhxanü pÕ anakatÃsame tsÕ
eliªq tsi dikªq soyÉ
Timame perisi pu muna litruviaris stin iDia mixani p anakatosame ts elies tsi Dikes
suÉ
I remember last year when I was working at the olive mill at the same mill
where we mixed in your olivesÉ (HDMS 787:329; Ithaca, Heptanesa)

In the two following examples, the pu-complement is perfective; in (54e), the
second, perfective pu-complement may be contaminated by the first, which is
imperfective, and is in verse, so one cannot make too much of it.
(54e)

KORH: UymŒsai, Fi»ored¼no moy, tsai gi»Œda de uymŒsai,/ Poy üpairna ta pokŒmisa

tsÕ ürxoymoy tsÕ üllajŒ se;/ UymŒsai, de sÕ epi»Œsane demªno oi groysŒroi,/ Stoy
basili»Œ se püane me mi»a timü megŒlh;
FI»OREDINOS: Uymo´mai poy me pi»Œsane demªno oi groysŒroi,/ Sto basili»Œ me püane
me mi»a timü megŒlh.
kori: Timase, fjoredino mu, tse Æada De Timase,/ pu iperna ta pokamisa ts irxumu ts
ilaksa se?/ Timase, De s epjasane Demeno i Ärusari,/ stu vasi´a se piane me mja
timi meÄali?
fjoredinos: Timume pu me pjasane Demeno i Ärusari,/ sto vasi´a me piane me mja
timi meÄali.
MAIDEN: Do you remember, my FioredinoÑand why wonÕt you rememberÑ
that I used to take the shirts and come and change you? DonÕt you remember
that the pirates captured you and bound you, and took you to the king with
great honour?
FIOREDINO: I remember that the pirates captured me and bound me, and took
me to the king with great honour. (Thumb 296; Ios, Cyclades)

84No

current village name on the island satisfies this abbreviation, nor is it given in the published Historical Dictionary abbreviation list.
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The only example which remains problematic is (54f); even here, however, the
context suggests recollection rather than rememberanceÑi.e. that what is being
recalled is a situation rather than a specific fact; so it is not certain that (54f) is a
real disruption of the paradigm.
(54f)

uÕmŒmi pÕ mÕ dŒnÿÕsiq ªna xÕli»arÕ ki de sÕ toy g´rÕsa
Tmami p m Daøsis ena x´ar ki De s tu Äirsa
I remember that you lent me a thousand drachmas and I did not return them
to you (HDMS 1032:37; Farsala, Larisa, Thessaly)

Overall, then, mainstream dialects fall in line with CSMG as to the conditions
under which pu-complements may appear with semi-factive predicates.
6.10.3. Linguistic pu
Strictly speaking, pu-complements are not acceptable in CSMG. There are infrequent exceptions to this in CSMG itself, and this also turns out to be true with
mainstream dialects. In (55a), for instance, the complement is topicalised, a
factor favouring the use of pu:
(55a)

Moy to Õpi h GiÃrÕq apo´ ua ÕruÕq stoy xoyrgi»¿
mu to pi i Äiors apu Ta rTs stu xurÆo
George said it to me that you were coming to the village (HDMS 925:228;
Sykaminea, Larisa, Thessaly)

Still, in the following examples, the use of pu is odd by CSMG standards: the pucomplements are not in fact false, but nor are they particularly presupposed or
given:
(55b)

E¼pan soy po{soyn ¿morfh kai pŒnv soy to püreq
ipan su pu sun omorfi ke pano su to pires
They told you that you were beautiful and you took it to heart (Yannakou 222;
Rhodes, Dodecanese)

(55c)

Œntra e¼xa sthn jeniteiŒ, tÃra dÃdeka xr¿nia,/ Œlloi moy len poy pªuane, kai Œlloi
moy len poy ÕxŒuh./ÑAlüueia, k¿rh, pªuane, ki alüueia, k¿rh, exŒuh.
adra ixa stin ksenitia, tora DoDeka xronia,/ ali mu len pu peTane, ke ali mu len pu
xaTi./ÑaliTia, kori, peTane, ki aliTia, kori, exaTi.
I had a husband who emigrated, it has been twelve years now; some tell me
that he has died, and some tell me that he has perished.ÑTruly, maiden, he
has died, and truly, maiden, he has perished. (Tarsoulis 66; Pylia, Messenia,
Peloponnese)

(55d)

Sta pali»Œ ta xr¿nia moy mol¿gae o makar¼thq o pappo´lhq moy poy ªpese ªnaq
ah9t¿q sta ÿSedamŒki»a kÕ epüre sta n´xi»a toy Õna moyskŒri thq ueia-Pol´tvq.
sta pa´a ta xronia mu moloÄae o makaritis o papulis mu pu epese enas ajtos sta
s&edamaca k epire sta niCa tu na muskari tis Tia politos.
In times past my late grandfather used to tell me the story that an eagle once
swooped at Sfendamakia and took away with its claws a calf of aunt PolytimisÕ.
(HDMS 913:29; Paidemeno/Flesias, Messenia, Peloponnese)

(55e)

«Otan kyliªtai to skyl¼, lªme apÕ ua brªjÕ
otan kiliete to skili, leme ap Ta vreks
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When a dog rolls around, we say that it will rain (HDMS 834:41; Astakos,
Aetolia & Acarnania, Roumeli)
(55f)

LªnÕ poy iftŒ astªneâieq gi»atre´oydi mi toy tyfloyp¿dÕkoy
len pu ifta asteøes Æatrevudi mi tu tiflopodku
They say that seven illnesses are cured by the mole (HDMS 925:337; Kriovrisi,
Larisa, Thessaly)

(55g)

(1786)
mÕ ¿lon opo´ hme¼q proq thn Panagi¿thtŒ toy koinÃq egrŒcamen m´riaiq forªq opo´
den uªlomen thn panier¿thtŒ toy dia arxierªa maq
m olon opu imis pros tin panaÄiotita tu kinos eÄrapsamen miries fores opu Den
Telomen tin panierotita tu Dia arxierea mas
although we have collectively written thousands of times jointly to his Holiness
that we do not want his Eminence as our church leader (Kambouroglou I:312;
Athens)

These examples do not point to a coherent geographical zone; if anything, with
the exception of the Dodecanesian (55b), they point to the Greek mainland, and
this is inconsistent with the fact that CSMG, which lacks linguistic-pu, is of
mainland Greek provenance. We have already seen fluidity in linguistic-pu in
Thracian, and the best that can be said here is that a similar fluidity appears to
hold on the Greek mainland, though it has bypassed CSMG.
6.10.4. Perception pu
There is a widespread tendency to use pu with indirect perception, contrary to
CSMG. However, one must isolate from indirect and direct perception the third
class of perception predicate use, where pu is fully acceptable in CSMG: evidential perception. It may be argued that many of the following instances, where
the perception is clearly indirect, reflect a evidential useÑÔrealiseÕ rather than
ÔseeÕ. This is clearly true of cases like (56d, 56f, 56k). For most instances, however, one cannot make this argument, and one can only say that pu has been
generalised from direct to indirect perceptionÑconsistently, one should note,
with visual perception, which already has been linked to the evidential meaning
in Greek.
(56a)

PernŒn ai treiq mªreq apo´ Õtan na toyn ano¼joyn, ki» Œma toyn ano¼jan e¼dan ap ta
Õxei ªtma.
pernan e tris meres apu tan na tun aniksun, c ama tun aniksan iDan ap ta xi etma.
Die drei Tage gingen vorbei und sie gingen und fanden das Kleid bereit.
The three days for them to unlock him passed, and when they unlocked him
they saw that he had them ready. (Heisenberg 21; Zagora, Magnesia, Thessaly)

(56b)

e@Dena@p ta djo@ aDe@rfja pu arj"Û to pro@to narß"Û
«EdenŒp ta dyo adªrfi»a poy arge¼ to prÃto n½ru’
eDenap ta djo aDerfja pu arÆi to proto na rTi
Es sah einer von den zwei (andern) BrŸdern, da§ der erste
(zurŸck)zukommen sŠume
One of the two brothers saw that the first brother was late coming back
(Heisenberg 36; Elias, Skyros, Thessaly)
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(56c)

lipo@n o vasilja@s a@man "ÛDe pu e@ ³li pe to taps"Û – pe@rni ta ma@tja tu k′i fe@vgi – trava@ me@sta
roma@nja
Loip¿n o basiliŒq Œman e¼de poy ªleipe to tac¼, pa¼rnei ta mŒtia toy kai fe´gei?
tray€ mªsÕ sta romŒnia.
lipon o vasi´as aman iDe pu e£´pe to tapsi, perni ta matja tu ci fevgi, trava mes sta
romaøa.
Der Kšnig nun, wie er sah, da§ die Platte weg war, geht schweren Herzens
weg, er geht mitten ins Waldesdickicht.
So when the king saw that the plate was missing, he went away in despair; he
headed to the woods. (Heisenberg 44; Andron, Lemnos, Northern Aegean)

(56d)

H mŒna toy blªpontaq poy den emp¿rei na kŒm‘ alloi»Ãq toy lªei
i mana tu vlepodas pu Den ebori na kami a´os tu lei
His mother, seeing that she had no choice, said to himÉ (ParnassosA 46;
Peloponnese)

(56e)

San e¼dan oi Œuurvpoi toy basilªa poy den apŒnthse po thn t¿sh b´uisi, kinüsane
kai püane parakontŒ toy.
san iDan i aTùropi tu vasilea pu Den apandise po tin tosi viTisi, kinisane ke piane
parakonda tu.
When the kingÕs men saw that from his great amazement he made them no
answer, they moved forward and came up close to him. (DawkD 187; Leros,
Dodecanese)

(56f)

O gªroq püre pŒli dr¿mo t½mpr¿q kai p¼sv, kai pŒei kŒmposo Ãspoy uvre¼ poy to
gado´ri toy den efa¼neto po´geti?
o Äeros pire pali Dromo t ambros ke piso, ke pai kamboso ospu Tori pu to ÄaDuri tu
Den efeneto puÄeti;
The old man again turned round and goes some way, until he is aware that
his ass is not anywhere to be seen. (DawkD 319; Leros, Dodecanese)

(56g)

Püge o patªraq me th mŒnna sthn kasªlla tsai e¼dane poy ªleipe to KvstantŒtsi.
piÄe o pateras me ti mana stin kasela tse iDane pu elipe to kostantatsi.
The father went with the mother to the casket, and they saw that little
Constantine was missing. (HDMS 657:158; Vrysi, Euboea, Roumeli)

(56h)

ÇTsÕ egÃ sÕ agapÃ, koympŒre,È apŒntae o kŒboyraq, ma ªlepe poy dem pügaine kalŒ
Òts eÄo s aÄapao, kubareÓ apantae o kavuras, ma elepe pu Dem piÄene kala
ÒI love you too, my in-lawÓ the crab would answer, but he saw that he wasnÕt
doing too well (HDIC; Laograf¼a 18 (1959):171; Megara, Old Athenian)

(56i)

Sk¿tvsa me to lŒstixo dy9o aspr¿koloyq kai toyq jepoypo´li»asa kÕ e¼da poy ütane
sa loyko´mi paxe9o¼
skotosa me to lastixo Djo asprokolus ke tus ksepupu´asa k iDa pu itane sa lukumi
paxe9i
I killed two wheatears with my slingshot and I feathered them and I saw that
they were as fat as Turkish delights (HDMS 913:3; Paidemeno/ Flesias,
Messenia, Peloponnese)

(56j)

De glªpoy gv pÏfaÝq tq fŒsiq o´liq ki kŒn′q toyn k′mŒminoyn tÃra!
De Älepu Äo po fais ts fasis ulis ki kaøs tun cmaminun tora!
Do I not see that you have eaten all the wood-pigeons, and now youÕre pretending to be asleep! (LoucA 14; Amvrakia, Aetolia, Roumeli)

(56k)

M¼a forŒ Œma id’q p ua staj′ oy p¿noyq, na e¼si bªbaioyq pvq ua matastŒj′.
mia fora ama iDis p Ta stacs u ponus, na isi veveus pos Ta matastacs.
If you see once that the pain will drip away, be certain that it will drip again.
(LoucM 101; Pikrivinitsa, Grevena, Macedonia)
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These instances are not particularly localised. As a perusal of DawkD shows,
something is certainly going on in the Dodecanese; but the examples above
range from throughout Western Greek. Again, as with linguistic pu, there seems
to be a fluidity in place in the parent dialects of CSMG which has not been
transmitted onto their offspring.
6.10.5. Other classes
Outside the above semantic ranges, there are only two instances from the
corpus worthy of attention. The first features a strong determined cognitive
predicate:
(57a)

SŒmatÕ ua skiftü poy igÃÉ
samat Ta skifti pu iÄoÉ
Would he even consider that IÉ (HDMS 1032:12; Farsala, Larisa, Thessaly)

This example is not good evidence of disruption, since skeftome Ôto think; to considerÕ can be presupposed in modalityÑÔconsider the fact thatÕ. The second is a
much more serious challenge to the complementation paradigm: pu is in fact
used with an anti-factive predicate:
(57b)

«Ekane kenªmoy h gra¼a poy de lªpei.
ekane kenemu i Ärea pu De lepi.
The old woman pretended not to see (HDMS 867:270; Vrisi, Euboea, Roumeli)

Vrisi is some 10Êkm from Kymi, a town that retains Old Athenian dialect amidst
the rest of Southern Euboea, which speaks Arvanitika. This is a major disruption, but whether it is a local innovation specific to Kymiot (there is no indication that other Old Athenian regions, such as Aegina, have changed their complementation so drastically), or an Albanism (something that what we know of
Arvanitika, including the variant spoken in Euboea, belies), this appears to be a
local phenomenon without any more global implications.
There are, however, a couple of instances from Old Athens itself pointing to
disruption in the complementation paradigm:
(58a)

(1786)
toy efa¼neto opo´ vsŒn f´gh ap¿ thn Auüna, ªxei na xŒsh ton parŒdeison.
tu efeneto opu osan fiÄi apo tin aTina, exi na xasi ton paraDison.
it seemed to him that when he left Athens he would lose Paradise.
(Kambouroglou I:304; Athens)

(58b)

na mh fa¼netai poy e¼nai nªa
na mi fenete pu ine nea
so she should not seem to be young/so it should not be apparent that she is
young (HDIC: Marietta Kambouroglou, Param´uia 89)

Of these, (58b) does not have enough context to make clear whether fenome
Ôappear; seemÕ is being used with its factive or non-factive sense; so it cannot
count as a strong example. (58a) does correspond to ÔseemÕ rather than Ôappear
thatÕ; then again, the sentence is metaphorical, and its actual meaning (Ôwhen he
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left Athens he would lose outÕ) is true enough. So there is enough evidence to
suspect something has happened in Old Athenian, but no more; and the data
from Megara and Aegina does not indicate anything relevant. If something had
occurred in Athens, it would be a local innovation; the Arvanitika texts I have
investigated (Nicholas 1998a) calque Standard Greek complementation (•‘/se/
t‘Ê~ pu/pos/na), even in the region around Athens, and can be ruled out as an
origin of any Athenian disruption.

6.11. Conclusion
We have several results arising from the data. For one, there is a diachronic
story of levels of complementisers being superimposed onto each other in the
dialects:
¥ Initially, the archaic level of participles (surviving in Italiot and
Tsakonian) and ho@ti (surviving in Silli and Mariupolitan);
¥ Then, loans from other languages: ka in Apulian Italiot, and the
calque to/tu/ndo in Anatolian Greek;
¥ Then, posÑabsent in Cappadocian, Mariupolitan, Maniot and
Tsakonian, vestigial in Italiot, infrequent in Pontic, competing
with oti in Macedonian;85
¥ Finally, pu.
As the final addition to the dialectal picture, pu is missing or underdeveloped as
a complementiser in Anatolian Greek (in much of which the Turkish calque ndo
has prevailed over a pu-complementiser.)
We also have several dialects expanding pu beyond the CSMG limits, according to which pu is unmarked for true factives and marked for semi-factives,
and denotes direct rather than indirect perception. One direction of expansion
has been along the Information Modality axis, from Truth to Action; this has
occurred in Greek only in Italiot, and possibly Corfiot. The major direction has
been down the Evaluation Modality axis, with pu generalising from Presupposed
Truth predicates to Strong and Weak Assertive Determined Truth predicates.
This has taken place in Macedonia, and a language contact account suggests itself. But it has also taken place independently, so far as one can tell, in
Thracian, Tsakonian, Livisiot, Corfiot, and Italiot.
The extent of the spread varies from place to place, consistent with this independence: the penetration of pu into the Weak Assertive paradigm, for instance,
varies from 81% in Cavafy to 18% in Lemnos (to look only at texts in the same
dialect group), and from no certain instances in Tsakonian to 94% in the
Diapontii islands. The heterogeny of Thracian is a major problem, particularly

85Elsewhere,

pos has turned the tables on oti; in Crete, for example, pos has displaced oti (E.
Giakoumaki, pers. comm.) The dialectal distribution of pos and oti is a topic not hitherto explored by linguists, and nothing like a coherent picture emerges out of the HDIC data I have inspected. I am tempted to locate the innovation of pos in Eastern Greek, and make Macedonia
the stronghold of oti, but the data is much too tentative for any conclusion.
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with the inconsistent treatment of linguistic complements even from Constantinopolitan to Constantinopolitan.
Given the paucity of texts from the region, one is left with the nagging suspicion that the picture would clear up if more data was available. It must be taken
on face value in the absence of such data, however; and what it points to is a
disorderly and divergent expansion of pu from place to place. The same picture
emerges from the minor differences between dialects covered in ¤6.10. This disorderly expansion, in turn, indicates not a uniform, problem-solving metaphor
determining the distribution of complementisers, but a contingent lexical diffusion of pu, from complement class to complement class, proceeding at different
rates in different locations.
We have in Greek several dialects independently pursuing an expansion in the
domain of pu not pursued in CSMG. For a typologically likely development to
occur independently in different dialects or languages is hardly surprising. To
find a parallel, we need not venture beyond Greek; consider DawkinsÕ description of the imbalance in CSMG clusters, stH, skH, spHÊ> *sT, *sx, *sfÊ> st, sk, sf:
In Modern Greek the old consonantal groups of su [stHÊ> *sT] and sx [skHÊ> *sx] have
developed into st [st] and sk [sk]; the second spirant has become the corresponding stopped sound. But the analogous group sf [spHÊ> sf] has generally remained unchanged. [É] But again this fixity of sf is not found quite everywhere.
In the island of Ikaria, in Mani, in the neighbouring island of Ky@thera, and in
Pontos, this group has gone the same way as su and sx, and the ancient sf¼ggv
[spH"ÛgùoùÊ> sfigo] has become sp¼ggv [spigo], the plant sfŒka [spHa@kaÊ> sfaka] is
called spŒka [spaka], and so on. In all other features these three dialects differ
entirely: we have therefore to deal with an independent development along a line
apparently natural to the language. (Dawkins 1940:26)

Given the disarray of expanded-pu dialects versus the well-defined distribution
of CSMG pu, a localist might argue that this shows CSMG to have reached a
state of stable equilibrium with its pu, whose factivity is privileged by its etymology. The distribution of expansions beyond this, one could argue, is unstable
precisely because it is discordant with this inherent factivity.
pu is indeed overwhelmingly factive in Greek, and this is a fact which needs to
be explainedÑalthough as I contend throughout, it makes more sense for it to
inhere in the relativiser function of pu than its locative antecedent. But a hypothesis that privileges the standard language over dialects is necessarily suspect,
when the standard language has prevailed over other dialects for purely extralinguistic reasons. By rights, after all, Constantinopolitan rather than Peloponnesian would have been expected to form the basis of the standard language;
and even though it has not, it still has exerted some influence on the formation
of CSMG.
A closer look at the dialectal picture shows that these kinds of disruptions are
the rule rather than the exception. The dialects which have expanded pu are not
just outliers like Tsakonian and Italiot, but also quite mainstream dialects like
Thracian and Corfiot; and even amongst dialects where pu has not been fully
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expanded, there are still noticable deviationsÑEmotive pos in Pontic, Eastern
Greek and Heptanesian; linguistic and indirect perception pu throughout mainstream Greek. The bar in CSMG on pu with learned cognitive acquired predicates (anakalipto ÔdiscoverÕ, apokalipto ÔrevealÕ, etc.) is also inconsistent, given
how entrenched pu is in mainstream Greek dialects with the vernacular cognitive acquired predicates maTeno ÔlearnÕ and katalaveno ÔrealiseÕ; these are no different to cognitive static predicates in allowing pu for given or topicalised complements.
Factivity in Greek complementiser-pu, we may conclude, is a tendency, not a
necessity; the tendency is usually adhered to, and this is a significant fact; but it
does not seem to be airtight for any Greek dialect.

